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Foreword 
It is often said that our world is becoming more and more the 

domain of the specialist. As each category of human interest 

and endeavor becomes increasingly complex and competitive, 
practitioners are left with little choice but to forgo a w ide 

range of expertise in order to develop and maintain their 
chosen specialization. T ime does not allow, or so the theory 
goes, one person to be an accountant and a politician and a 
researcher and an artist. 

O n the o ther hand, think of all that you can do w ith the 
aid of your personal computer and some software. If you 
have a spell-checking program, you can spell; if you have an 

accounting package, you can correctly perfo rm double-entry 
bookkeeping; if you have a telecommunications program, 
you can communicate with millions of peop le or search vast 

databases; and if you have page composition software, you can 

electronically "paste-up" complex documents. T he personal 

computer may well be the anecdote to specialization. 



In each of these cases, a complex process has been simpli

fied to little more than data entry and button pushing. The 

tools required to perform these tasks have b~en computerized 

and the use of these tools has been automated. 

H owever, the process of drawing has yet to-and some 

wou ld argue never will-undergo such a complete transforma

tion. While the tools of drawing have been sim ulated on a 

computer screen, the use of these tools has not been fully 

automated. This represents a fundamental d ifference between 

drawing and most other computerized processes: Drawing still 

requires that a person know how to use the tools of the trade 

and, more importantly, how to think like an artist. 

But how many of us are equipped with t his knowledge? 

Certainly no t the average computer user-or so you may 

believe. Millions of people own drawing software but few dare 

to draw more than a map to their ho use. They assume that the 

ability to draw is so lely dependent on talent, o r that it requ ires 

extensive study and practice. 

Drawing on the Macintosh is for those people. 

Tn this book, Mr. McClelland demystifies the artistic 

process, demonstrating that by learning a few basic principles, 

understanding the power of you r automated drawing tools, 
and remembering where the "Undo" command is located, 

almost anyone can create the kind of art they need to spruce 

up newsletters, reports, letters, brochures, and so on. With a 

li ttle practice, you will be creating original art as easily as you 

already correct your spelling, balance your books, or layout 
the monthly newsletter. In no time you will be personalizing 

your work, making it more attractive, saving both time and 

money, and having a little more fun with your computer. 

Drawing on the Macintosh 



Foreword 

A few words of advice before you set off to become the 
complete Renaissance Man or Woman: Start simple, stick with 
it, and refer back to the elementary sections of this book often. 
And never be embarrassed by your early work. Just claim that 
it's some horrible clip-art you're trying to fix. 

Best of luck. 

Craig Danuloff 
President, Publishing Resources Inc. 
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An effective graphic is an amazing thing. 
To the untrained eye, a graphic may be as 
mysterious as it is pleasing, seemingly out
side the realm of personal achievement. But 
like a piece of furniture or a loaf of bread, 
an illustration is a basic work of craftsman
ship. In this chapter, we'll disassemble the 
craft of drawing into its two basic elements 
of process and technique. By examining 
how an artis t works and what an artis t 
knows, we w ill gain a clearer understand
ing of how to create a successful graphic. 
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Who can draw? 
A commo n misconception amo ng " no n-artists" is that drawing is a 

talent that is not so much learned as inheri ted at b irth. In fact, most 

people can learn to d raw passably-some even quite well- in a sho rt 

period of t ime. 

D evelo ping an ability to draw is not the impossible task that you 

may believe it to be. After all, a successful graphic is measured fo re

most by its ability to effectivel y communicate an idea. As a child , you 

pro bab ly c reated a successful drawing in the fo rm of a d ot-to-dot 

puzzle. Even a person endowed w ith little mo re than rudimentary 

eye-hand coordination can move a pencil in a fairly straight line from 

po int A to po int B, from point B to point C, fro m point C to po int D, 

and so o n. The fini shed d ot-to-dot image will look the same and w ill 

communicate an idea with the same clarity whether completed by a 

modern-day Leonardo da Vinci o r a careful child. Both Leonardo and 

the child possess the same innate abili ty to connect dots with a pencil. 

If both also possess the same d etermination to accurately fo llow the 

puzzle directio ns, both can master this simple drawin g process. 

The primary di ffe rence between the experienced artist Leonardo 

and the inexperienced child is that the artist kn ows how to draw 

without numbered dots as a guideline. Based on experience, the artist 

knows: 

1. w here to begin and end pe ncil stro kes to accurately represent 

an tmage; 

2. w hich stroke to create first and w hich to create las t; 

3. w hat tools are available and how to operate each tool; 

4. that drawing is no t an exact science, and allows a generous 

margin fo r trial and erro r. A ny stro ke applied may be erased, 

reapplied, re-erased, and so o n, until the stroke satisfies the 

artist's imagined design. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



An artist's knowledge, like all knowledge, is gained through a 

combination of reading, observation, and personal experience. An 

artist is no more born with artistic knowledge than a banker is born 

with a knowledge of monetary exchange or thirty-year mortgage rates . 
An artist is born with the interest and attitude necessary to develop his 

or her drawing ability. 

. ··- . 
The next section examines how an artist uses a personal computer 

to create a graphic. 

The electronic 
graphic process 
The process of creating a graphic on a computer includes four funda
mental steps: 

1. Determine your purpose in creating the graphic, and develop 
a basic concept for the graphic. 

2. Create a series of rough sketches, representing every idea that 
you and your associates have come up with. 

3. After selecting a favorite sketch, po lish the sketch into a final 

draft or finished drawing. 

4 . Save the final draft and all preliminary sketches fo r 
future use. 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 

An artist's 
knowledge is 

gained through 
a combination 

of reading, 
observation, 
and personal 
experience. 
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The electronic 
graphic process 
is cycl ic; a single 

drawing can 
be used over 

and over. 
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Develop purpose & concept ------· 

~ 
Sketch initial ideas~-

~ 
Create final draft 

As we shall see, the graphic process is cyclic. A single elec

tronic draw ing can be used over and ove1· again in a v ariety 

of cir·cumstances. The icons shown in this figure appear 

throughout our text, highlighting discussions of C01Tespond

ing topics. 

The next few pages describe these four steps in the electro nic 

graphic process in detail, and examine how each relates to other steps 

and to the process as a w hole. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



Developing purpose and concept 
Before you create a s ingle line inside any drawing program, 

you must have a clear idea of what you want to draw, and 

w hy. A drawing must have a definite purpose, whether it re lates 

.. 

to a paragraph of text in a newsletter or stands alone as an ill ustration. 

The intentio n of a drawing should be forthright and obvious. A 
successful graphic explains itself w it hout words. A graphic shou ld 

provide a viewer with eno ugh visual informatio n to make any sur

rounding text largely repetitive and shou ld prepare the viewer for 

your textual message, w hether commercial or personal. Outside a 

museum or art class enviro nment, viewe rs arc rarely prepared for 

o bscure o r ambiguo us visual themes, making it risky to emp loy 

obscure themes in commercial artwork. 

A drawing of a mortar board with a scroll requires no text to 
convey the theme of a high school or college graduation. It 
prepares the viewer to 1·ead text about graduation topics, 
such as party or gift information o1· job possibilities. 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 
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A graphic 
should provide 

viewers with 
enough visual 

information 
to render any 
surrounding 
text largely 
repetitive. 
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A drawing's 
concept should 

be not only 
interest ing, 

but should also 
have a clear 

purpose. 
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Placing ou1· mortar board on a car roof obscures our message. 
Not only are mortar boards and cars unusual visual partners, 

but their size relationship is unrealistic. The graphic is more 

interesting than its predecessor, but more difficult to 

interpret. 

An ambiguous graphic can often be clarified by adding 

detail. In this case, we have transformed the su1-realistic cap 

on a car into part of a parade float. In doing so, we have 

retained the graphic appeal of the p>·evious figure w hile also 

refining its purpose. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



When d eterminin g the concept for a prospec tive drawing, you 

must isolate you r need s and your restrictions. Before your graphic can 

serve a purpose, you have to identify that purpose. Sometimes it can 

be helpful to make a list of your intentions. For example, if you are 

creating an advertisement for a brand of dog food, you know that first 

and foremost you want to interest dog owners . In fact, your graphic 

shou ld be able to attract all d og owners. Suppose that you are also 

concerned that you don't offend owners of cats o r birds, since your 

company produces many varieties of pet food. Therefore, although a 

drawing of a fi erce retriever chasi ng after the neighbo rs' Siamese cat 

might amuse and attract many dog owners, it w ill no doubt repel cat 

owners and thus prove itself an unsui table theme. You must find a 

happ y medium that encourages dog owners to buy your brand whi le 

demonstrating to non-dog owners that your company is sympathetic 

to all ani mals. 

Below are some of the most common categories of graphic needs 

and restriction s. Each consideration should be addressed when devel

oping any business graphi c: 

Needs: 
I. Primary purpose of 

graphic 

2. General interests of 

the company 

3. C larity of concept 

4. Overall appearance of 

fina l draft 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 

Restrictions: 
1. Time constraints, 

including deadl ines 

2. Budget constraints 

3. Printing restrictions 

and costs 

To create a 
drawing that 

conveys a 
purpose, you 

must first 
isolate your 

needs and your 
restrictions. 
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Sketching in a 
painting 

program 1s 
a method for 

trapping ideas. 
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Sketching initial ideas 
Once you have firml y established your intentions, you may start 

drawing. However, do no t feel compelled to create a perfect piece of 

artwork on your first try. Draw ing is a process, not a goal. While you 

draw, you w ill often discover ideas and poss ibilities that you had not 

considered initially. One line or shape may suggest several others, each 

of w hich may take your d rawing in a different direction. By creating 

several sketches fo r a single graphic, you take advantage of many 

ideas, possibly mo re than one at a time. 

n. ~ 
/) 

Suppose that these fo ur sketches are a random sampling of 
those that we have created for the dog food advertisement. 

Don't worry if your sketches do not look this nice. Sketches 
shou,ld contain onl)' a bare minimum of visual information 

to remind you of an idea later. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



Sketching is a method for trapping ideas. Before you judge an 

idea to be good or bad, get it down on paper or on disk. The sketching 

process is not generally a time for evaluation; it is a time for fast, 
informal, and unstifl ed productio n. You will have plenty of time to 

scrutinize your ideas later. 

Since the on ly purpose of a sketch is to help you organize and 

promote your ideas, you rarely need to worry about the quality o f 
your artwo rk at this stage in the graphic process. In fact, you will 

probably want to create most of your sketches in a painting program, 
such as MacPaint. Unlike a drawing program, in which you define 
images using lines, shapes, and other smooth objects, paint programs 

provide simple tools-like pencils and paintbrushes-that are used to 

color individual dots, called pixels, on your computer screen. Because 

these tools work much like their real-world counterparts, they are 
ideal fo r sketching images . 

If you are creating sketches to present to other people or to 

business associates fo r consideratio n, we advise you to create a second 
series of sketches, representing only your four or five best ideas. 
Polish them enough to display your skills and to effectively demon
strate your ideas. 

Creating a final draft 
When you begin to create a final draft, assem

bling a wide variety of sketches provides you 
with fl exibility in approaching a graphic. No 
part of the effort required to create the final 
drawing need be directed toward identifying the 
concept. Once you have selected a favorite sketch, you may 

import it into a drawing program and work it into a final draft. If 
more than one sketch is impressive enough to warrant further delib
eration, you may create final drafts for two or more sketches. 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 

When sketching, 
concentrate on 
organizing your 

ideas; don't 
obsess about 

quality. 
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The fina l draft 
stage is your 
opportunity 

to experiment 
with your 

graphic style. 
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This graphic of a dog waiting patiently to be fed is not only 
endearing to dog owners, but also inoffensive to other pet 
owners. We have developed it from our first sketch in the 
previous figure, using a simple approach. The three objects
the owner, the dog, and the bowl- are positioned in a basic 
triangular arrangement. 

The final draft stage is your opportunity to work in your per
sonal drawing style, which we will discuss more fully at the end of this 

chapter. You may also refine your idea to more accurately fulfill your 
purpose. 

If you're wondering how to create a fi nal drawing, take a look at 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 of this book. These chapters present the step-by
step evolution of several final drafts in an easy-to-follow fashion. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



Saving drawings for future reuse 
No drawing should ever be considered a waste of time. 

An idea turned down today may be picked up tomorrow. 

Save all your d rawings, especially sketches. Sketches can 

provide a substantial resource fo r future works. You 

might be surprised to learn that many "new" graphics are really 

develo ped from sketches that were passed over several months or 

years ago. 

Every artist keeps piles of early artwork. Although these rudi

mentary efforts may be embarrassing to the artist, they can provide 

raw material and inspiratio n for new pieces . 

In the electronic environment, you can eas ily borrow from o ld 

drawings. Images created previously can be cop ied and pasted into 

new backgrounds to create new graphic effects. 

This drawing was created a few years ago. \.\'le hung on to it, 
because you never know when a graphic may prove useful in 
a new context, as demonst1·ated on the following page. 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 

Save a II your 
drawings; an 
idea turned 
down today 

may be picked 
up tomorrow. 
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Copying an 
image from an 
existing piece 
of electronic 
artwork saves 

time and effort. 
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D 

A recent situation called for an illustration of a ship in a 
bottle. By copying the image of the ship fmm our existing 
artwork, we have conserved time and effoJ·t. 

You shou ld also think in terms of your o ld artwork when creat

ing new graphics . Do you have any thing on di sk that can be re

worked? Cataloging your old artwork can be very useful in this 

respect. W hen you've finished a graphic, print an extra copy, label it 

with its fil e name, and toss it in a notebook o r folder designated for 

sketc hes . Brows ing throu gh a folder of a rtwork is much easier and 

mo re accurate than trying to remember what sketches and final drafts 

you have o n disk. 

. --·- . 
The process o f creating a computer grap hic co nsists o f four steps: 

F irst, determine your purpose for creating the graphic and d evelo p a 

concept. Then, generate hard copies of your ideas by sketching them 

either with a penci l o n paper or by us ing a painting application. The 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



latter method is preferable, since it provides you with an opportunity 

to practice creating computer art in a casual setting, without having to 

concentrate on a polished finished product. Next, select a favorite 

sketch and develop it into a final illustration in your drawing program. 

Finally, save your graphic to disk, and catalog it for possible future 

consideration. 

The final step in the graphic process, saving a file to disk, is 
straightforward. In most drawing programs, you save an image by 

choosing a menu command, a practice familiar even to those with lim
ited computer experience. The first step, developing a concept, is 

probably not foreign or intimidating either. If you've worked in ad

vertising, visual media, printing, or any related field, you may have 
been involved in formulating graphic ideas that were later transformed 
into illustrations by a staff artist. Even if you have never worked with 
an artist or marketing committee, you have probably imagined visual 

ideas that could be worked into drawings. Something as elemental as a 
dream, for example, is fundamentally a visualization of a concept, an 
idea entirely your own. 

For most non-artists, steps two and three are the most difficult, 

since they involve actual drawing. If we were to end our discussion 

here, you would understand how to create a graphic without knowing 
how to draw, severely limiting your potential success. For this reason, 

most of this book is devoted to analyzing the process of drawing and 

then applying our knowledge to common categories of graphics using 
a typical drawing application. 

Chapter One • The Graphic Process 

Sketching initial 
ideas and 
creating a 

final draft are 
steps in the 

graphic process 
that require 

drawing 
technique. 
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You can learn 
to draw by 
developing 
a successful 
technique, 

regardless of 
any precon
ceptions of 

natura l abili ty. 
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Examining drawing 
technique 
Wheth er you arc using pencil and pape r or mouse and keyboard , the 

effectiveness of your grap hic d epends o n your drawing tech niq ue. 

Technique refers to the kn owledge and tools that an artist uses to 

create an illustratio n. 

M ost artis ts arc educated in fo rm, scale, propo rt ion, d epth, and 

related subjects. This k nowled ge of drawing theory guides an artist 

thro ugh the creati o n of an illustration, provid ing a basis o n w hich to 

make decisio ns about w hat goes where and how things should look. 

A n artist's too ls include pencils, paint, brushes, paper, and 

ca nvas. In a drawing program, similar tools are accessed by cl icking 

ico ns in an electro nic tool box. A n understanding of the purposes as 

well as the possible uses of too ls w ill enhance you r tech nique. 

Original r concept 

Drawing 
technique 

--

An understanding of theory and tools for·ms the foundation 

of a successful drawing technique, which provides the 
knowledge required to move your mouse in the directions 
and distances necessary to convert a mental image into a 

v isual form. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



By gaining an und ers tanding o f bo th d rawing theory a nd so ft

ware too ls, a computer artist assembles an electro ni c d raw ing 

techn ique-the essential link benveen formu lating a grap hic concept 

and expressing it identi fiab ly o n paper. 

Technique differenti ates those who ca n draw from those who 

ca nnot. By developing a successful technique, a person can learn to 

draw, regardless o f any preconceptions of natural abi lity. 

T h,c quali fier in thi s discuss ion is th e artist's s ty le. A ny two con

temporary artists may have the same ed ucati o nal background and 

access to identical tools. However, o ne artist's tec hnique may be less 

successful than the other's simply because of a difference in art istic 

style. In this sense, style dictates not o nl y the appearance of an art is t's 

work, but the manner in which it was created as well. 

~ 
Sketch initial ideas ' S'· 

+ 

Drawing theory 

+ Software tools 

Create final draft x Personal artistic style 

= Successful technique 

Sketching initial ideas and creating a final draft require a 
successful drawing technique. As we have indicated in the 
figure, a knowledge of drawing theory plus an understand

ing of software tools, modified by your personal a-rtistic style, 

is the formula for technique. 
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Being ab le co draw is therefore the integratio n o f knowi ng how 

co draw and kno w ing w hat co draw wi th . As y ou might suspect, t hese 

copies a rc so large that o u r firs t fou r c hapters are d evoted co aspects of 

d rawing technique. C hapter 2 is an in-depth exami natio n of drawing 

th eory, includ ing form, scale, pro portio n, and depth. In Chap ter 3, 

we examin e the too ls and menu com ma nds availab le in most d raw ing 

applicat ions. In C hapter 4, we po int o u t some possib le uses o f these 

software too ls. 

T hat leaves o nl y art isti c s ty le, t he mod ifier of draw ing technique. 

Sty le is a consid erably s maller, less tangib le subj ect. W e w ill discuss 

sty le fo r t he remainder of thi s chapter. 

Personal artistic style 
Every professio nal artist has a distincti ve sty le. Each draw ing created 

by an ar tis t is immed iately recognizab le as typ ical of th at a rt ist's work. 

Y ou are p robab ly fam iliar w ith many artists' styl es even w ithout 

knowin g their names. Such fami liari ty p ro vides a link between artis t 

and viewer t hat helps w in t he viewer over to yo u r p rod uct o r idea. 

A distinctive style serves a product o r company mo re effectively 

than a gen eric s ty le, regardless of the tech nical quality o f the artwo rk. 

Since a v iew er 's affi nity for a particu lar sty le may b lind h im o r her to a 

fl awed d rawing technique, every artist sho uld s trive to develop a 

distinctive a nd co nsistent personal arti stic st y le. 

Developing a Successfu l Drawing Technique 



Each of these four draw ings depicts George Washington, yet 

each differs from the others in one or more stylistic respects. 

The first George is robust and confident; the second is stzff 

and impersonal; the third appears carved in stone; and the 

fourth is render'ed as a silhouette. All are drawings of the 

same man, and thr·ee are drawn from similar angles. None

theless, each is clearly distinguishable from the others. Each 

is obviously drawn by a dffaent artist and possesses a unique 

quality and character. 

If you are just begin ning to learn to draw, you probab ly have yet 

to d evelop an artistic sty le. T he easiest solutio n is to copy draw ing 

sty les of established artists. Avo id the mistake of t ry ing to emu late the 

sty le of a single favorite artist . You may be far too successfu l! If your 

style is identical to that of another artist, you limit your creative 
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You can 
produce 

interesting 
effects by 

copying the 
content of 

one graphic 
and the style 
of another. 

development. A better idea is to borrow from many artists, carefu lly 

scru t inizing thei r wo rk and borrowing o nl y the few techn iques from 

each that you find valuable. 

For business reasons, you may w ish to cou nrcrfcir the style of 

another artist. Rather than fo rsaki ng your perso nal sty le altogeth er, 

try to reach a compromise. T o please your business interests, you may 

work clements o f ano th er artist's style into you r drawing, w hile at the 

same rime displayi ng enough of your own st yle to further your 

personal goals and artistic d evelopment. 

Besides helping an aud ience to identify your wo rk, your style 

will play a decisive role in improving the qua lity of your work. We 

mentio ned earlier that personal sty le m odifies the way in which an 

artis t app lies knowledge of drawing th eory and software tools. By 

working yourself into your artwork, you also work yourself into you r 

technique. If you take the time to d eve lop a personal artis ti c style, you 

w ill increase your artistic knowledge as well. 

. -·- . 
Drawing technique is a qualifying determ inant in the graph ic 

process-if you can't draw, you can't sketch and you can' t create a 

fina l illustration. As we have discussed, a knowledge o f drawing 

theory and an understanding of software tools arc two key elements in 

developing a successfu l drawing techn ique. T horough examinations of 

these topics are co ntained in the next three chapters. The third key 

element, your personal artistic style, enables you to ad eptly d isplay 

your command of techniq ue. The tim e you spend developing a sty le 

w ill enhance your experience, increase your knowledge of d rawing 

theory and software tools, and solidify your understanding of rhe 

graphic process in general. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



• In C hapter 1, we described technique as a 
knowledge of drawing theory combined 
w ith an understanding of software tools. 
T he first half of technique- drawing 
theory-is the subject of this chapter. 

In the same way that an understanding 
of tools can be considered an artist's practi
cal knowledge, drawing theory is the sum 
of an artist's academic knowledge. For 
example, because of his or her understand-

ing of tools, an artist knows that a pencil ~~~ ll 
creates graphite lines w hen rubbed against ~ 
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paper. But if the ani st wants to draw a graphi te line that represents a 

duc k o r a t ree o r a house, he o r she must rely o n draw ing theory. An 

artist uses theory to d etermine how lines shou ld be draw n, how shapes 

sho uld be fo rm ed, and how co lors sho uld be appl ied. 

D rawing t heory may be analyzed as many separate clements, 

w hich we wi ll call building bloc ks. Each b uild ing block may o r may 

not be used to create a particular graphic. T his chapter focuses on each 

buildin g b lock both individually and in relatio n to others. 

T he b uild ing blocks that make a successful technique arc: 

1. Presentation . .. 
H ow to draw graphics professio nally. 

2. Form ... 
H ow to accurately record the shape o f an image. 

3. Scale ... 
H ow large or small to create objects w ith respect to each o ther. 

4. Proportion ... 
H ow large or small to create eac h po rtio n of a single object in 

relat ion to o th er po rtio ns. 

5. Depth ... 
How to create the illu sio n of three di me nsions on a fl at piece 

of paper by using perspective, detail, and shades of gray. 

6. Volume ... 
H ow to determine a source of light to create highlights, 

shadows, and refl ections on an object. 

7. Color . .. 
H ow colo rs b lend and interact and how to ap ply them when 

using a colo r monitor o r prin ting in color. 

Developing a Success'ul Drawing Technique 



Presenting your ideas 

Drawing realistic forn1s 

Scaling multiple objects 

Determining proportions 

..... A.&.. 

~ 
Demonstrating depth 

Representing volume 

' 
' 

Adding color 

The seven building blocks are displayed in order and size of 

importance. Thmughout this chapter, we will use these icons 
to highlight discussions of corresponding topics. 
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T he earli est bu ilding blocks arc the most essential. For examp le, 

you might create a s imple drawi ng using on ly your knowledge of the 

first b uilding block-presentation. A more ad vanced graphic would 

also incorpo rate form. H owever, a drawing cannot successfu ll y d em 

o nstrate d epth w ithout also successfull y demo nstrating proportion, 

scale, fo rm, and presentatio n. The most advanced g rap hi c wi ll inco r

po rate all seven building blocks. 

Presenting your ideas 
A viewer o r audience may love or hare you r work regard less of its 

technical meri t. In fact, a theoretically atrocious drawi ng can be very 

popular if t he "feeling" is ri ght. We call this intangible quality of a 

graphi c its p1·esentation. 

The purpose o f a professio nal prese ntati o n is to hide a drawi ng's 

flaws and enhance its strengths. In this se nse, we can best define 

presentatio n by separat ing it into two clements: 

I. Appropriateness-docs your drawing attract o r repe l viewers? 

2. Appeal-is your drawing likab le? 

Neither of these elements serves to judge if you r drawing is 

successful. P resentatio n d ea ls exclus ively w ith how your gra phic 

affects its viewer, regardless o f the graphic's technical qualities. In 

o ther words, presentation determines first impressions. Either a 

viewer likes your draw ing immed iately o r the d rawing fails to fu lfi ll 

its pu rpose. In the world of commercial a rt, t here is no midd le gro und. 

Afte r all, you can't dismiss a viewer's lack o f enthusiasm by am·ibut-
. . . 
1ng 1t to your own artiStiC gcn1us. 
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A drawing that is both appropriate and appealing elicits a good 

fi rst impress io n, even if it looks like it was drawn b y a four-year-old. 

For example, a ty pical four-yea r-old draws with b ig fat crayons o n 

newsprint. Because the child has no knowledge o f drawing theory and 

a limited und ers tanding of his or her tools, the finished product is 

usually technically worthless. Nonetheless, if yo u saw this ch ild's 

d rawing o n a ho liday greeting card, you might thin k it very e ndearing. 

The presentation is appropriate because a greeting card is a light

hearted, informal message. T he presentation is appealing because 

holidays arc typ icall y nostalgic times whe n people enjoy being re

minded of their childhoods. 

By contrast, a draw ing that is neither appropriate nor appealing 

elicits a poor first impression. If you went on vacat io n to a fo reign 

country and discovered that the curre ncy had a child's drawings 

printed o n it, you mi ght bo~rd the next fl ight ho me. The re is no thing 

childlike about economic security , and such play mo ney might appea l 

o nl y to counterfeiters. 

For t he next few pages, we w ill concentrate o n appropriateness 

and appeal individually. 

Appropriateness: 
Drawing for your audience 
Even the most expertly cra fted drawing ca n fail to consider its audi

ence. By cons idering the suitability o f your grap hi c concept in term s 

of how it w ill affect a viewer, you address the most important cle ment 

in creati ng a successfu l drawi ng- approp riateness. 

Suppose that w hen creating o ur dog food ad vertisement in 

C hapter I , we had decided to present a cat eating the d og food. No 

matter how well we had drawn the cat, it wou ld not have imp ressed 

dog o\v ners, fo r the simple reaso n that they buy dog food for th eir 

dogs to cat, not for cats. O ur audi ence wou ld hav e igno red the draw

ing from th e outset. 
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Appropriateness is therefo re the fundamental manner in w h ich a 

concept is co nveyed . It determines w hether a graphic is noticed o r 

neg lected. If a graphic is uninteresting o r offensive to your intended 

viewer, then its presentation is inappropriate. 

Suppose we want to draw a simple wooden doll for a general 

audience. Above are three examples of possible final drafts. 
Each d1·awing is similar in style, but presented differ·ently. 

The first doll is pr·esented as a shapely barmaid, the second is 

presented undergoing electroshock therapy, and the third is 

p1·esented as a bttle girl w ith a bow in her hair. For very 

specific audiences and environments, the first two dolls might 

be appropriate. But only the last doll can be considered 

appropr·iate fo r a general audience. 

A n appropriate drawing gets noticed; an inappropriate drawing 

may be ignored. Hence, appropriateness is the p rimary d eterminant of 

first impressio ns. If you don't draw for your aud ience, they aren ' t 

going to pay attentio n to your work. \Xfhen sketching your first id eas, 

concentrate o n a presentation that will immed iately grab the at te ntion 

of your viewers. If your audience likes dogs, represent your idea 

appropriately by includ ing a dog. 
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An appropriate draw ing hooks its viewer. That's half of what 

presentatio n is about. But you have to do more than ma ke an audience 

look at your drawing; you also have to inspire them to like it. T o be 

effective, a graphic must be ap pealing as well as appropriate. The 

following text explains why. 

The importance of appeal 
Appeal is instrumental to the success of a graphic due to the basic 

relationship between your graphic and any surro unding text. By its 

nature, a graphic is visually more entertaining than a typical block of 

text. The visual appeal of graphics account for their abundance 

throughout printed advertise ments and commercial text. 

Agraphic is Text is 
exciting because: dull because: 
1. It represents an idea 1. It de fines an idea thro ugh 

intuitively. A viewer a series o f abstract marks 

immediately absorbs the and symbols. Few readers 

ge neral idea of a graphic absorb ideas from the 

subliminally and notices written word faster than 

more subtle detai ls after from an effectual grap hic. 

o nly a brief gaze. 
2. It visuall y resem bles 

2. It visually resemb les nothin g, except countless 

somethin g encou ntered other gray blocks of text . 

in daily life. 3. It blends in with the rest 

3. l t stands o ut from a sea of a printed page. A 

of gray blocks o f text typical block o f text does 

and de mands viewer not jump out at the 

attentto n. read er. 
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She smiled 
secretly. 

This example demonstrates how much more exciting a 

graphic can be than a block of text, even w hen they represent 
the same idea. 

The fact that a graphic stands out mo re than text can be as much 

a disad vantage as a strength. An aud ience w ill identify an unap pealing 

graphic more q uickly and with mo re ce rtainty than unappealing text. 

After all, you must read a body of text to d etermin e its presentatio n. 

Bad graphic p resentation is readily apparent, even blatant. 

The appeal of a graphic is therefore important because a graphic 

is the most promin ent clement o n a printed page. If an audience likes 

your graphic, then they w il l be mo re recept ive to its message as well as 

to that o f the text accompanying the graphic. 

Next, we lay some guid elines fo r creating an appealing graphic 

and ensuring that your idea receives a popular review. 
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Creating appealing artwork 
If you were to position two appealing graphics side by side and 

scrutinize them, you would probably discover that they had both 

similar and dissimilar strengths and weaknesses. There are no proven 

rights or wrongs for any o ne a rtistic style. U ltimately , you' ll have to 

experiment to discover those strengths that are most easil y integrated 

into your personal sty le. W e can, however, offer some guideli nes that 

sho uld help improve the general appeal of the work you create using a 

standard drawing application. 

To achieve an appealing graphic, we recommend these guidelines: 

1. Draw la~·ge. Fill your allotted space generously. A scrawny 

drawing surrounded awkwardl y by too much white space 

and fill ed with squashed, unidentifiable details is usually not 

visually appealing. If a drawing turns out to be too big fo r its 

space, you can always reduce it after completion. (E nlarging a 

too-small graphic is not necessarily the solutio n, s ince this 
may enhance aw kward dt:tails.) 

2. Draw elegantly. Represen t an image powerfully, o r deli

cately, o r ath letically, or in some other positive posture that 

fits the circumstance. Exaggerate aspects of your image that 

you think will impress your viewers; de-emphasize those that 

might be d isagreeable or even offensive. Represent an image 

the way you think your viewer will most like to see it. 

3. Maintain a consistent style. For example, don't styli ze o ne 

portion of an image and then make another po rtio n very 

realistic. By drawing inco nsistentl y, you draw unwanted 

attention to your s ty le and diminish the effect of you r illus

tration as a who le. 
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This drawing lacks appeal because it violates all three guide

lines for an appealing presentation. Fint, it's scrawny. It fills 
so little space that the sunounding text overwhelms it. Sec

ond, it is not represented in a positive posture. An overstuffed 

bir·d wave1·ing on spongy legs, thntsting its bill into a spotted 
mess of seed, is unlikely to elicit a positive reaction from an 

au,dience. Third, the style of execution is inconsistent. Lines 

become thicker and thinner arbitrarily. The body of the bird 
is mund and polished, while the wings, bill, and legs hang 
uselessly Like flimsy bits of tissue. 

This drawing depicts the same bird shown in our previous 
figure. It is not drawn any better than the first drawing, yet 
it is more appealing because the presentation is better. First 
of all, it's larger·: it fills the page better and theYejo1·e appears 

stronger, more impr·essive. Second, the bird is standing 
upright. This change in posture makes a more dynamic 
illustrat'i01y, suggesting a bird ready to leap into flight. Third, 
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the style of the graphic is consistent. The legs are represented 

as simple straight lines, more in keeping with the simplified 

body of the bi?·d. The ground is squared off and the seeds are 

1·endered more uniformly. The result is a very appealing 

graphic. 

A graphic dominates text on the printed page. Any element that 

draws so much attentio n had better be good. Your audience is likel y 

to forgive a grap hic's bo ldness, or even admire it, if the graphic appeals 

to them. By fo llowing the three rules for creating an appealing 

p resentation-draw large, draw elegantl y, and draw consistently-you 

increase the likelihood that your audi ence will like your drawing. And 

if they like your d rawing, your viewers will be more receptive to your 

message and more likely to read any surrounding text. 

. ~·- . 
A first impressio n is o ften the only impression an audience w ill 

form about your work. The manner in w hich you present a graphic 

invariably determines that first impressio n. 

For example, suppose you want to give a gift to a fri end. By 

wrapping the gift, you are presenting it in a format that you know, 
from experience, w ill impress your friend. The same is true for an 

illustration. When you consider your aud ience by drawing appro

priately and appeal to the audience by using our three guidelines

d rawing large, elegantly, and consistently-you are wrapping your 
graphic in a professional presentation, o ne w hich w ill impress your 

viewer. Even if you can't draw, you can achieve an appropriate and 

appealing presentation. And if you can draw, your drawing will fai l to 

convey your message without a proper presentation. 
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Presentation is our first building block for developing a success

fu l drawing technique because it is the most essenrial. However, 

prese ntation alo ne is like wrapping a stick of chewing gum in a re

frigerator box; packaging requires content. This leads to our next 

building block, form. A real istic form ensu res that an audience won't 

be disapp oin ted o nce they get beyond the presenration. 

Drawing realistic forms 
As we mentio ned in C hapter 1, our primary goal in drawing is to 

present an image that clearly conveys specific visual information to the 

viewer. Often we can accomplish this by creating an outline that 

follows the basic form of an o bject rather than portraying the object in 

full d etail with shading. T his approach saves time and hones your 

draw ing skills. 

To present the form of any object, we may rely on s imple 

straight and curved lines that are easi ly c reated and modified. A l

though o utlines do not appear around forms in real life, we often use 

lines as a graphic tool to define the edges of objects. For example, w ith 

the possibl e exception of wrinkles, no li nes clearly trace the features of 

your face. H owever, if you were creating a self-portrait, you might 

create o ne line to express the shape of your nose, another to represent 

an eyebrow, another for your mouth, and so on, with all lines en

closed in a larger outl ine representing the fo rm of your face. 
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Here we have two versions of an egg sitting in a grassy lawn. 
In the first image, the form of the egg is expressed realistically 
using shading and gray values, as it would be in a photogr·aph 
or a painting. In the second image, we express the form of the 
egg as an oval outline. In spite of their differences, both 
drawings accurately demonstrate the form of an egg. But 
obviously, the outlined image was much easier to create and 
required less skill and effort than the shaded image. 

Notice the grass in our two representations of an egg. When 

drawing the grass for o ur outline drawing, we could have created a 

bunch of small lines or even tried to trace the form of each individual 

blad e. Instead, we saved both time and effort by demonstrating on ly 

the form o f the grass. A ltho ugh we have simplifi ed it to its bare 

essentials, the grass remains identifiable. 

Whether you are try ing to record a s imple o r complex image, 

start by o utlini ng its basic form. Outlines not only allow you to repre

sent the image quickly, but they may also serve as a s tarting point 

should you decide to add more detail. 

The fo ll owing discussion is designed to help you to learn how to 

qu ick ly read the basic form of an object and draw it on screen. 
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Recording forms accurately 
T he best way to learn to represent form accuratel y is to draw from 

real li fe o r fro m photographs. This way, you do n't have to remember 

o r imagine how something looks. The bigges t problem of most new 

artists is that they draw the way they presume objects to look, igno r

ing the real fo rms. If you frequently consult your model wh ile 

drawing- concentrating on drawing an object as it is, not as you think 

it is-you w ill have more success. 

Here are three experiments you can try while sketching in a 

painting program to improve both your drawing skill and your 

knowled ge of form. All arc intended as expe riments only ; they should 

not be adopted as permanent d rawing habits. 

I. While sketching, keep your eyes o n your real- life o r photo

graph ic mod el. Never look at your computer screen . 

T his is similar to typing w itho ut looking at th e keyboard . 

You are fo rced to rely exclusively o n your model fo r form in

formation rather than making up fo rms based on the evolving 

structure o f your drawing. Since it is often difficult to re

m ember what you have drawn and it is impossible to know 

w here you should begin and end lines, you r co mpleted 

sketch w ill probably be a mess. Only after you have finished 

your sketch should you look at your computer scree n, 

addin g d etails and making correcti ons based o n what you 

have draw n. Your increased knowledge of the rea l fo rm of 

your model wi ll also help in this correctio n phase. 

2. If you are sketching from a pho to, turn it ups ide down, and 

try drawing it that way. 

A n object is much less familiar w hen viewed upside d own. 

You will be less tempted to make up a form as you draw if 

you have no preco nceptio n of what th e form should look 

like. Once your sketc h is co mp leted, ro tate the entire image 

right side up. You' ll be surprised by how good it looks! 
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3. Fi ll your entire screen with black using your paint program's 

fi ll too l. T hen work backward, drawing w ith your pencil tool 

to subtract lines that should not be there. 

T his is similar to whittli ng wood. You essentially carve away 

parts o f your d rawing that shouldn ' t be there, rather than 

adding lines and shapes. Like the prev ious experiment, this 

unfamili ar drawing metho d forces you to further examine the 

fo rm of the object. 

As we mentio ned earlier, these arc on ly experiments; they are not 

intended to be substituted for you r normal drawing procedure. How

ever, after p racticing these experiments, yo u wi ll find that it is easier to 

reco rd the actual forms of images if you sketch from a mo del and refer 

ro it as often as possibl e. 

By learning tO record realistic forms, you can effective ly comm u

nicate your idea to a viewer w ithout was ting a lot of drawing time. 

Simple, accurate fo rms arc easily recogni zable by most viewers; 

inaccurate forms, no matter how detailed or elegan tly shaded, arc 

frequent! y confusing. 

These are two representations of a fish. It may be difficult to 
recognize the first image, even though it is very detailed, 
because its form is highliy inaccu1·ate. Obviously, the artist 

did not consult a model. The second image 1·equired less time 
to draw but more accurately reflects the outline of a fish. The 

simple outlines of the image give it a clean, crisp appem·ance. 
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An audi ence recognizes accurate fo rms and is confused b y 

inaccurate forms. Accurate forms don ' t have to be compl ex; in fact, 

they may created using only one o r two li nes. To ensure that your 

outlines arc accurate, always d raw fro m a model, whether real-life o r 

photograp hed. 

A n image is most recognizable w hen you represent the fo rm of 

the object accurately. But unfo rtunately, the real wo rld can sometimes 

be a little dull. For example, the fi sh o n the right of our previous figu re 

may be easily recognizable, but it isn ' t as exciting as the image on the 

left. Does realism have to be boring? What is the purpose of drawing if 

the best you can do is no b etter than real life? 

\X'ith art, you can often represent an image more interestingly 

than it occurs in real life. In fact, one of the primary fu nctio ns of art is 

to enhance nature. In the next few pages, we discuss methods fo r e n

hancing reality that involve the manipulation of form . 

Stylizing form 
O nl y after you understand how to create realistic outlines can you 

manipulate fo rm to en liven an illustratio n . We offer two methods that 

may be used by intermediate artists to enhance fo rm. The first of these 

is stylization. 

To sty li ze an image is to represent it as a series o f geo metric 

shapes, often simp li fy ing the image in the process. As long as these 

shapes arc based on realistic fo rms, you can achieve fantastic d rawings 

that remain recognizable. 

Developing a Successful Drawing Technique 



In each gtaphic above, we have used lines and shapes to 
exptess selected details of a lion and its environment. Each 
drawing stylizes the fotm without obscuting it. For example, 
while much of the first lion is drawn naturalistically, the 
mane and background employ stylized linea1· and floral 
patterns. We eliminated much of the detail in the second lion, 
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relying exclusively on black and white shapes to represent 

the image. And in the third graphic, we have represented the 

image entirely as geometric shapes filled with a pattern 

of perpendicular lines. The forms of all three lions, however, 
are equally accurate, despite thei1· diffe1·ent stylizations. 

Stylizing details in the outline of an object produces an exciting 

image that enhances realism without departing from it entirely. In 

addition, geometric images are a perfect extention of your computer's 

capabilities. Straight lines, squares, rectangles, and other polygons are 

among the easiest objects to create in a drawing program. Stylization is 

one way of expanding your working knowledge of form that is par

ticularly appl icable in an electronic environment. Using methods that 

are suited to your computer allows you to have fun with a drawing 

and translate that enthusiasm to your viewer. 

T he second method for enhancing reality does not involve 

altering form, but rather involves organizing it. We call this method 
composttton. 

Composition: 
The consistent flow of form 
As we mentioned, reality can be dull. In the case of our lion, we 

altered reality by stylizing the many small forms that make up the 

animal and its environment. We simpli fied the image to its most 

essential detai ls, we made the image more geometric, and we en

hanced the image by adding an unusual pattern. But sometimes, the 

effectiveness of a drawing is less dependent o n the numerous small 

forms o f an object than on its overall fo rm. How do the various 

details of your model relate to each. other? If you are drawi ng a face, 

how does o ne eye relate to the other? If you are drawing a person, 

how do the arms relate to the torso and the legs? This overall sense 

of form is composition. 
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Think of your drawing as a river. A river that flows in a straight 

line o r a consistent arc allows water to pass through it more quickly 

than a ri ver that w inds back and forth, crimping about small nooks 

and pools. Likewise, your drawing will be more effective if it follows a 

strai ght line or consistent arc. Since fluid composition is rarely seen in 

real life, it is an effective means of enhancing reality in your artwork. 

Like water in a river, a concept flows most quickly from artist to 

audience through a linear drawing. 

Both of these cartoon athletes are reasonably accurate in 
form. Yet the punter· on the left appears awkward, scrunched 
up, as if he is neither powerful nor skilled. A lthough a person 
might actually kick a ball while assuming this position, there 
is Little r·eason to represent an athlete in this way. You might 
prefer to show him in the stance on the right. This guy seems 
to be knocking the football out of the stands! H is form 
moves in a consistent direction, thus the composition is Linear. 

Often, linear composition requires that you alter the form of an 

image slightly from its real-li fe or photographic model. In such a case, 

you might find it helpful to first draw the object accurately . Then re

arrange the detai ls of the o bject using the various drawing program 

commands that we' ll discuss in the next chapter. In this way, you may 

alter composition w ithout disturbing the form of an object. 
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Composition is based on form. Forms are the outlines of various 
parts of an object; composition is the outl ine of the object as a whole. 

Composition is an element of drawing theory useful to the intermedi

ate artist, because only after understanding form can you master 

compositiOn. 

. -·- . 
Accurately outlining the basic forms of an object conveys your 

idea quickly and clearly, without requiring numerous details or com

plicated effects. Representing an image in a linear compos ition in

creases the effectiveness of your grap hic by enhancing reality. To
gether, a knowledge of form and composition can be used to turn 
scrawls into elegant line drawings. 

Form is a theoretical tool. A knowledge of form allows an artist 
to communicate an idea to a viewer. Our next building block-scale
is also theoretical tool. A knowledge of scale provides additional visual 
possibilities for an artist. 

Scaling multiple objects 
In the first section of this chapter, we mentioned that en largi ng 

the overall size of a graphic increases its appeal. But within a single 
graphic, you may also increase or reduce the size of one object in 
relation to other objects. For example, suppose that you want to create 
an illustration depicting a giant and a dwarf. Naturally, you would 
draw the giant much larger than the dwarf to communicate their 
considerable difference in height. Relative sizing of various objects 

within a single graphic is called scaling. 
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It is often useful for an artist to scale individual o bjects in a 

grap hic to different sizes. In fact, contrast in scale can be extremely 

usefu l to indicate one or more of the following visual themes: 

1. Actual size differences. Some o bjects are larger than others. 

For example, a giant is bigger than a dwarf. 

2. Distance. An object in the foreground appears larger than a 

similarly sized or even larger o bject in the background. If a 

dwarf was very close to us and a giant was very far away, the 

dwarf would look bigger than the giant. 

3. Importance. Scale can be used to highlight important visual 

concepts or accompanying text. If you wanted to show that 

dwarves consti tute a larger percentage of world population 

than giants, you could exaggerate the relative sizes of the 

dwarf and the giant. 

4. Drama. Very large o bjects and very small objects can be 

coupled to produce dramatic results. By increasing the scale 
of our giant tenfold, we elevate our d rawing from dwarf with 

giant to Jack and the Beanstalk! 

Each of the four effects of scaling is explained and examined in 

the following pages. 

Indicating actual size differences 
The easiest way to begin learning scale is to draw objects according to 

their actual size relationships. For example, if you were drawing an 

illustration featuring a gray whale and a guppy fish, the whale should 
be bigger. In fact, you should probably represent the whale hundreds 

or even thousands of times larger than the guppy, since such a scale 

accurately demo nstrates the physical size differe nce between the two 

animals. Conversely, drawing a monster guppy fish towering over a 

minuscu le w hale will probably confuse your audience unless the idea 

is compatible with a visual theme or story line. 
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This size relationship between an eagle and a killer whale is 
unrealistic. Unless the killer whale is supposed to be a very 

small baby, it should be scaled up to an accurate size repre
sentation and removed from the eagle's tallons. 

When creating multiple objects in the same graphic, pay care

fu l attention co their relative sizes. Objects that are represented 

accurately with respect co each other are more easily recognizab le; 

realistic scaling wi ll ensure that your graphic is understood by a 

general audience. 

Do you always have co draw objects co the same scale? After all, 

when you look out the window of a p lane, a car on the ground looks 

smaller than your finger. You know your finger co be considerably 

smaller than a car, however, so there must be some instances w hen 

scale can be altered. 
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Distance: Scaling between 
foreground and background 
In real life, you see objects scaled in proportion to their distance from 

you. As an example, hold your finger an arm's length from your face. 

As you slowly move your finger closer, it consumes a larger portion 
of your field of vision, thus appearing larger. In this way, your finger 

can be made to seem as large as a distant car or building. If you move 

it away, it takes up less of your field of vision and appears to shrink. 
The size that you perceive an object to be depends on your distance 
from that object. 

Here we have drawn a bowler and her ball at the same scale, 
sized in normal relationship to each other. Both the ball and 
bowler appear to be in the foreground of our graphic. 

Since scale is not constant in real life, you should alter the scale of 

objects in your drawings as well. Objects should be exaggerated or 
downplayed in scale to indicate their proximity to the viewer. An easy 
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fi rst experi ment is to consider your d rawing as consisti ng of o nly a 

fo regro und and a background . Draw all foreg ro un d o bjects at one 

large scale; d raw all background o bjects at a smaller scale. (If more 

than o ne o bject exists in eith er the fo reground o r backgro und, those 

objects should be scaled according to their actual size relati o nships.) 

Because the bowling ball is draw n at an exaggerated size, 
it seems to be rushing at us. Although the ball is huge com
pared to the bowler, the graphic 1·emains identifiable because 
we perceive the ball as being closer to us. In addition, having 
both a foreground (the bowling ball) and a background (the 

bowler) enhances the reality of the graphic by giving it the 
appearance of depth (a topic discussed m01·e f ully later in this 

chapter). 
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If you want to show that one portion of a graphic is in fron t of 

another portion, increase its scale. Likewise, if you want an object to 

appear behind others, decrease its scale. Relatively small objects 
appear to be at the back of a graphic, large objects look close up. 

When you scale objects according to their actual size relation
ships or according to their distances from the viewer, you are using 

scale realistically. But as we mentioned in our d iscussion of form, it 
is possible to use scale to enhance reality and increase viewer inter

est. Like stylization and composition, using scale to indicate impor

tance is a method for enhancing reality without diminishing viewer 

recognition. 

Scaling to indicate importance 
Rather than representing objects realistically, we can use scale to 
represent things idealistically . In this way, scale highlights the relative 

importance of images. Large objects tend to look fo rmidab le and 
impressive; smaller objects look less important, more incidental. 

As an example, consider a graphic accompanying a story in a 

business journal. The story is about" how foreign small-car manufac

turers are taking a bite out of the luxury car industry. A huge compact 

is shown running over a tiny Cadillac. Although a compact is a much 
smaller car than a Cadillac, the graphic is recognizable as a deliberate 

distortion of reality. Scaling for importance allows you to impart a 
message without confusing you r viewer. 

In this sense, unusual contrasts in scale can be applied to indicate 
differences in popularity, skill, intelligence, strength, competiti veness, 

productivity, quality, durability, value, potential, notoriety, in tensity, 
and growth. Even negative or questionable attributes o r behaviors, 

such as risk, opportunism, takeovers, terrorism, deficit spending, and 
substance abuse, can be illustrated by d istortions in scaling. 
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H ere, all 48 continental United States are shown at the same 

scale, each state sized accurately in relation to the others. We 
have subtly emphasized the state of Texas by shading it 
white and shading all other states g1·ay. 

By increasing the scale of Texas, as well as deform ing and 
deleting neighboring states, we attach special importance to 

the Lone Star State. Viewers fam1:liar with the U. S. w ill 

understand that this is not how Texas really Looks, but that 
the graphic emphasizes some aspect in which Texas excels. 
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Use scale to guide your viewer. Incidental graphic elements 

should be small. In the previous figure, most states except Texas are 

drawn to a consistent scale, since their only purpose is to serve as a 

contrast to the enormity of the Lone Star State. If every state was 

large, Texas would not stand out and would therefore seem much less 

tmportant. 

When drawing an object, consider its importance in relation to 
other objects in your graphic. If you want one object to attract more 
attention than another, increase its scale. If you want to downplay an 

element's importance, decrease its scale. And if you want all objects to 

share the same importance, keep their sizes realistic. 

The final effect of scaling also departs from reality, but not as 
obviously as the ones we have already mentioned. Rather, differences 

in scale are exaggerated to produce d ramatic results that increase 
viewer attention without imparting a specific message. 

Scaling for drama 
Huge size differences between objects can provide very impressive 
and dramatic results. For example, one reason the redwoods of north
ern Califo rnia are so popular is because of their immense size relative 
to other trees. I n the same way, vast contrast in scale increases a 
graphic's effectiveness. T his is especially true if a very large object is 

positioned close to a very small object, whose size is readily 
identifiable. A viewer should be able to immediately recognize the 

small object as something that is not commonly associated with 
smallness, such as a animal, car, house, and so on. The small object 
thus demonstrates the immensity of the larger element. 
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Natural monuments make for dramatic illustrations, but 
their size cannot be gauged by an audience without adding a 
small object for scale reference. In this graphic, we have 
added the images of a man and a car in order to demonstrate 
the size of a rocky cliff In general, while few viewers have 
preconceptions regarding the height of a particular cliff, they 
can readily understand the size of a human or an automobile. 
These familiar, consistent!~ sized elements provide a tangible 
·reference from which the viewer can infer the size of the cliff 
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Whenever you rep resent grandiose landmarks or dramatic 

natural monuments, scale can play an important role. Position a small, 

familiar object alongside or atop the landmark to demonstrate its 

largeness and d rama. By introducing a small object, your large object 
seems larger, and your drawing seems more expertly crafted and 
interesting. 

. -·- . 
Scaling is a useful method for enhancing your graphics. But keep 

in mind that it is useful only when a graphic contains more than one 
element. A lthough the effectiveness of a single-object graphic can be 

improved by increasing the size of the image, it is more a function of 
presentation, w hich we discussed earlier. 

Any time your graphic contains more than o ne object, consider 

whether some objects should be scaled to indicate the relative size, to 
demonstrate distance, to highlight importance, or to increase dramatic 
impact. 

The fourth building block of drawing theory is proportion. Like 
scale, proportion can be used to indicate several visual themes. But 

proportion is a more advanced theoretical tool than scale, and its 
impact on a graphic is more subtle than that of scale. 

Determining proportions 
We have discussed how the scaling of various objects can 
enhance a graphic. Another form of scali ng can be used to 

affect the appearance of a single object. Details and fea

tures of an object can be scaled independently of each o ther 
w ithin the single element. This technique is known as alter

ing the proportions of an object. 
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For exam ple, a man named Cyrano is unhappy about his looks. 

H e fears the object of his affections (call her Roxanne) finds him un

attractive because his nose is too long. He hires a plastic surgeon to 

reduce the size of his nose by an operation. In effect, he has altered the 

pro porti ons of his face to enhance his appearance. As an artist, you 

can likewise alter the propo rtio ns o f objects in you r d rawing to 

enhance its appearance. 

Each of these ten heads is a caricature of the same person. 
The only difference is in the proportion of the features. 
Starting with the top left face and working across the rows, 
we enlarge one feature at a time. Fint we enla,·ge the mouth, 

then the ears, the nose, the chin, the eyes, the eyebrows, the 
forehead (giving our man a receding hai?·line), the neck, and 
finally we lengthen the hah·. The result is that the last face 
looks very different fmm the first. Notice, however, that we 
never alter the size of the head itself; the same basic frame

work is retained in all views. 
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It is often useful to consider proportions of various features 

within an element. Proportional diffe rences and oddities may serve 

several purposes: 

1. To accurately represent the proportional differences that exist 

within an o bject. Some objects are short and fa t, others are 

tall and thin, others have big ears, and so o n. 

2. To make an object more interesting. Sometimes reality isn't 

as entertaining as fiction. By enhancing reality , you can 

produce more visually interesting results. 

3. To force visual relationships between objects. If two or more 

objects in a drawing share an unusually large or small feature, 

they have an obvious relationship that lends harmony to your 

work. 

Each of these three results of altering proportions is discussed in 

the fo llowing pages. 

Accurately representing 
proportional differences 
As we demonstrated for scale, the easiest way to begin learning about 

p roportions is to draw various features of an object according to the 

actual size relationships between them. For example, a snake has a 

lo ng, thin, slick body. If you create a short, fat snake with lo ng fur, 

you will probably confuse your audience, since these proportions are 

inconsistent with the snakes your viewers are u\ed to seeing. 
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When drawing the elephant on the left, we paid specific 

attention to the proportions of the animal's face, representing 
the size relationships of various features as realistically as 

possible. The trunk is long, the ears a1·e large, the eyes are 

small, and so on. When drawing the creature on the right, we 
ignored the proportions of an elephant's face . The trunk is 
short, the ea1· are small, and the eyes bulge. We even added a 

long neck and a tall forehead. The result is an unfamiliar 
animal that bears little resemblance to an elephant. 

Always pay careful attention to the relative size of details of an 

object. \Xfhen its features are rep resented accurately with respect to 

each other, an object can be recognized more easily, thus ensuring that 

you r graphic is w idely understood by a ge neral audience. 

O nce again, however, reali ty is not always what your viewers 

want to see. Once you understand the real proportions of an object, 

you may enhance an illustration without confusing you r audience by 

exaggerating p roportio ns in the same way as we described for form 

and scaling. 

Making an object more interesting 
By altering the p roportions of an o bject, you can improve on reality, 

especially w hen a real- life or photographic model is flat or uninterest

ing. You may even find that exaggerating a proportion or two adds 

power or grace to a graphic. 
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Suppose that you are creating an illustration for an article in the 

company newsletter featuring a dynamic duo of the month. T hese two 

employees saved the company from crisis, and you want to create a 

portrait that will inspire the admiration of their colleagues. Unfortu

nately, neither of our heroes are particularly attractive. If you draw 

them as they really appear, fellow workers may be more bewildered 
by their abilities than imp ressed. By exaggerating those features that 

are heroic and downplaying those that are less heroic, you alter their 

proportions in a way that benefi ts the article. 

But how do you know w hat proportions you can exaggerate 

without confusing your audience? T he rule of thumb here is to avoid 
altering those proportions that help a viewer to identify an image. 

Since people recogni ze an elephant by its long trunk, you should 
exaggerate the trunk by lengthening it, but not by shortening it. If you 

want to exaggerate portions of a fish, make its fins bigger or smaller, 
but you shouldn't remove the fins entirely or substitute legs. 

You may augment reality by altering a proportion or two. 
The fish on the left is accurately drawn, but lacks flair. By 
subtly enlarging its fins, gills, and scales, as well as enhancing 
its mouth and eyes, w e produce the more v isually enter
taining fish on the right. With very little effort, we have 
developed our fish almost to cartoon proportions, w ithout 
overwhelming the simplicity that marked our original fish or 
detracting from view er Tecognition of its ((fishy" appeaTance. 

To make an object more interesting, you may exaggerate appro
priate proportions. Just be careful that your exaggerations don 't ob
scure the object's identity so much that viewers no longer recognize it. 
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Our next method uses simi lar propo rtions in separate o bjects to 

link the objects visually . 

Forcing visual relationships 
between objects 
Ano ther meth od fo r enhancing reality is to "similarize" pro po rtio ns 

of different o bjects. By attributing a similar feature to multiple images, 

you force a relatio nship between those images. These simple object

to -o bject resemblances can unify your work, yet they require little 

time and effo rt. 

For example, if you create a graphic in w hich two persons share 

an enlarged o r unusual feature, your v iewer will assume that they have 

something mo re in commo n as w ell. 

The woman and man in this graphic ar·e each wearing a fake 
nose, glasses, and mustache. You may also notice they are 
holding similar drinks. These affinities d,·aw a viewer into 
the graphic. Do these two know each other? Will they ever· 
meet? They seem to have so much in common! 
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Forcing relationships between elements sparks an audience's 

interest in a graphic. Similar proportions pose questio ns about a 

drawing, perhaps inspiring a viewer to inspect your work further or 

read acco mpanying text. 

. -·- . 
When creating any o bject in a graphic, consider its proportional 

relationships. Perhaps some features should be scaled w ithin vari ous 

objects to represent reality more accurately , to enhance reality, or to 

unify multiple elements in your graphic. 

The remaining three building blocks-depth, volume, and colo r

represent the most advanced methods of drawing theory. Adequate 

graphics may be produced without any knowledge of these meth ods. 

H owever, by understanding them, you w ill gain insight into creat-

ing sophisticated, expertly crafted illustrati ons in an electro nic 

enVIrOnment. 

Demonstrating depth 
Whether you are drawing w ith a pencil o n a sheet of 

paper o r with a drawing application, you can work 

w ith o nly two d imensio ns: height and w id th. H ow do you 

create depth? Everything looks fl at. H ow do you draw a road 

stretching off into nowhere? Or an expansive mountain range ? Or 

even a s imple three-dimensional box? 

The answer is perspective. As explained in the next few pages, 
you may use perspective to show depth in a drawing, to give an illus

t ra tion an intensely realistic quali ty. Since every thing you see in the 

real world has height, w idth , and depth, your most accurate represen

tatio ns must demo nstrate all three of these attributes as well. 
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Understanding perspective 
Perspective is a method used to imitate a third d imension. It can 

breathe life into a lackluster illustrati on by adding depth. W hi le not a 

simple method, it ca n be mastered with a li ttle effort. We will begin by 

demonstrating a very simple use of perspective to create a three

dimensional box. Captio ns under each of the following figures outline 

the steps in creating o ur box; the text below the captions explains how 

each step works and w hy. 

First, draw a straight horizontal line. This will act as the 

horizon. 

T he horizon is the line at which the earth meets the sky. It is also 

the middle of your fie ld of visio n. As an object gets farther and farther 

away, just before it becomes invisibl e, it w ill become a speck on the 

horizon. Suppose you're watching a p lane fl y away from you. The 

farther away it flies, the smaller it becomes, and the smaller the dis

tance between it and the ho ri zon line becomes. The plane seems not 

o nl y to shrink, bu t also to fl y closer and c loser to the ground. Prior to 

disappearing entirely from view, the p lane becomes a speck that seems 

to to uch the horizon. 

Draw two small sight marks at opposite ends of the horizon. 
These will act as ref erence points. Don't worry about the 
exact location of your reference points, as long as they are 
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spaced far apart. From each reference point, draw two 

angled lines, for a total of four lines. Each line from one 

reference point should cross both lines from the other refer
ence point, as indicated by the fou1· numbered vertical lines. 

If you are facing north and a plane flies overhead going due 
northeast, it will disappear into some point on the right half of the 
horizon. Likewise, if the plane is going due northwest, it will disap

pear into some point on the left half of the horizo n. These are our 

reference points. Each reference po int indicates the exact point at 

which the object that we are draw ing would disappear if it moved a 
great distance in the direction of its width or in the direction of its 
depth. 

Take the example of a box. A box has six sides. O ne side faces up 

and one faces down. The other fo ur are oriented vertically and face in 

different compass directi ons. Suppose we position our box so its four 
vertical sides are facing due north, east, south, and west. We then look 
at our box so that we face northeast. Because we face north east, the 
reference points fo r our box represent due north and due east. If our 
box were to move north (in the d irection of its width), it would 
disappear into the left reference point. If our box were to move east 
(in the direction of its depth), it would disappear into the right refer

ence pomt. 

In the next example, we' ll see how our fo ur angled lines from the 

last figure represent the top of o ur box. 
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Draw four long, vertical lines, one from each point where 
two angled lines intersect. These represent the comers of the 
vertical sides of our box. To create the bottom of the box, 
draw a point somewhere low on the vertical line that appears 
to be closest to you. From that point, draw a straight line to 
the left reference point and another to the right reference 
point. These are the outer sides of the bottom of the box. 

We fi lled in the vertical sides of o ur box in the previous figure to 

better disp lay how the fi nal box w ill look. You can also see how each 

of the fo ur vertical s ides disappears toward o ne reference point or the 

other. Our box appears to be jutting o ut toward the viewe r, having 

depth. 

Any cubical object can be drawn in perspective using the method 

we have described in the previous pages. If you want to practice 

drawing different boxes, try moving your reference points to different 

locations o n the ho rizon. Generally, the best perspective drawings 

have reference points that are as far apart from each other as possible. 
You may also experiment w ith adjusting the point on the foremost 

vertical line that we used to create the bottom of the box. The farther 

down you move this point, the more d ramatic your perspective 
d rawing will be. 
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You may also develop more complex objects in perspective by 

setting them inside your perspective cube. The cube helps define the 

boundaries of the object. All details of your object shoul d be created 

by drawing lines to your reference points. 

To construct a more complex object in perspective, d ,·aw it 
inside a perspective cube. The cr1-be acts as a set of boundaries 
and ·references, and should be erased after your image is 

completed. 

The three-dimensional cube is the most basic of perspective ex

periments. Understanding the use of the horizon line and its reference 

points is the first step in learning how to represent depth. But perspec

tive can be a difficu lt topic, so we'll expand on it. In the follow ing 
discussion, we wil l use perspective to create an entire graphic that 

actuall y seems to disappear into the ho rizon. 
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Extending an object into the horizon 
Suppose we wish to draw a long passenger train coming toward us. 

You may recall that in the Scaling multiple objects section of this 

chapter, we discussed how fo reground objects are scaled large and 

background objects are scaled small. Therefo re, the engine of our t rain 

w ill appear as the largest of the cars and the caboose will appear as the 
smallest. In the fo llowing example, the caboose is going to be so far 

away that we can barely see it. We will create a train that extends 

backward into oblivion. 

We begin by creating the far;ade, or face, of our engine. 

The fa~ade of an image is like the fa~ade of a building; it has no 
real depth of its own. It is simply the front of the object that we 
expose to the audience at all times, much like a mask. This allows us to 

use the same fa~ade repeated ly while experimenting with multiple 

perspective versions of the rest of the object. Whether viewed from 
above o r below, the fa~ade is an easily identifiable element that always 
appears the same, thus saving us a great deal of time while testing out 
d ifferent angles of depth. 
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Here we have attached our farade to a series of very simple 
boxlike cars. The farther a car is from the engine, the smaller 
it is scaled. The train track is drawn in perspective, as is the 
side of the engine. We have also added a sun to highlight our 
illustration and serve as a reference. 

Notice the location of the horizon. It is even with the middle of 

the train. Since the hori zon indicates eye level, we as the viewer are 
watching the trai n go by from a normal standing position. The middle 
of the train is even with the viewer's head. The tracks are at the 

viewer's f~et; the top of the train rises above the viewer. 

Now we attach our same farade to a different set of cars. We 
have lowered the h01·izon so drastically that the viewer's 
eyes are even with the ground. Since our horizon is lower, all 
perspective lines are drawn from the base of the graphic. 
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In the previous figu re, we seem to be almost lying on the tracks. 

Even the rails of the track are taller than we are. This is what is known 

as a "worm's eye view." 

By raising our horizon, we have changed our viewpoint. 
Notice that despite all the perspective adjustments, our 
farade remains unchanged. 

In the figure above, the entire train is below us. The sun itself 

seems to be under our lofty gaze. This is called a "bird 's eye view." 

All of these t rain drawings are impressive, despite the fact that 
they were simple to create. The only detailed p art of our drawing-the 
far;ade-remains constant regardless of t he elevation of the ho rizon. 

All porti ons of the fi gures that are subjected to perspective are simple 
in structure and design-just a row of boxes! The effect is elegant; the 

approach is minimalist and requires little ability or t ime. 

Perspective is a means fo r representing the location of the viewer 

in your graphic, thus d rawing an aud ience into your picture. Use 
perspective when you want to create a realistic graphic environment 
that w ill warm viewers to your concept. 

The next few pages explain two more methods for demonstrating 
depth that are easier to implement than perspective. 
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High detail and low focus 
Focus is one of the methods for indicating depth that may be used 

instead of or in additio n to perspective. Like a camera lens, the human 

eye can focus clearly on o nly one o bject at a time. Hold your finger 

close to your face and examine it. Now notice with your peripheral 

vision how objects behind your finger are out of focus. This is the 

effect you want to imitate in your graphics. 

When you draw an object that seems to be close to the viewer, 

bring out as many details as possible. Show very small features that 

you notice only upo n intense examinatio n. If something is farther 

away, ten to twenty feet, draw it normally , showing o nly those details 

that are necessary to your concept. If an object is far from the viewer, 

ignore details, indicating its basic form and the minimum info rmation 

needed to clarify its identity. 

! 
( 

~ 

H ere are two circuJa,· objects, both equal in size. However, 
the baseball is far forwa,·d of the domed stadium. In fact, the 
baseball is so close that we can see every thead that secures 
the cover to its core. The dome is obviously far away because 
it is out of focus. 
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Another way to indicate that an object is far away is to draw a 

haze in front of it, as if it is obscured by ground heat, smoke, fog, 

pollution, o r clouds. After all, if you can see clouds in fro nt of an 
image, it must be miles from where you are. 

\Vhen drawing a nearby object, represent as much detail as 
possible. If the object is far away, draw only the basic form of the 

object and enough detail to make it recognizable. And if it 's some
where between, draw the object as you would normally, indicating 

accurate fo rm, scale, and proportion . Focus gives your graphics an 

extra sense of depth and reali ty that your viewer will appreciate. 

The third method for indicating depth is the easiest. This method 

simply requires that you fill objects with lightening or darkening 

shades of gray. 

Shades of depth 
Our final method for indicating depth makes use of shades of gray. 
This technique is used primarily to represent depth among a group of 
distant objects. When a group of objects is far away, the closest of the 
objects should be darkest, the farthest of the objects should be lightest. 

T he best example is a mountain range. The entire range may be 
miles away. To effectively add depth and realism to your drawing, 
you want to indicate that some mountains in the range are closer 

than others. The most distant mountain is the lightest, the second-to
farth est is darker, the third-to-farthest is a li ttle darker yet, and so on, 
until you arrive at the closest mountain, which shou ld be almost 

completely black. No detail or focus is required, nor is any perspec
tive. You simply fill each element with a gray value or color to achieve 

the effect of distance. 
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The first mountain in our range is almost black. As the 
towen recede, the shades of gray lighten. The farthest 
mountain is the lightest shade of all. 

\Vhenever you draw a mountain range or other far-away group 

of objects, usc different shades of a color to indicate depth. T his is 
one of the simplest techniques in this book, yet-like most simple 
techniques-its effect is dramatic and appealing . 

. .... . 
Depth transforms your graphics from flat representations into 

pictorial enviro nments. Adding depth to your drawing using perspec
tive, focus, and simple shading can add sophisticated realism to the 
most modest graphic. 

The next building block of drawing theory is volume, which can 
be used to demonstrate depth within a single object. 
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Representing volume 
P erspective is a method for disp laying objects in relatio n to their 

distance from the viewer. By contrast, volume adds depth to a 

single object. 

For example, a glo be of the world has volume. One point is 

always closer to us than any other point o n the surface of the globe. If 
we are looking at the ridges of the Swiss Alps, then Switzerland is 

closer to us than Canada, Braz il, Ethiopia, o r Japan. If we spi n the 

globe, some new country w ill loom toward us as Switzerland fades 

away. 

Many other objects, such as cups, vases, lamps, tennis balls, and 
wheels, have volume as well. Even things that aren't round, like 

pencils, books, telephones, bricks, and radios, have volume. 

To demonstrate volume, you must have a source of light to bring 

out subtle and dramatic shading differences. By using h ighlights and 

shadows, as we will discuss in the next few pages, you can give your 

drawings an added sense of dimension. 

Understanding origin of light 
Light is the most important element in rendering volume. After 

sketching the objects in your drawing, begin indicating volume by 

determin ing an origin of light- such as the sun or a lamp-that will 

be constant from object to object. A ll hi ghlights and shadows will be 

based on this light source. A light source need not be d isplayed in 
your drawing. It may be implied, provided that the lighting is consis

tent from object to object. 

The origin of light determines the size and position of highlights 

and shadows. Highlights appear at places w here light is reflected o ff 

an object. Shadows appear where li ght is unable to reach regions that 
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are blocked by the object itself. Another way to think of the light 

source is this: If you were the light source, highlights would be the 
portions of an object that you can see and shadows wou ld be the 

portions that you can't sec. 

The following examples demonstrate how to draw a voluminous 

sphere using an origin of light to determine the position of highlights 

and to project shadows. 

In the figure above, we have drawn a sun and a sphere. The 
sun acts as our light sou1·ce. By drawing two sight lines from 
the sides of our sun to the sides of the sphere, we can deter-

II~ II 
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mine how light is reflected and where light cannot reach. . .... J 
... 

A s we move the light source or the object, shadows and 
highlights change. Here we have moved our sun down and 

to the right. The angles of our sight lines have also changed, 
as shown by a lengthened shadow and a rotated highlight. 
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Now we have moved not only the sun, but the sphere as 
well. The sphere hovers above the ground, so that its shadow 
is no longer connected to it. The shadow is also shorter. 
Shadows are always smallest when the light source is located 
directly above an object. 

In each of our fi gures, we have drawn sight lines that determine 

where shadows should begin and end. Also notice in each fi gure that 

we have drawn a shadow not only o n the sphere itself, but also o n the 

ground below. T his is a simplified method for indicating the nature of 

an object 's enviro nment-whether the gro und is flat o r bumpy o r 

jagged-without actually drawing a background, detail fo r detail. 

Light demo nstrates the volume of an o bject. Portio ns o f an 

o bject that are touched by the light are highlighted; portio ns that are 

no t touched are shadowed. Shadows can also be used to infer a back

ground w ithout drawing it in detail. Contrasts between dark and light 

ind icate the volume of an image and add authenticity to your repre

sentatio n. 
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The next example demonstrates how to add shade and gradations 

to an object in order to indicate a complex volume. 

Shading and gradation 
Creating highlights and shadows often involves more work than our 

sphere example might lead you to believe. Many objects have surface 

details that are best rendered with shading and gradation. A gradation 

is the gradual passing from one shade of a color to another. For 

example, suppose that you scribble on some paper with a piece of soft 
charcoal. If you rub at the scribble with your finger, you smear the 
transition between the black of the charcoal and the white of the 

paper, creating a gradation. Gradations can also be achieved in a 

drawing program. 

To demonstrate the use of gradation, we will create a voluminous 

object in four steps. The following examples begin with the construc
tion of a vase and take us through the definition of its light source and 

shading. 

We construct our vase as the combination of many circles and 
ovals. The line through the center demonstrates our initial 
regard for symmetry. Every curved line on the left of the 
vase is repeated in mirror image on the right. 
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It is often useful to develop an object geometrically. T ry creating 
a sketch relying heavily on your program's rectangle and oval tools. 

This provides you with an exacting base form; later you may build 

upon this vase in a less rigid style. 

We delete the extraneous sketch lines to produce this crisp 
line drawing of the vase. The form is elegant, but so far we 
have no indication of volume. 

Next, we create two symmetrical gradations-one from dark 
to light and one from light to dark-inside the body of the 
vase. Inside the mouth of the vase, we darken the grada
tions. The addition of symmetrical gradations does not add 
volume, but is a first step toward this. 
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Notice that our first figure was a sketch of the form of the vase. 

The last gradatio n is a sketch of the vase's volume. T hough we have 

yet to determine an origin of light o r create any naturalistic shading, 

we have provided an excell ent starting point. 

Finally, we add shading based upon a light source that is 
directly above the vase. Notice that the bottom of the vase is 
highlighted much like ou1· earlier sphere, demonstrating its 
round form. We have also added arms to make the vase 
more interesting. 

Determining a light source and sketching a gradation are the first 

two steps in demonstrating the volume of an object. Modifying the 
gradation to include ad di t io nal highlights and shadows completes the 

realistic effect. 

Shading is a d ifficu lt tech nique to learn in a theoretical context. 

U nderstanding how to usc shading and gradations is one aspect, but 

actually creating shading and gradations in a drawing program is a 
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separate issue. To learn how to create a gradation, refer to the Creat

ing seamless gradations section of C hapter 4. In addition, you may 

try out the sample project in Chapter 7, which demonstrates a step-by

step procedure for drawing a vo luminous lamp. 

Our image of the vase demonstrates how shading may be applied 

to a gradated sketch to indicate a light source. It also features the 

qualities of reflection and refl ected light. Both qualities, w hich are 

explained in the following paragraphs, add elegance to our graphic. 

Reflection and reflected light 
Notice the shading underneath the vase in the previous fi gure. It 

begins as a nondescript shadow, then develops into a mirror image of 

the vase itself. This shows that the surface upo n which the vase rests is 

shiny, or reflective. Perhaps it is a well waxed table or glazed po rcelain 

countertop. In any case, by creating a vague mirror image of the vase, 

we have not only demo nstrated light and volume, we have also defined 
the background of our graphic. We imply rhe nature of the ground 

without drawing the ground itself. 

Notice the shading in the body of the vase. T he circular white 

area in the center of the bottom portion of the vase is surrounded by 

degrees of shading that fade fro m w rutc to dark gray, and then to a 

medium gray. Rather than getting progressively darker, our shading 

gets dark, and then lightens. W hy is this? H ow can shadows become 

lighter as they recede from the light source? 

There is, in fact, a second light source. Since our table top is shiny 

enough to refl ect the vase, it also refl ects light from our source. This 

reflected light is dimmed, but it is sufficient to shed a highlight along 

what would otherwise be the darkest perimeter of the vase. 
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Use refl ection and refl ected light to imply an object's environ

ment without d isplaying the background in full detail. These tech

niques are fa irly advanced, but once mastered they save a great deal of 

t ime and add luster and elegance to your work. 

. ~·-- . 
Almost every object in real life has volume. By d isp laying high

lights, shadows, gradations, and refl ections, you show your viewer 

that you understand the appearance of your image and its environ
ment. T his also demonstrates your knowledge of complex drawing 
theory and makes graphics very impressive. 

Always consider your source of light in a drawing and keep it 

consistent from object to object. Concentrate on w here light touches 

an object, and what portions of an object are in darkness. 

Our final build ing block involves the creation of color graphics. 

Adding color 
Most Macintosh users own monochrome monitors

monitors that show only black and white. T his is particu
larly true for people with a Mac SE or o lder model computer. 

H owever, if you own a Mac II series model with a co lo r monitor 
and an 8-bit video card or better, you can take advantage of between 
256 colo rs and 6 million colo rs. Even so, most electronically produced 

d rawings, including retail clip-art, are created in black and w hite or 
gray scale. Because colo r p rinting is expensive, and the q uality of color 
separations currently varies among software and output devices, color 

drawings are uncommon outside the realm of glossy, professional 
publications. (With the exception of the cover, for example, no color 
drawings appear in this book.) 
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For most purposes, a black-and-white graphic is sufficient. But if 

you own o r have access to compatible hardware and software (sec 

Chapter 10), you may want to add colo r to your drawings. The 

following d iscussion of basic co lo r theory is designed to help you 

select and usc colors and shades of colors. 

Understanding color models 
W hether they appear on a computer screen or in a magazine ad, all 

hues (subtle variations in color) can be created by mixing two or more 

primary colors. The identity of these primary colors depends on the 

color model being used: 

1. The RGB (red, green, blue), o r additive p?·imary model. This 

is the color model used by you r mo nitor and other projection 

devices such as your TV set. Red, green, and blue light is 

projected from your mo ni tor in a variety of intensiti es to 

produce desired colors. (The term "additive" refers to the fact 

that the more primary color you add, the lighter the resulting 

color becomes.) 

In the RGB color model: 
A. Eq ual intensities of red and green light make yellow. 

Subtract some red li ght to produce chartreuse; subtract 

some green light to produce orange. 

B. Equal intensities o f green and blue light make cyan. 

Subtract some green light to produce turquo ise; subtract 

some blue light to produce jade. 

C. Equal intensities of blue and red light make purple. 

Subtract some blue light to produce magenta; subtract 

some red light to produce violet. 

D . Equal intensities of red, green, and blue make white o r gray. 

E. No light results in b lack (or darkness). 
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2. The CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, black), or sub
tractive primary model. This is the color model 
used when printing in color. Cyan, magenta, 

yellow, and black pigments are applied to white 

paper in a variety of intensities to produce desired 

colors. (The term "subtractive" refers to the fact that 

the more primary color you add, the darker the resulting 

color becomes.) 

In the CMYB color model: 
A. Equal amounts of cyan and magenta pigments make 

violet. Add some cyan pigmentation to produce blue; 

add some magenta pigmentation to produce purple. 

B. Equal amounts of magenta and yellow pigments make 
red. Add some magenta pigmentation to produce car

mine; add some yellow pigmentation to produce orange. 

C. Equal amounts of yellow and cyan pigments make green. 
Add some yellow pigmentation to produce chartreuse; 
add some cyan pigmentation to produce turquoise. 

D. Equal amounts of cyan, magenta, and yellow pigments 
make brown. 

E. Add black pigmentation to any other pigment to darken 
the color. 

F. No pigmentation results in white (the color of the paper). 

These models are important to remember when mixing color on 

screen and when printing. 
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Printing in color 
If you o r your company owns a color laser printer or colo r do t-matrix 

printer, you may print small quantities of colo r graphics. You may 

also use color printers to p rint composites, w hich help you determine 

w hat your final graphic will look like when printed commercially. 

If you do no t have access to a co lo r printer, the o nly way to 
create printed color graphics is thro ugh a commercial printer. This is 
an expensive process, usually requiring a run of mo re than a thousand 

copies to make the process cost-effective. 

There are two methods of commercial colo r printing: 

1. Spot color printing is the cheaper of the tw o methods if you 

plan on using black and only one or two other colo rs. Spot 

co lors are generally premixed according to the Pantone 
M atching System, w hich defines several hundred colors and 

offers a catalog display of these colors. M any drawing pro

grams also support Panto ne colo rs, so that you can emulate 

your fin ished artwork on screen. 

2 . Process color printing is more expensive but allows you to 

create every co lor in the spectrum using the CMYK or sub

tractive primary model. When printing to your laser printer, 

the drawing software separates your graphic into four p rints, 

representing the cyan, magenta, yellow, and black primary 

components of every colo r in the graphic. You then submit 

these sheets to your commercial printer. T he commercial 

printer in turn produces multiple copies of your graphic by 

apply ing cyan ink per your cyan separation, magema ink per 

your magenta separatio n, and so on. 

Whether you intend to usc the spo t color o r process color p rint
ing method, you should consult your commercial printer prior to 
creating any final output of your graphic. You will want to ensure that 
the colors you see on your mo nitor closely match the colors produced 
by your commercial p rinter, since your mo nitor and your commercial 
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printer use different color models . It is also a good idea to make sure 
that you can provide co lor composites w ith your separations. Mis

communicatio n can lead to increased costs for last-minute paste-up 

and other problems. 

Most importantly, give yourself plenty of time. Consu lt with 

your printer to determine how much time your job will require. If 
you allow the printer less than the s tandard number of days to com

plete your job, plan on increased printing costs due to rush charges. 

Using like and contrasting colors 
If you intend to use a wide variety of colors in a single graphic, 

whether for on-screen presentational work or for process color 

printing, you should know how to use different colors to produce 

harmonious effects. Basically, two colors placed side by side will 

produce one of three results: 

1. If the two colors are a like pair, they will blend into each 

other. Examples of like pairs are purple and violet, blue and 

cyan, green and emerald, pale ochre and lemon yellow, red 

and scarlet, brown and siena, and black and gray. Like colors 

are often used to produce gradation effects. 

2. If the two colors are a contrasting pair, they w ill produce a 

fluorescence at the point w here they meet, as if the colors are 

bouncing off each other. Examples of contrasting pairs are 
deep red and bright green, orange and blue, and lemon 

yellow and violet. 

3. If the two colors are neither like nor contrasting, there are no 

specific implications. T hus they are call ed a neutral pair. This 

describes the majority of color pairs: gray and red, orange 

and turquoise, violet and emerald, and many, many more. 
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In general, you can use like pairs and neutral pairs freely . Con

trasting pairs, however, should be used sparingly. Contrasting pairs, 

like dissonant chords in music, can produ ce unpleasant resul ts if used 

unwisely . 

W henever you d raw in color, consider how colors appear when 

positioned next to one another. If the co lors are like colors, they can 

flow together to produce shading effects, as discussed in the fo llowing 

paragraphs. If neighboring colors are neutral, your graphic w ill have a 

co nservative appearance. Juxtaposing contrasting colors is a bold ges

ture, that can p roduce dramatic effects if used with care. By carefully 

co nsidering your use of neighbo ring colors, you ensure a tastefu l and 

elegant graphic. 

Color shading 
The last topic in this chapter is co lor shading. L ike black and white 

shading, co lo r shading involves using progressively lighter or darker 

shades of a base co lor. You may create a lighter version of a color by 

decreasing its tint. Tint is measured in terms of percentage. T herefore, 

a 50% tint of red is half as dark as a solid (1 00%) red. As you might 

guess, a 90% tint of a color and an untinted versio n of the same colo r 

would be considered a like pair. 

Darkening a color is more difficult. Typically , the beginning 

artist w ill create a darker shade of a color by adding b lack to it. Wh ile 
not ent irely unacceptable, this is not the best solutio n. O ften, addi ng 

black to a color, especially to yellow, will produce muddy, unattrac

tive results. The best solution is to darken the color by adding its con
trasti ng pair partner. For example, if you wanted to produce a darker 

shade of blue, add some orange; for a darker shade of red, add green; 

for a darker yellow, add purple, and vice versa. D arkening by this 

method p roduces natural shades that mix well. 
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H owever, how this co lo r theory applies to your specific drawing 

applicatio n will vary. Most programs use RGB color mixing models; 

some also offer CMYK, and some even allow you to mix two existing 

colors o n screen. But regardl ess of your color model, w hen shad ing a 

colored object, use tints to produce highlights and use mixes contain

ing contrasting colors to produce shadows. The result will be an 

attractive, gradual transition from colo r to like colo r. 

. ..... . 
Keep in mind that drawing in color is most usefu l if you have 

access to a Macintosh II w ith a color mo nitor. If you have a mo no

chrome system, you can sti ll create color artwork, but you must p lan 

your choices more carefully. You may also need a color output device 

o r a high-quality monochrome laser printer if you intend to c reate 

color separatio ns for a commercial printer. However expensive co lo r 

graphics may be to produce, the use of colo r can lead to magn ificent 
results when used co rrectly. By understanding co lor models and 

effectively utilizing neighboring colo rs and color shad ing, you can 

create masterfu l colo r drawings that will far su rpass the impact of 

black-and-white graphi cs. 
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As you may have already noticed, drawing 
applications make up a large portion of the 
personal computer software market. 
Many brands of drawing software exist, 
and they vary substantially in both price 
and sophistication. While methods of 
operation may also vary widely from 
program to program, most drawing appli
cations share several features that consti
tute the basic drawing environment. We 
will discuss these fundamental similarities 
throughout this chapter. 
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D epending on your brand of software, you may occasionally 
encounter an operation that does not work according to our descrip

tion. We have designed this chap ter to make these occurrences as 
infrequent as possible. If we describe a feature that seems to be miss

ing from your application, you may refer to the product listing in 

C hapter 10 to confirm the areas in which your software is lacking or 

to discover how a specific featu re works differently in your software. 

Terminology 
Throughout this chapter and the remainder of this book, we will refer 
to two primary mouse operations. T he fi rst, clicking, means to press 

your mouse button and immediately release. The second , dragging, 
means to press your mouse button, move your mouse to a new loca
tion, and release the button. O ther actions are based on these two 
operations. For example, to double-click is to press and release you r 

mouse button twice in rapid succession. 

Incidentally, we use the term "mouse" as a generic reference to 
any pointing device, including not only the standard single-button 

mouse, but also any joystick, trackball, tablet, or light pen. 

To draw with any drawing applicat ion, you must choose com
mands and operate tools. Choose a command by pressing your mouse 
button on the appropriate menu bar and then dragging down to or 
clicking on the command name in the list d isplayed. Generally, 

choosing a command produces some kind of alteration to a specified 

element. A tool, on the other hand, is selected by clicking its icon in 
your application's toolbox. You then use the selected tool in your 
program's drawing window to create and manipulate the elements 
that make up your graphic. 
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Each icon shown in this chapter is a generic en largement of a 

similar drawing too l. These icons are intended as a graphical means o f 

introd ucing features provided by most applications. If your software 

does not offer a tool that matches our icon, it may simpl y be that your 

too l has a different appearance. Alternatively, the feature may be 

available in a different form, such as a command or a mo use operation. 

We wi ll t ry to account for such application variatio ns in our text. 

F inally, this chapter does not di scuss all features available in a 

typical drawing program. For example, w e make no mention of scroll 

bars, rulers, view sizes, status bars, and other features not directly 

related to the creation and manipulatio n of lines and shapes. 

. -·-- . 
T he rest of this chapter describes how to use features in a typical 

drawing program. 

Geometric lines 
and shapes 
Most drawing programs provide o ne or more line tools and a variety 

of shape tools that are useful for creating geometric forms. 

The line tool is used to draw st1·aight lines at any angle. 
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The arc tool is used to create a curved line that forms a 
quarter ellipse (or oval). 

Using the geometric shape tools, you can create rectangles, 

squares, rectangles w ith rounded corners, circles, and ellipses. 

The following pages discuss how each of these tools is used to 
create simple geometric objects. 

Creating simple lines 
The li ne tool is an easy cool to operate. Simply press your mouse 

button and drag with the line tool to create a straight line. The line 

begins when you click and ends when you release. T herefore, the 

angle of the line is determined by the angle of your drag. If you drag 

ho rizontally, you create a horizontal line. If you drag diagonally, you 
create a diago nal line. 

You may also constrain the angle of a line to a multiple of 45° by 

pressing the shift key. 
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Straight lines may be 
drawn at any angle. 

Pressing the shift key 

constrains your line to a 
multiple of 45°. 

Drawing with the arc tool is equally simple. As you drag, how
ever, your line bends to form a quarter ellipse, as shown below. Press 
the shift key to constrain the arc to a quarter circle. 

D rag with the arc tool to create a curved line betw een two 
points. In some applications, the arc always progresses clock
wise, as shown on the left. In others, it begins from a top or 
bottom point and ends at a side point, as shown on the right. 
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Not all applications provide line tools. If yours does not, you 

may easily create both straight and curved lines using the pen tool, as 

discussed in the next section, Free-fm·m lines and shapes. 

Creating simple shapes 
Drawing geometric shapes such as rectangles and ovals is as easy as 

drawing a line. 

These three examples demonstrate the 1·esults of dragging 

with the rectangle tool, the rounded rectangle tool, and the 
oval tool. To operate each tool, you o·eate the shape from 
any comer to its opposite comer. Most programs also provide 
an option that allows you to create a simple shape fmm 
center to comer, so that the beginning of your drag is the 

center of the shape. 

If you press the shift key w hile drawing w ith the rectangle or 

rounded rectangle too l, you constrain your shape to a square. If you 

press the shift key whi le drawing w ith the oval tool, you create a 

circle. 

. .... . 
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Use a line or shape tool when you want to quickly create a 

geometric object. We will examine how to manipulate lines and shapes 
created with these tools later in this chapter. 

Free-form lines 
and shapes 
The freehand, polygon, and Bezier curve tools allow you to draw free

form lines and shapes to the most complex specifications. 

The freehand tool allows you to quickly and easily draw 
free-form objects. 

The polygon and Bezier curve tools are more time
consuming to operate, but give you more meticulous control 
over your drawings. 

The following pages discuss how each of these tools is used to 
create objects of any shape and size imaginable. 
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Drawing freehand paths 
When you draw w ith a pencil o n a piece o f paper, you p ress the lead 

against the page and d raw. You usc the sa me method to operate the 

freeha nd tool in a d raw ing program. Pressing your mouse butto n and 

dragging creates a line that fo ll ows th e course of your cursor move

ments. Suc h a line is often ca lled a path . 

Even if you arc experi enced w ith drawing o n paper, you may at 

first find it difficult to create clean, co nsistent lines in your draw ing 

program. This skill is pri mari ly a matte r of practice. Since a computer 

mouse is bulkier tha n a pencil , it may see m awkward and unfamiliar 

initially, but w ill b ecome more fami li ar as you cont inue to u sc it. And 

the mo re familiar you are w ith moving your mouse, the better you w ill 

use the freehand tool. 

To greatly improve th e appearance of yo ur paths, try drawing 

very slowly. Especially whe n learn ing to d raw w ith a mouse, you r 

accuracy w ill increase as your s peed d ecreases. 

The path on the left was created by drawing qttickly with the 
f reehand tool. This line has many irregularities, w hich give 
the path a sloppy, imprecise appearance. The path on the 

1·igh t was drawn more slowly and carefully. I t appear·s more 
even, smooth, and prof essional. 
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Some programs also allow you to control the sensitivity of the 

freehand tool. When you firs t begin to use this tool, you will probably 

want to decrease, or loosen, the tool's sensitivity, in order to allow the 
drawing program to ignore minor inconsistencies in your cursor 

movements. As your mouse control becomes more precise, you may 

incrementally tighten the tool's sensitivity to track your movements 

more exactly. 

Don ' t worry if your freehand images don't look exactly right on 

your first attempt. You can always edit a free-fo rm line or shape, as 

we will explain in the Reshaping paths section of this chapter. 

The freehand tool is great for creating free-form paths quickly 
and approximately. But no matter how adept you become at using 
your mouse, most of your freehand images will require adjustments 

and alterations. If you're w illing to spend a little extra time and effort, 

you can draw your paths correctly the first time using your program's 
polygon or Bezier curve tool. 

Drawing paths point by point 
All drawing programs offer some kind of tool that allows you to 
create an object as a series of individual points. In some programs 
this tool is the polygon tool. T o operate the tool, click to establish the 

first corner point in a path. T hen move your mouse and click at 
additional points to create additional corners. As you click, each 

corner po int is connected to the previous point by a straight segment. 
To fi nish the object, close the shape by clicking on your first corner 
point, or double-click to allow the polygon to remain open. 
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In the shape on the left, we closed the polygon by clicking on 
the first point in the shape. To create the open line on the 

right, we ended the polygon by double-clicking. 

After completing a polygon, you may leave the path as it is, 

w ith straigh t sides, or you may choose a "Smooth" command to round 

off the edges, creating an o bject that looks like it was d rawn with the 

freehand tool. Straight segments no longer connect corner points 

rigid ly; instead , segments curve toward points without ever quite 

touching them. 

We first created the outline of a face with the polygon tool to 

exactly position the corner points in the path. We then chose 
the "Smooth " command to round out the segments and make 

the face appear more naturalistic. 
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Unfortunately, the "Smooth" command rounds out all segments 

in a shape and eliminates all corners. If you want a couple curved 
. . . 

segments to meet 111 a cn sp corner, you must positiOn o ne pomt 

directl y in front of another. 

In the first shape, onLy one point exists at each of the cusps in 

the vaLentine. As a resuLt, the path is curving rather than 
[01·ming crisp corne1·s at these cusps. To create a corner at each 

cusp, w e create a second point an d overlap it onto its neigh

bor, as shown in the second valentine. 

T he polygo n too l allows you to precisely positio n po ints in a 

shape, but it doesn't provide much control ove r the manner in which 

individual segments curve . Although points in a smoothed polygo n 

guid e curves like invisible hands pulling at a piece of rubber wire, no 

segment is ever ancho red. Adjusting a sin gle po int can upset every 

segment in the path. 

A more precise too l for creatin g free -form li nes and shapes is the 

Bezier curve tool. U sing this too l, you first ancho r a segment and then 
bend the segment with respect to rhe ancho r point. 
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Drawing paths with Bezier curves 
A few drawing applications do not offer a Bezier curve tool, which is 

unfo rtunate, since this tool provides precise control over freehand 

shapes. With this tool, you can combine corner points with smooth 

segments and control the exact curvature of a segment. If your pro

gram does not offer a Bezier curve tool, you will have to rely on 
smooth polygons, as we have described on the previous page. 

In many ways, you may think of the Bezier curve tool as a 

"souped-up" polygon tool. If you simply click with the tool, you will 

create corner points, just as if you had used a polygon tool. However, 
if you drag with the tool, you create a smooth point that has two 

Bezier control handles. These handles act as levers, bending segments 
relative to the smooth point itself. 

Clicking with a Bezier curve tool creates corner points, as 
demonstrated by the first four points in our path. If you click 
and drag, the point at which you click becomes a smooth 
point and the Location at which you release becomes a Bezier 

control handle. This handle will affect the next segment you 
create. A second control handle appears symmetrically about 
the smooth point to the first. This handle determines the 
curve of the most recent segment, as shown above. 
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The Bezier control handles on either side of a smooth point are 

locked into alignment with each other. This ensures that a line curves 

evenly as it passes through the smooth point. To make two curved 

segments meet in a corner point, you must be able to move each 
Bezier control handle independently. Different programs allow you to 

do this in different ways. In a program like Aldus FreeHand, you 
break the alignment between the two handles by pressing the option 
key while creating a smooth point. In Adobe Illustrator, you first 

create a smooth point, then change it to a corner point by dragging on 

the point again while pressing the option key. 

We have redrawn our valentine shape, this time using the 
Bezier curve tool. All points and their control handles are 
displayed. The pair of control handles associated with any of 
the four smooth points (displayed as hollow) are locked into 
alignment with each other. But the control handles associ
ated with the two corner points (displayed as black) are 
independent, allowing us to create cusps at these points. 

Notice our most recent valentine includes uniform curves. By 
comparison, the heart from the smoothed polygon figure appears 

rather squished, almost dented in places. While the difference may 
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seem very slight, these kinds of subtleties can add up to improve o r 
impair the quali ty of a complex drawing. In pure drawing terms, the 

Bezier curve tool is the most valuable feature any drawing application 

has to offer. 

. ..... 
To summari ze, use the free hand tool when you want to quickly 

draw a free-form path without having to worry about positioning 

points or Bezier control handles. The results may be rough, but you 
can always adjust the shape as described in the Reshaping paths section 
later in this chapter. 

To create complex paths correctly the first time, skilled users will 

prefer to usc a point-by-point tool such as the polygon o r Bczier 

curve too l. Although you may apply a "Smooth" command to paths 
drawn w ith the polygon tool, this tool does not allow you to anchor 

curved segments. Using the Bezier curve tool, you may create bo th 

the corner po ints and the smooth points required to anchor segments 
as well as the control handles required to bend the segments. 

A Bezier curve tool is essential fo r the creation of elegant, free

form drawings. In fact, if your program lacks such a tool, you may 

want to consider upgrading. For recommendations, see Chapter 10. 

Tracing bitmaps 
Not everyone can be a Rembrandt. Some of us are lucky to draw a 
straight line, much less triumph ·over a complex feature like the Bezier 
curve tool. Others can draw quite adequately with pencil and paper, 

but have problems converting their skills to a computer program. 

For the non-computer artist, many programs provide a trace 
tool that automatically traces a bitmappcd image with a series of free
form paths. 
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The ttace tool converts jagged bitmaps into smooth drawings. 

In the next few pages, we will discuss how to automatically trace 

sketches that have been created in painting p rograms, scanned art
work, and other bitmapped images. But first, we will look briefly at 
the difference between a bitmapped painting and an object-oriented 

drawing. We will also explain the rationale for using bitmaps as a 

starting point in the drawing process. 

Objects and bitmaps 
It is not easy to draw from scratch in a drawing program. Even if you 
draw exclusively with the freehand tool, you must frequently edit 

your lines and shapes, point by point. Also, drawing programs require 
you to represent images as a collage of mathematically defined objects. 
Lines and shapes must be layered on top of one another like girders in 
a building. 

Because using a drawing program is partially an architectural ex

perience, the best user of drawing software is probably part artist and 

part engineer. For those of us who aren't engineers, a painting applica
tion like MacPaint provides a more artist-friendly environment. 

Painting programs provide simple tools such as pencils and 
erasers. And since littl e interpretation is required by your software, 
th ese tools work just like their real-life counterparts. Your screen 

displays the results of your mouse movements instantaneously. This 

allows you to draw, see what you've drawn, and make alterations, all 

in the time it takes the appropriate neurons to fire in your brain. 
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But despite the many advantages of painting software, its single 

failing-the graininess of its output- is glaringly obvious, so much so 

that people who have never used a computer can immediately recog

ni ze a bitmapped image as computer-produced artwork. Object

o ri ented drawings, on the other hand, are smooth. 

The bitmapped fish on the left was fairly easy to create, but it 
has the kind of jagged edges many viewers associate with com
puter art. The object-oriented fish on the right required more 
time and effort, but the result is smooth and professional
looking. 

By tracing a bitmapped image in a d rawing program, you can 
have the best o f both worlds. You can sketch your idea traditionally 

onto a piece of paper and then scan it into your computer, o r you can 
sketch directly in a painting program. Either way, your sketch will be 
bitmapped. Import the sketch into your drawing program as a tracing 

template. Then use your program's trace tool to convert the image to 
free-form paths. 

Operating the trace tool 
D epending on your program, you typically operate the trace too l in 

one of two ways. In some programs, you surround the painted image 
in a marquee. D rag with the text tool from corner to opposite corner 
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around the image you want to trace. As you drag, you create a rectan

gular, dotted marquee. Upo n releasing your mouse button, your 

drawing program automatically traces all portions of the bitmapped 

image inside the marqu ee. If your sketch is fairly complicated, the 
tracing process may take a few minutes to execute. 

In other programs you click the trace tool just outside the pe
rimeter of your sketch. A path is created around the outer edge of the 
bitmap. You then have to click just inside each of t he white areas of 

the sketch, tracing each one individually. For example, to trace a 

sketch of the letter "0," you would click once to trace around the 

ou tside of the letter and a second time to trace around the inside. 

' ---------- ------ ------- ---------------------~ 

In a program like Aldus Freehand, you may surround a bit
map in a marquee with the trace tool (left). This instructs the 
program to create sever·al paths at once. In Adobe Illustrator, 
you may only trace one path at a time (right). 

Most trace tools produce the most useful results when your 
sketch is created in black and w hite with few stray pixels. H owever, 
even the best traced images requires some clean-up. Not on ly do paths 

require reshap ing, they must also be fil led with the appropriate co lo rs. 
After t racing your letter "0," fo r example, you would have to fill the 
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outer path with black and the inner path with white. You might also 

have to juggle the layering of the two objects so that the white shape is 

in front of the black. (For more information about layering, see the 

Transforming objects section later in this chapter.) 

After tracing the sketch from the previous figure, the image 
appears as shown on the left. Not only are the shapes filled 

incorrectly, but some of the details are inaccurate or unclear. 
The hands have been traced especially unsatisfactorily. A 
substantial amount of reshaping and redrawing is required 

to pmduce the finished image on the right. 

As tempting as it may be, do not rely on the trace tool as a pana

cea fo r all you r drawing woes. While many programs allow you to 
control the tool's accuracy, no trace tool converts a sketch flawlessly . 

Most traced objects will have to be reshaped, refined, or redrawn . 

. ~·-- . 
When you are creating a complex draw ing, we recommend that 

you first sketch your idea with pencil and paper, since these tools are 

probably most familiar to you, and then scan the image into your 

computer. If you don't have access to a scanner, create simple black

and-white sketches in a painting program like MacPaint. You may 
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then trace your sketch using the freehand or Bezier curve tool, or use 

the trace tool to instruct your drawing software do the work. 

If you usc the trace tool, keep in mind that your converted image 

can be considered only an approximation of the final picture. You will 

have to spend some time adjusting and fine-tuning your lines and 

shapes. In the following section, we examine how to reshape paths, 
from manipulating the curvature of segments to adding, deleting, and 

. . 
movtng pomts. 

Reshaping paths 
Assuming that you create most of your lines and shapes with the 
freehand and trace tools, most of your lines and shapes are going to 
need some adjustments. In many applications, these adjustments may 
be performed with the standard arrow tool. But other programs 
require that you use a special tool or command to reshape objects . 

In many programs, the standard arrow (or pointe~') tool 
allows you to select and manipulate an existing object. 

Other progmms provide special reshape tools that allow you 
to perform many kinds of manipulations. 
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The following pages describe how these tools are used to reshape 
both geometric and free-fo rm clements. 

Selecting an element 
Before you may reshape a path, you must select it. Typically, a path is 

selected with the arrow tool. In a few programs, such as Ado be Illus

trator or A ldus FreeHand, a selected free-form path displays its points 

so that you can immediately begin reshaping the path. But in most 

appl.ications, clicking on a geometric or free-form path with the arrow 

tool displays eight transformation handles, w hich surround the path in 

a rectangular formation. These handles are commonly used to stretch 

and rotate an image, as described in the Transforming objects section 
later in this chapter. 

• • 

• 

• • • 

In most drawing applications, a path selected with the arrow 
tool displays handles that form a rectangle around the image. 

After selecting a path w ith the arrow tool, you may choose a 

"Reshape" command or the equ ivalent to display individual points in 

order to manipulate the form of the path. In most software, this com

mand is available from a standard menu. An exceptio n to this is 
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Canvas, in which you choose the "Edit Pes" command by pressing the 

option key and dragging at one of the free-form drawing cool icons. 

Choosing the "Reshape" command displays all points in the 
selected free-form path. 

After displaying the points of a free-form path, you may move, 

add, and delete points, adjust Bezier control handles, and so on. If 
your selected path was created with one of the geometric tools, how

ever, your options vary, depending on your software. 

Reshaping rectangles and .ovals 
In a more sophisticated program like Adobe Illustrator or Aldus 
FreeHand, geometric objects such as rectangles and ovals are treated 

as grouped paths. When you group one or more elements (by choosing 
the "Group" command), you combine all selected points and paths 

into a single object, locking the relative distances between points so 
they cannot be altered. 

To reshape a grouped geometric object in such a program, simply 

choose the "Ungroup" command. The shapes become free-form paths 
whose points may be moved and Bezier control handles adj usted. 
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On the left are a (grouped) 1·ectangle and oval created in 
Adobe Illustrator. The shapes on the right have been un
grouped and reshaped. 

In more conventional drawing programs, you cannot reshape 
most geometric objects. The only exception is the rectangle with 
rounded corners, which you may adjust either by choosing a "Round 
Corners" command or using a reshape tool. Some programs even 

provide a special handle for reshaping rectangles as you drag. 

0 

In a pmgram like Canvas, we drag the reshape handle up 

and to the left to reduce the size of rounded corners, or drag 
the handle down and to the right to increase the radius of all 
corners. 
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True reshaping features, however, are generall y app licable only 
to free-form paths created with the freeha nd, polygon, or Bezier curve 
tool. We will first examine how to alter the points in such paths. 

Moving points 
After you have displayed the points in a free-form path using the 

arrow or reshape tool, you may manipulate them. To move a single 

point in a path, simply select the point and drag it to a new location. 
The segment connecting this point and its neighbors wi ll stretch or 

shrink accordingly. 

Many programs allow you to move more than one point at a 

time. First select the additional points by pressing the shift key and 
clicking on the points. O r drag at an empty portion of your screen to 
create a rectangular marquee around the points you want to select. 
Then drag the selected points to move them. 

, ......................................................... / 

One way to select multiple point is to marquee them, as 
shown on the left. You may then move the selected points by 
dragging any one of them. 

Move a point when you want to change the location of a corner 

or the position of a curve. Programs that offer a Bezier curve tool also 

allow you to alter the curvature of a segment by adjusting the location 
of the Bezier contro l handles relative to their points. 
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Adjusting curved segments 
To display Bezier control handles fo r a point, you typically select the 

point in your program's reshape mode. To adjust the curvature of a 

segment, drag the tip of the Bezier control handle in much the same 
way you would drag a point. Keep the control handle close to its point 

to create slight curves; drag the contro l handle farther away for more 

extreme curves. 

4 

1 
3 

2 . 3 

H ere we have created three versions of the same path. In 
each case, we have adjusted the location of the numbered 
Bezier control handles. 

Some programs even allow you to drag on the segment itself to 

alter its curvature. The Bezier control handles adjust automatically. 

O ne of the most common problems that most users have when 
learning drawing software is trying to determine the placement of 
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Bezier control handles. Several rules have been developed over the 

years, but the best are the ali-or-nothing rule and the 30% rule. The 

all-or-nothing rule states that every segment in your path should be 

associated with either two Bezier control handles or none at all. In 

other words, no segment should rely on only one control handle to 

determine its curvature. In the 30% rule, the distance from any Bezier 
control handle to its point should be approximately 30% the length 

of the segment. 

• 

The top path demonstrates the ali-or-nothing rule. The 
straight segment is associated with no control handle, while 
both curved segments have two handles apiece. The bottom 
path demonstrates the 30% rule. The two control handles 
belonging to the left segment each take up about 30% of the 
length of the segment. The right segment is shorter, so its 
handles are shorter as well. 

Moving points and adjusting control handles are fundamental 
ways to change the shape of a path. But sometimes, no matter how 

long you spend adjusting the placement of its points or the curvature 
of its segments, a path fai ls to meet the requirements of your drawing. 
In this case, you may want to expand the path by adding points or 

simplify the path by deleting points . 
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Adding and deleting points 
All drawing programs let you add and delete points in a path. Some 
applications allow you to add a point to the end of an open line. 

Others allow you only to insert a point into an existing segment. But 
either way, you can extend a path to a more functional length as 

described in the following figure captions. 

A B 

Suppose we want to add a tiny flag to boat A, thus making it 
look like boat B. The simplest way to do this would be to 
append two corner points to the end of the path. 

However, if you use a program, such as M acDraw, that 
doesn't allow you to extend a path, you may insert points in 
the last segment of the path and then move the points into 
position as shown above. 
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The specific method for adding a point depends on your soft

ware. In Adobe Illustrator, you insert a point into a segment by press
ing the option key while clicking on the segment with the scissors 

tool. In Aldus FreeHand, you simply click on the segment with the 

Bezier curve tool. In most conventional drawing programs, you press 

a modifier key, such as option, and click on a segment while in the 
reshape mode. In Canvas, you choose a special "Add Pnts" command. 

The technique for deleting a point from a path is similar to that 
for adding a point; it also depends on your software. In many applica

tions, you select the point and press the delete key. In others, you 
press a modifier key and click. In Canvas, you choose a special "De

lete Pnts" command. 

Deleting a point generally does not break the path. Instead, a new 
segment connects the two points neighboring the deleted point. 

Suppose you want to delete the black point in the first path 
above. When you delete a point in most programs, a new 
segment automatically connects its neighbors, as demon
strated by the middle image. But in Adobe Illustrator, 
deleting a point also deletes any associated segment, leaving 
a break in the path, as shown on the right. To repair the 
break, drag at both points with the Bezier curve tool. 

Adding and deleting points aren't the only ways to reshape a 

path. Your program probably also provides commands for deleting 

segments and joining two paths into one, as well as other reshaping 
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techniques. But for now, you will find that the path manipulatio n 

features covered in this chapter are more than enough to get you 

started. Knowing how to add o r delete a po int is no great feat; you' ll 

have these features fi gured out after experimenting w ith them only a 

couple of times. The real trick is to know how many points you need 

in a curve, and w here to place them. By working only with the few 

reshaping tools mentioned so far, you can better concentrate on devel
oping your drawing technique . 

. -·- . 
The abili ty to reshape a line after it is created is unique to the 

computer graphics environment. The fact that no scribble is perma
nent, rega rdless of how long ago it was created, stands in direct oppo
sition to many tradi tional media. By comparison, an ink line or brush 
stroke may just as well be etched in stone. 

But reshaping is merely one aspect of your manipulative powers 

in a drawing program. Images may be moved, enlarged, reduced, ro
tated, and transfo rmed in many other ways, depending on the sophis
tication of your software. Your software's po tential fo r special effects 
will absolutely boggle your mind . 

Transforming objects 
Regardless of w hat tool you used to create it, any graphic element in a 

drawing application can be moved, copied, or o therwise manipulated. 
The most popular transformation tools allow you to scale, flip, rotate, 
or skew an image any number of times and to any extent imaginable. 
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The transformation tools are the primary means of mani
pulating entire paths in a drawing program. 

The following pages describe how to use these tools, including 

how to select, move, clone, copy, and apply several popular com
mands to a path or group of paths. 

Selecting and grouping 
Most transformations are applicable only to entire paths, rather than 
to their points or segments. For example, although you can move a 
handful of selected points, you probably cannot enlarge or rotate 

them. Therefore, before you can transform a free-form or geometric 
path, you must select the entire object. 

In most programs, you select an entire path simply by clicking 

on it with the arrow tool. Only in Adobe Illustrato r does it work dif
ferently. In this program, you press the option key and click anywhere 
on the path to select the whole path. 

To select multiple paths, click on the first path, then press the 

shift key and click on all additional paths. Or use the arrow tool to 
drag at an empty portion of your screen and create a rectangular 
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marquee around the paths you want to se lect. (In Adobe Illustrator, 

press the option key w hile shift-selecting or marqueeing to se lect 

multiple w ho le paths.) 

Suppose you have created an image made up of several paths, and 

you' re afraid of upsetting the fragile relationship between these paths 

during a transformation. To safeguard the basic appearance of the 

image, you can group it into a single object using your program's 

"Group" command. 

This hamburger image contains over one hundred paths. To 

retain the relationships between these paths, we group them 
into a single object, as indicated by the transformation 

handles surrounding the first image. We can then stretch, 
skew, and rotate the image withor-tt fear of disrupting its 
basic hamburger appearance. 

Once your o bject or objects are grouped and selected, you 

can apply one or more of the transformations discussed in the follow

mg pages. 
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Deleting, moving, and layering 
The primary purposes for selecting any graphic element are to move 

the element to a new location and to delete it from the page. Because 

both of these transformations arc so common, they are extremely 

simple to apply. 

To delete an object from your drawing, simply select it and press 
the delete key. T he element will disappear from your page. Generally, 
you should delete an object only if you are completely dissatisfied 

with it and you are positive you' ll never need it again. (You may 

restore an object immediately after deleting it by choosing the "Undo" 
command before beginning another operation.) If you think you 
might need a graphic element later, but you want to get it out of the 

way for now, a better solution is to choose the "Cut" command and 

send the object to your program's clipboard for temporary storage. 
Both the "Cut" command and the clipboard are discussed in more 
detail later in this section. 

To move an object, click and drag it with your arrow tool cursor. 
When you have repositioned the object to a new location, release the 

mouse button. 

Rather than moving an object up or down or left o r right, you 

may sometimes want to move it in front of or behind another object. 
This third-dimensional relationship between objects is called layering. 
For example, suppose you have drawn a series of paths and grouped 
them into two objects: a piece of chal k and a slate. For the chalk to 
appear as if it were writing on the slate, the chalk object should be 

layered in front of the slate object. But, if instead, the slate object is 

the' foremost of the two, you must either select the slate object and 
choose a "Send to back" command or selel:t the chalk object and 
choose "Bring to front." 
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Slate is layered in front of chalk in the drawing on the left. 
To correct this layen·ng problem, we select the paths that 
make up the piece of chalk and choose the "Bring to front " 
command. 

When you move an o bject, whether to a new position o n the 

page or to a different layer, you effectively delete it from its previous 

location. However, if you prefer, you may retain an element at its 

origi nal locatio n and at the same time move it by applying one of 
several duplication techniques. 

Duplication techniques 
The "Cut," "Copy," and "Paste" commands are available in any 

Macintosh application. The "Cut" and "Copy" commands store a 

selected image so it may be used later in the drawing process. The 

"Paste" command retrieves the stored image as a selected object that 
may then be moved to any locatio n in your drawing. 

Each command works with Apple's built-in clipboard, w hich is 

capable of storing a single image at a t ime. T he "Cut" command re

moves the selected objects from your graphic and places them in the 

clipboard, simultaneously erasing the clipboard 's previous image. The 

"Copy" command also replaces the clipboard 's previous image, bm 
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does not delete the selected objects from your graphic. The "Paste" 
command retrieves a copy of the clipboard image and imports the 

objects into your drawing. 

All three commands are useful for duplicating objects during the 

creation of a drawing. You may also use these commands to transfer 
objects into other applications. However, if you want to create a single 
copy of an object that you intend to use immediately, most applica
tions offer a quicker means of duplication known as cloning. 

To clone an object is to create a quick copy of it without displac
ing the current contents of the clipboard. C lones are very simple to 
create in almost every drawing application: Merely select an object, 

press the option key, and drag the selected object to a new location. 
By pressing the option key, one copy of the object remains at its 
original location while the other selected copy is created at the point 

where you release your mouse button. 

• • 

• • 

To clone an object, press the option key and drag the selected 
object to a new location. 

C loning is a useful and efficient technique for creating multiple 

copies of objects. Each clone may then be transformed separately, 
depending on your particular graphic requirements. The following 

text describes the kinds of transformations you may apply to an 
object. 
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Scaling an object 
To scale an object is to enlarge or reduce it to another size. In most 
d rawing applications, you scale an object by d ragging at one of its 
eight transfo rmati on handles. Dragging a handle away from the object 

enlarges its size; d ragging a handle toward an object reduces it. You 

stretch an object vertically o r horizontally by dragging at one of the 
four side handles. In this way, you may produce tall, skinny objects, 

or short, fat ones. T o scale an object proportionally, press the shift key 

and drag at a corner handle. 

·v· . . . 
. . 

In most programs, you scale an object by dragging at one of 

its transformation handles. 

Not all drawing applications allow you to scale an object by 
dragging at one of its handles. In a program like Adobe Illustrator, for 
example, you must use a special scale tool. You first cli.ck near the 
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center of the selected object with the tool to estab lish a scale origin. 

You then position your cursor near one of the corners and drag to 

scale the object. (Illustrator also provides tools fo r flipping, rotating, 

and skewing a selected object; such tools function according to this 
same click-and-drag technique.) 

Flipping an object 
In many drawing programs, reducing an element too far, either by 

using a scale too l or by dragging a transformation hand le, flips the 
object to create a mirror image . 

• • • 

To flip the grouped image shown above in a program like 
MacDraw, we drag the left transformation handle all the 
way across to the right side of the image. 

Other applications provide "Flip horizontal" and "Flip vertical" 

commands. Each command creates a mirror image of the selected 
object. To create an upside-down image, choose both the "Flip hori 
zontal " and "Flip vertical" commands. 
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Rotating an object 
The "Rotate" command works differently in different applications. 

In some programs, choosing the command d isplays a dialog box. 

You enter a number o f d egrees between 0 and 360, click the OK 

button, and the software rotates the selected object according to 

your specificatio n. (A d egree is 'huo circle, measured in a counter

clockwise d irectio n.) 

In other programs, choosing the "Rotate" command displays a 

special rotation cursor. You t hen drag one of the corner transforma

tion hand les in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction to rotate the 

selected o bject in single-degree increments. You may constrain the 

angle you r rotat ion to a m ultip le of 45° (one-eighth turn) by p ressing 

the shift key while d ragging a handle. 

Most drawing prog~·ams allow you to rotate a selected image 
to any angle you desire. 

Still other p rograms, like Adobe Illust rator and A ldus F reeHand, 

provide a ro tati on tool. Click to establish a rotation origin, then d rag 

around this origin to rotate the selected o bject. 
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Skewing an object 
The "Slant" or "Skew" command is not available in all drawing 

programs. But when available, it generally works very much li ke the 

"Rotate" command. You first choose "Slant" or "Skew" to display a 

special skew cursor. Then drag one of the side transformation handles 
horizontally or vertically to slant the selected object in single-degree 
increments. 

The "Skew" command dzffers from "Rotate" in that it tips 
an object backward or forward rather than spinning it 
around in a circle. 

Some programs, like Adobe Illustrator and Aldus FreeHand, 
provide a skew tool. Cl ick to establish a skew origin, then drag with 
respect to this origin to slant the selected object. Press the shift key to 
constrain the skew horizontally or vertically. 

The "Skew" command is especially useful for creating slanted 
text. You may also combine skewing with scaling to produce a per
spective effect. 
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To create t~ ~ 
picture, we first 
skewed our hand 

image twice vertically. 
We then cloned all three 
objects and reduced them to a 
number of different sizes so they 
appear in mws that extend to the 

horizon. 

Don't be afraid to apply a combination of trans

formation techniques to the same image in o rder to achieve 

perspective. In addition to skewing and scaling, many programs 

allow you to clone an object w hile otherwise transforming it by 

pressi ng the optio n key as you drag. You may then choose a "Dup li

cate" command to repeat both the clo ne and transfo rmatio n operatio n 

any number of times. If this sounds like too much to take in at once, 

you w ill want to exp eriment w ith the sample projects included in 

Chapters 5 through 7. Each chapter contains step-by-step transfo rma

tio n examples with increasing levels o f difficu lty . 

. ..... . 
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To recap, you select objects with the arrow tool. If you want to 

apply a series of transfo rmations to an image made up o f multiple 

paths, select all paths and group them before applying any other 

command. 

You may move a selected o bject by dragging it. You may also 

duplicate o ne o r more paths using the "Cur," "Copy," and "Paste" 

commands o r by pressing the option key and dragging to create a 

clone. 

Use your software's transform atio n commands to create special 

effects. For example, you may use scaling to create an enlarged or 

miniaturized version of an object. You can also make objects fatter o r 

thinner by scaling. If you want to create a mirror image o f an object to 

create a shadow or reflection, choose the "Flip horizontal" or "Flip 

vertical" command. Rotate an object when you want to ti lt it at some 

angle. T his is especially useful if you want to turn an image upside 

down o r otherwise experiment w ith its positioning. And fina lly, you 

can skew an object to make it slant horizontally or vert ically, or to 
leml J epth to your drawing through perspective. 

This completes our discussion of creating and manipulating 

graphic elements. The last sectio n of this chapter discusses how to use 

type in a drawing program, and how to fill and stroke your type and 
graphics. 

The type tool 
and font commands 
Your program's type tool is actuall y just another drawing tool, like 

the freehand or Bezier curve too l. While most programs do not allow 

you to reshape text, you can transfo rm it as discussed in the previous 

section, and you can fi ll and stroke it, as we will discuss in the next 

sectiOn. 
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T 
The type tool allows you to enter text from the keyboard in 

your graphic. 

In the next few pages, we w ill discuss how to add type to you r 

graphic. We will also examine specific feawres that are app licable only 

to text-typeface (also called fo nt), size, style, and kerni ng. Finally, we 

will look at creating text on a curve. 

Entering type from the keyboard 
To create a block of text, cl ick with the ty pe tool at the point in yo ur 

graphic where you want your text to begin. In most programs, a 

blinking text entry cursor w ill appear where you J1ave cl icked, indicat

ing that the applicatio n is ready for you to begin typing. In a few h igh

end app licati o ns, such as A ldus F reeHand and Ad obe Ill ustrator, a 

dialog box w ill appear, providing a special text-entry area. 

As you enter text from your key board, the characters will appear 

o n your screen. The text entry cursor moves as you type, always 

indicating the location of the next character. If you make a mistake, 

you may move your text entry cursor within a text block by pressing 

o ne of the cursor arrow keys (i, f-, -L, ~ ). T his useful feature allows 

you to move the text entry cursor back to the location of a mistake 

and fix it w itho ut altering any correct text. 
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Now i the time for 

Now is the time for 
lf you notice a typographic error while entering text, you 
may use your arrow keys to navigate back to where the error 
occurred, correct it, and navigate forward again. 

Also, most drawing applications do not allow you to indicate 

colu mn widths for text. Instead, you must press the return key to 

begin a new line of type. 

T o complete a text bloc k, select a different tool, such as the arrow 

too l, or click the OK button in the text entry dialog box. Any add i

tional letters entered from the keyboard w ill no longer appear on 

your screen. 

Editing and correcting text 
After you fini sh creating a block of text in a drawing program, you 

can always edit it later. T his is useful if you discover a typographical 

error you overlooked w hen entering the text, or you want to change 

the fo nt or type size, as we will discuss later in this section. 

Text must be highlighted to be ed ited. In most draw ing pro

grams, you high light text with the type tool by dragging directly over 

the words you want to change . In p rograms that offer a text entry 

d ialog box, you select your text block with the arrow tool and choose 

a text ed iting command. In Adobe Illustrator, choose the "Type" 

command. In Aldus FreeHand, choose "Element info" or double-click 
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the text block. Once inside the d ialog box, drag over the text you want 

to edit with your text entry cursor. Regardless of the program you 

use, the highlighted text will appear as white type against a black 

background. 

No w is the tim ~for 
In most programs, you select text by dragging over it with 
the type tool. Here we have dragged from just after the "o" 
in "Now" up to and including the "m" in "time." 

Some app lications offer shortcuts for highlighting text. For 

example, double-clicking often highl ights an entire word. Also, once 
the text entry point has been set, p ressing the shift key and clicking at 
another location will sometimes highlight all text between the origi nal 

entry point and the new entry point. 

If you type any keys on your keyboard, you will replace the 
highlighted text. T herefore, if you highlight a single word, you can 

replace it with a new word simply by typing. Or you may delete one 
or more words by pressing the delete key. 

No~e for 
After highlighting the text shown in the previous figure, we 
pressed the T key, replacing the highlighted text with a new 
letter. 

By replacing highlighted text with new text, you can correct and 

edit blocks of type. But you can also use highlighting to change text 
attributes, such as typeface, size, and style. 
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Formatting text 
At any time in the drawing process, you may change the formatting of 

one or more letters of text by highlighting them and app ly ing font 

commands. In a typical draw ing program, formatting includes type

face, style, size, leading, and alignment. Your choices in each of these 

formatting catego ries may affect the entire block of text or only the 

highligh ted portio ns. 

Typeface is the most important formatting attribute, since it sets 

the mood for the text. Typically, fo nts are chosen as commands from a 

menu or from a lis t within a dialog box. T he font that you choose will 

alter the appearance of each character in a block of text. 

Avant Garde Book 
Bookman Demibold 

Courier 

Helvetica Oblique 

Pala tino Roman 

Narrow Helvetica Bold 
New Century Schoolbook 

a9\®Lf.Q (Symbol) 

Times Bold 

Zapf Cliancery :Mecfium I tafic 

@? Xffi'i'¢+ (Zapf Dingbats) 

More and more typefaces are becoming available to desktop 
publishers. The fonts shown above are some of those most 

commonly available to PostScript printers. 
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The variety and number of typefaces available in your drawing 

application is determined directly by the contents of your System file. 

Fonts can be added to or deleted from your System fi le using Apple's 

Font/DA Mover uti lity. For complete information on configuring 

your System, consu lt your Macin tosh owner's manual. 

You rna y also choose from a variety of type styles-as deter

mined by your app lication-to slightly alter the appearance of the 
current typeface. "Plain" is the normal type style, and should be 

chosen if you want the font to appear "as is," unaltered in any way. 

"Bold" and "Italic" are common styles of a font, often included as part 
of the typeface family. For example, Times Roman is the plain style of 

the font Times. Times Bold and Times Italic are distinct typefaces but 
are part of the same type family. It is also possible to combine "Bold" 

and "Italic," in this case creating T imes Bold Itali c. If no bold or italic 
style is speci fi cally des igned for a typeface-for example, the Zapf 
Dingbats family includes only plain Dingbats-most drawing app lica
tions will print the font normally, even if you choose "Bold," " Italic," 
or both. 

Plain 
Bold 
Italic 

Bold Italic 
Underline 
OuUine 

@©~(Q] ©!lli~~ OIT1l@ 

Shad ow· 
00©0@1 ~Uil@@l©W 

Above are combinations of type styles available in many 

draw ing applications. Any style can be applied to any font; 
every style, except for "Plain," can be combined with any 
other style. 
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Some applications include other type styles such as "Underline," 

"Outline," and "Shadow," none of w hich rely on type fami ly defini

tions bu t arc instead appl ied to any typeface by the drawing program 

itself. 

Type size determines the heigh t o f the letters in a text block. Size 

is measured in points, tiny units equal to Yn of an inch. Size availability 

typically ranges from 4-point to 500-poinc, o r even higher. Although 

various type sizes may not appear particularly legibly on your screen, 

the type will always look smooth and readable when p rinted. 

• 
- o1n 

81-point 
54-point 

Shown here is 
a sample of the 
type sizes avail-
able in a drawing 
application. All sizes 
are shown in the font 
H elvetica. 

36-point 
27 -point 

18-point 
12-point 

9-point 
6·poinl 

• Qerl 
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T he fourth category of text formatting in drawing app lications is 

leading (p ronounced led· ing), which is the amount of vertical space 

between o ne line of type and the next line in the same text block. 

Many programs allow for leading values accurate to Yto point. 

I 

The leading of The leading of The leading of 
this text is this text block this text is 
12-point (solid). is 13-point. 14.4-point (auto). 

The leading of The leading of The leading of 
this text block this text block this text block 
is 16-point. is 18-point. 

is 24-point. 

Shown above are blocks of 12-point type with different 
leadings. The first block has solid leading, since the type size 
and leading values are equal. Generally, type Looks best 
when the leading is about 20% larger than the type size, 
sometimes called "auto" leading. 

A dvanced d rawing programs li ke Ald us F reeHand allow you to 

control the kerning-the amount of horizontal space between pairs of 

letters . Being able to adjust kerning is especially useful in the creation 
of large text and logos, in which a font's normal letter spacing creates a 

noticeable gap between a cap ital character w ith an overhang, such as 
T, and a small lowercase character, li ke o. 

The last formatting category is alignment. A lignment determines 

the relative positioning of each line of type w ithin a block of text. 

Type is aligned w ith reference to the point where you originally 

clicked w ith the type too l. Generally, your click location determines 

the leftmost point of text that is aligned left or is justified, the right

most point of type that is aligned right, and the center point of ty pe 

that is aligned midd le, or centered. 
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Tomorrow 
Yesterday 
Tomorrow 
Yesterday 

In the first two words, we rely on standard letter spacing. 
Because our text is so large, you can see inconsistent gaps 
between the first two letters in both words. In the bottom 
examples, we have tightened the kerning between each of 
the first two pairs of letters. Other pairs have been adjusted 
as well to streamline the overall appearance of the text. 

This text is ragged 
right, also called 
flush left. 

This text is ragged 
left, also called 

flush right. 

This text is 
aligned middle, 

also called centered. 

Type in a typical draw

ing application ma;1 be 
flush Left, flush right, 
centered, or justified. 

This text is fully 
justified, flush on 
both the left and 
right sides. 
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Font, style, size, leading, kerning, and alignment work together 

to determine the basic appearance of your text block. Each formatting 

category affects only the text that is currently highlighted. The one 
exception is alignment, which typically affects an entire text block. 

Text on a path 
Perhaps the most exciting way to use text in a drawing program is to 
make it follow the course of a free-fo rm path. 

This one speaks for itself 

O nly a few applications, like Aldus FreeH and, provide this 
capability . If yours does not, you may achieve similar- albeit much 
more laborious-effects by carefully rotating and positioning individ
ual characters. 

T o fit text to a path, select bo th the text block and the path and 
choose "Join" o r an equivalent command. T he text will adhere to the 
path based on the way it is aligned, that is, whether the text is flush 
left, centered, o r so on. 
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Alignment determines how the text positions on the path. 

If your path involves many twists and turns, you will have to 
kern some letters to make your text legible. Letters curve apart from 

each other as they pass over convex curves, while they tend to overlap 
when passing through concave curves. If you tighten the kerning in 
the convex areas and loosen the kerning in the concave areas, your 

letter spacing will appear more consistent. 

Some drawing programs allow )tOO 
to pin text to a free-form path. 

In the figure on the facing page, some letters overlap while 
others appear too loose. By kerning these letters, w e have 
created more consistent free-form type, as shown above. 
Below that, we have separated the text from the path to 
demonstrate how the kerning was applied. 
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Beware of rely ing too completely on your software's automated 

features. Just because you can fit text to a path doesn' t mean it will 

look good. In fact, complicated paths almost always produce illegible 

o r ugly text. However time-consuming kerning may be, you are 

alw ays better o ff kerning your text to even out the letter spacing, to 

give it a " fluid" touch. 

. -·- . 
G enerally, we recommend that you enter only small amounts of 

display text in a drawing applicatio n. Large amounts of body copy 

text sho uld be input in a word processor, in w hich yo u can fo rmat text 

mo re quickly and check your spelling. 

Remember that the only advantage to text typed directly in a 

drawing program over text created in a word processor is that the 

fo rmer may be manipulated graphically. You can create many attrac

tive effects by transforming type, joining type to a curve, and apply ing 

stroke and fill combinations as discussed in the following section. For 
additio nal ideas, refer to the Type eflects section of C hapter 4. 

Applying 
strokes and fills 
Drawing programs provide two ways to apply co lo rs to your lines, 

shapes, and text blocks. Stroke determines the thickness and color of 

the outline of a path or character of type. Fill determines the color of 

the interio r 'o f a graphic element or type. 
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Your software's stroke and fill features, whether provided as 
tools or commands, allow you to add color to your drawings. 

The remaining pages discuss how to apply strokes and fills to any 

object created in a drawing program. 

The weight of a line or outline 
Applying a stroke to a path is much li ke adding ink to a pencil sketch. 

A stroke adds dimension and polish to your drawing. And like lines 

created with p rofessional drawing pens, computer-generated strokes 

come in different colors and thicknesses. In a drawing program, these 
thickness are called line weights. 

0.3-point (hairline) 

0.5-point 

1-point 

2-point 

4-point 

6-point (half pica) 

8-point 

Shown above are a handful of common line weights. 
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0.3-point (hairline) 1-point 4-point 1 0-point 

In programs that allow you to apply a stroke to a block of 

text, you may determine the weight of outline type. 

Line weight is commonl y measured in points. Most d rawi ng 

applicatio ns allow you to create any line weight from 0.02-point-the 

thinnest line printable by the highest resolution ty pesetter-to over an 

inch thick. 

Line weights can be used to trace the outlines of both geometric 

and free-fo rm paths. More sophisticated applicatio ns even allow you 

to stroke individual letters in a text block, as show n above. Depending 

o n your program, you may be abl e to specify additional stroking vari

ations, such as dotted lines and arrowheads, as we will descri be in the 

following text . 

Corners, caps, and dashes 
Many draw ing programs provide optio ns for determining the appear

ance of the stroke o f a path. Fo r example, you may determine how the 

stroke appears at sharp corners in a shape. N ormally, w hen two 
segments meet to fo rm a sharp corner, the stroke extends to a sharp 

point as well. H owever, if your path includes very sharp co rners

with angles smaller than 1 0°-the stroke has to extend w ell beyond 

the corner po int, sometimes encroaching on other portions o f your 

drawing. This phenomeno n is especially qoticeable w hen two oppo

sitel y curving segments meet in a corner po int. 
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In this figure, the path is displayed as white and the stroke is 
displayed as black. Notice that the path runs through the 
exact middle of the stroke. A curved segment bends toward a 
straight segment, finally meeting it at an angle of less than 
2°. As a result, the stroke is forced to extend a distance of 
several times its weight beyond the corner of the path. 

To control the appearance of a corner formed by two curved 

segments, you may apply one of three joining options to their strokes. 
A miter join forces the stroke to form a sharp corner, as shown above. 

The alternates are the round join, which smooths off corners to give 
your paths a soft appearance, and the bevel join, which severs the 
stroke abruptly at the corner point. 

Line joins determine the appearance of a stroke at a corner 

point in a path. The stroke may be mitered to taper to a point, 
or rounded, or beveled. All three joins are shown above. 
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Simi larly, you can control how a line ends using one of four cap 
options. The default butt cap ends where the path ends, perpendicular 

to the final segment. The round cap, used almost exclusively with the 

round join, appends a semicircle to the final po int of a path. The 

square cap is perpendicular, like the butt cap, but extends half the line 

weight past the end o f the path. And the arrow cap creates an arrow

head at one o r both ends o f a line. In some programs, you may ed it 

the exact shape and size of an arrow cap. 

The four line caps include the butt cap, the round cap, the 

square cap, and the arrow cap. The white lines demonstrate 
the orientation of the paths in relation to the strokes. 

F inall y, you may create regu lar interruptions in the stroke of a 

path by apply ing a dash pattern. In most programs, you simply choose 

a dash pattern from a menu of dotted lines. In Adobe Illustrator and 

Aldus F reeHand, however, you may enter values to specify the length 

o f each dash and each gap in the pattern. 

Each of the line caps, with the exception o f the arrow cap, also 

affect the beginning and ending o f each dash. 
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The butt cap, round cap, and square cap affect the beginning 
and ending of each dash in a dash pattern stroke. The arrow 

cap, however, aff ects only the ends of the path. 

0000000000 

To create perfectly rou.nd dashes, your dash pattern m ust 
have a dash zero points long and a gap about twice the size 

of the l!ne weight. H ere we have a line weight of 12 point 
and a dash pattern of 0 on and 24 off 

A dash pattern is used most commo nly to ind icate a cut-out line, 

as in the case o f coupo ns o r paper do lls. But it may also be used to 

stroke a ghostly image or o ne that it transparent in nature. 

You may apply a stro ke to any line o r outl ine o f a shape. Yo u 

may also fi ll the interior o f a shape. T ypically, you may not assign a 

fi ll co an open path, s ince it has no interio r. Fills arc applicable o n ly if 

the path forms a continuo us, un broken o utli ne. 
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Filling shapes with tints 
You may fi ll a shape with either so lid colo r or a tint. A tint is a cluster 

o f dots that emu lates a shad e of gray o r a li ghtened shade of a color. 

The co lo r o f each dot determines the colo r o f the tint. A tint of black 

do ts appears gray, red dots appear pink, and so o n. 

.I. • • •• • 
~··· ••• :r ••• • •• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • 
• . ~ . • • • • '• • • e le le le 1 

• . , . • • • • . , . • • • • • • • ., . • •I• 
On the left are four tints. Although each one looks like a shade 
of gray, it is actually a collection of tiny black dots. On the 
right, these dots a~·e blown up to 20 times their normal size. 

The squa,·es represent the boundaries of the halftone cells. 
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T he dots arc arranged into a grid of halftone cells, much like a 

checkerboard . The dots grow and shrink inside their halftone cells to 

emu late different shades of color. Large dots create dark tints and 

small dots make light tints. 

Tints are specified in terms of percentages. If an area is fill ed w ith 

a 50% black tint, each dot fills half the area of its halftone cell. 

Filling shapes w ith so lid colo rs and tints is a quick and easy task 

in any drawing program. However, few images in real life appear to be 

filled with a single, fl at colo r. T o produce more exciting, realistic 

textural fill s, you might wa nt to examine your program's coll ectio n of 

bitmapped and object-oriented patterns. 

Creating textural patterns 
Patterns are simila r to tints, but slightly more complicated. Rather 

than contai ning dot sequences, patterns tend to repeat a simple object 

o r design. Drawing programs such as MacDraw and Aldus FreeHand 

supply you w ith a library of b itmapped patterns. Library sizes vary 

dramatically from program to program. Sec the following page for 

samples patterns taken fro m a variety of drawing applicatio ns. 

D espite the proliferatio n of patterns at your d isposal, you may 

want to mod ify an existing bitmapped pattern o r create o ne of your 

own. Generally, this involves do ubl e-clicking a pattern icon or choos

ing an "Edit pattern" command. A dialog box w ill appear, allowing 

you to adjust the do ts that make up a pattern. 
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Bitmapped patterns range from the sedate to the ostenta
tious. Some patterns are useful primarily fm· shading, like 

those containing straight and diagonal lines shown in the top 
portion of the figttre. Others represent real-life patter·ns, like 
bricks, fish scales, basket weave, tiles, shingles, and so on. 
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This is an example of a dialog box that permits you, to edit 
patterns. The left view of the pattern, which is magnified, 
shows the square grid of dots that will be repeated over and 
over to create the pattern. The 1·ight view demonstrates the 
actual size of the pattern, repeated many times. You may 
alter the pattern by clicking on and off the dots on the left 
while observing the 1·esults of your editing on the 1·ight. 

Advanced programs also allow you to create object-oriented 

patterns that print more smoothly than the ones we have seen so far. 

Typicall y, you c reate such a pattern by drawing a si ngle rectangular 

tile. The program then repeats this ti le throughout the interior of a 
shape, li ke the ti les on a kitchen floo r. 
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On the left, we have 
created a rectangular tile that 

will appear continuous when placed 
next to itself top to bottom or side to side. 

The tile is then ?"educed and repeated throughou.t the 
interior of the shape on the right to produce an elegant 
geometric pattern. 

Try altering a few patterns before you create one from scratch. 

But whether altering o r creating a pattern, consider not only the 

pattern's immediate quality-how it wi ll impress your viewer-bu t 

also its chance of integrating into your graphic. Keep in mi nd that the 

purpose of patterns is to enhance your drawings, not to overw helm 

them. 

Gradations and masking 
A few high-end drawing programs provide additional fill features to 

facilitate the creation of realistic images. For example, Aldus Free

Hand offers automated gradation commands for creating fi lls that fade 

fro m one color to ano ther. Gradatio ns are extremely usefu l for repre

senting the volume o f a shape, which we discussed in C hapter 2. 
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Gradations can fade from right to left or from left to -right. 
To fill our fish shapes, we simply specified a tint for the be

ginning colo1· and anothe1· for the ending color, and let the 
software do the work. 

Radial gradations begin at the center of the shape and 
p-rogress outward in concentric circles. The gradation in the 

first fish begins with white and ends in black. The beginning 

and ending colon are switched to create the second fish . 
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Unfo rtunate ly, even automated gradatio ns can be limiting. You 

can' t determine the exact point at w hich a gradation begins o r ends, 

and you may usc on ly two colors. You can create a fi ll that fades from 

light b lue to dark blue, but not fro m light blue to dark blue to green to 

brown. Al so, you have no contro l over the shape of the ind ividual 

bands of colo r. T hey are arranged either as straigh t lines or as concen

tric ci rcles. 

To compensate for the limits of au to mated gradations, masking 
has become such a po pular d rawing software feature. U sing masking, 

you can fill o ne object, call ed a mask, with several others. The mask 

acts as a cookie cutter, clipping away those po rtio ns of other line and 

shapes tha t do n' t fi r inside it. Yo u may create truly custo m fi lls fo r any 

object, fi ll ing paths with text o r tex t with paths. 

l n this example, the heart acts as a mask. We then fill the 
heart shape with a custom gradation and a block of text. As 
you can see, simple objects such as this valentine make great 
masks because they don't compete with their contents. 
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Some applications even allow you to turn a block of text into 
a mask . An infinite variety of type eff ects are possible with 
this f eatu,·e. 

While the specifi c method fo r creating a mask varies fro m soft

ware to software, all features share certain similarities. You first stroke 

and fill the o bjects that you want to mask using solid co lors and tints. 

You th en select the path o r ty pe which w ill serve as the mask and 
apply your program's "Mask" command, or the equivalent. Finally, 

combine the mask with its prospective contents. The result w ill be a 

p rofessional-quality image rivaling just about anything you could 

create using traditional inking and airbrushing techniques. 

If your software does not provide a masking feature, sec th e 

Custom interiors sectio n of C hapter 4 for an a lternate technique . 

. .... . 
Stroke and fill effects can d ress up your images, changing mean

ingless paths and text into realistic images that w ill entertain and excite 

viewers. 

Stroke defines the outli ne of an image. T hick line weights make 

an object stand o ut fro m those aro und it. T hin line weights allow o ne 

path to blend naturally with another. Caps and joins can be used to 

soften an image or exaggerate its harsh edges. 

When filling a shape, consider your optio ns carefully, balancing 

the excitement of a lively pattern against the safe ty o f a conservative 

solid co lor o r tint. U sually, you can select the appro priate pattern 

from those provided in your drawing program. But occasio nally, you 

w ill have to modify an existing pattern or create a new o ne. 
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After you've accumulated sufficient experience w ith stroke and 

fill effects, you will want to experiment with masking. By filling o ne 

object with many others, you can heighten the realism of your art

work. As in real life, your most successful pictures will be those that 

integrate hundreds of elements into a single cohesive whole. 
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In the previous chapter we discussed how 
to operate the basic tools and commands 
available in most drawing applications. 
Although this knowledge is fundamental 
to creating a successful computer illustra
tion, few of us think in terms of tools or 
c01nmands. Instead, we think about re
sults, and rightly so. The question is not, 
What kind of drawing will I create if I do 
this and this and this?, but rather, What 
must I do to satisfactorily complete this 
drawing? 



Each of the 
following 
examples 

demonstrates 
how to use tools 
and commands 

to achieve 
a goal. 
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T his chapter also deals with resu lts. Rather than o utl ining the 

specific uses of individual tools and commands, each of the following 

examples demo nstrates how to combine mul tiple tools and commands 

to ach ieve a particular goal. Such a goal might be the solution to a 

pro blem that you have encountered o ften. O r it might be simply a 

special effect that you have not considered p reviously. All examples 

are designed to span any graphic type, and most work with even the 

most rudimentary d rawing application. 

Each goal is introduced in detail, and we explain w hy it is impo r

tant and how it fits into the larger concept of a finished illustratio n. 

This in troductio n is followed by o ne o r more solutio ns, accompanied 

by visual demo nstrations. T ogether, these goals, so lutio ns, and dem

o nstrations fo rm a bank of tips and drawing secrets that w ill increase 

your graphic p roficiency as they improve the qual ity of your fi nished 

pteces. 

Custom interiors 
As you may recall from the Applying stroke and fills section of C hap

ter 3, fi ll optio ns vary dramatically fro m so ftware to software. Near 

the end of the section, we mentioned that many advanced applicatio ns 

provide a masking feature, w hich allows you to fi ll shapes with other 

fi lled paths in order to create highly realistic, custom interiors. 

Unfortunately, some ap plicati ons lack masking options. But 

custom interio rs are so util itarian that it would be a shame fo r you to 

think you canno t access them merely because your program has no t 
au tomated t he process. In fact, creating a mask manually is a technique 

that anyone can master. 

O ur fi rst tip describes how to fill any shape with a complex, 

custo mized interior. We call this t ip the cookie-cutter method, be

cause it involves clipping away a collectio n of paths to match the 
outli ne of a shape. 
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The cookie-cutter method 
First draw the shape that you want to fill. You may use any drawing 

tool, but the path must be closed. We recommend that you keep your 
shape simple when using this method; complicated forms and compli

cated interiors generally do not work well together. Stroke the shape 
with a solid outl ine and apply a transparent fill. Next, clone the shape 

and drag the clone to an empty portion of your screen. The clone will 
serve as both guide and cookie cutter. 

Create your custom interior using the outline of the cloned shape 
as a guide. Feel free to draw outside the lines as much as you want, 

since any sloppiness can easily be cleaned up later. 

First we a·eated the shape on the left to represent the side of 
a house. We then cloned the house shape and added a collec
tion of paths behind it. Notice that we have made no attempt 

to keep the paths within the outline of the house shape. All 
excess portions will be clipped away in the next step. 

The idea of the cooki e-cutter method is to cover up the excess 
images around a shape while leaving its custom interior visible. T here
fore, w hen creating the cookie cutter shape itself, we want to enclose 

the area outside the shape, w hile opening up the area inside it. 
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To create the cookie cutter, you must reshape the cloned image. 

Select the cloned shape with your software's reshape tool, or select the 

shape and choose the "Reshape" command. Insert a corner point into 

a straight segment near the top of the shape, and drag this point to a 
location directl y above the shape. Insert four more corner points and 

position them to form a rectangle around the image. Insert a sixth 
corner point and overlap it onto the corner point directly above the 

shape. And finally, insert a seventh corner point anJ position it to 
restore the image to its original appea rance. A rectangle will now 
surround your shape, with a straight line connecting the rectangle to 

the shape. 

To create our cookie cutter, we inserted seven corner points 
into the straight segment along the roof and relocated these 

points to create a rectangle surrounding the house. Since the 
rectangle and house are both parts of the same path, it is the 
area around the house that is now enclosed. The area that 
appears inside the house is empty. 

After the cookie cutter is complete, fi ll it with white and delete 

its stroke. 
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By filling the cookie cutter with white, we conceal the excess 
images around the house. Normally, ·you will want to delete 
the stroke entirely, but we have left a thin outline to show 
the boundaries of the cookie cutter. 

The last step is to re-establish the outline of the mask. Your 

original image should still be set aside. Select this image and drag it 
directly over the clone. 

After deleting the strok e from the cookie cutter and dragging 
the original shape into position, the house mask is complete. 
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After finishing 
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To avoid accide ntally jostling one of the many paths that make 

up your custom interio r, you may want to group all paths w ith the 

cookie cu tter and the origi nal shape. You may then add other paths 

with standard or transparent fi lls to produ ce a fin ished illustration. 

H ere we have combined our custom shape with several other 
paths to produce a finished house. None of these paths may 
contain a custom interior. 

The possibilities for the kinds of custo m fi lls you can create are 

endless. You w ill probably want to experiment with using multiple 

colors, t ints, and bitmapped or object-ori ented patterns. No matter 

how wi ld or detailed you make your custom fi ll, the cookie-cutter 

method makes it qu ick and easy to mask it with a shape to produce 

dazzli ng, soph isticated resu lts . 

. -·· . 
Like the cook ie-cutter method, most of the other tips in this 

chapter describe methods for integrating special effects into your 

drawings. Our next section, for example, demonstrates how to create 
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custom outlines by applying special line effects. Keep in mind, we do 

not recommend that you apply both a custom interior and a custom 

outline to the same shape. However, you may create interesting 

images that incorporate line effects as elements inside thei r custom 
mtenors. 

Special line effects 
When you stroke a path, you probably consider your alternatives in 
basic terms: What color or gray value should you use? What's the best 
line weight? If you're really looking for something different, you 
might even add dashes. 

In most cases, these a lternatives are sufficient. But your possibili
ties do not end here. If you're looking fo r a unusual way to add 

excitement and texture to a dull, uninspiring image, you can apply 
special line effects. 

This image is straightforward and obvious, but it lacks flair. 
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Line effects are 
created by 

layering 
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By adding a special line effect, we make the arrow part of a 
light-up billboard, thus adding new meaning to the image. 

Li ne effects adds energy to a draw ing without overwhelming it or 

diminishing its elegant simplicity . Some programs offer an array of 

special stroking patterns. But if your sofnvare does not, you may 

build a li ne effect using one of the two methods described in the 

following paragraphs. 

The stroke-on-stroke method 
Line effects arc created by layering duplicates of an image, one copy in 

front of another, each w ith a slightly different stroke. Provided that 

the line weight of each stroke is thinner than the line weight of the 

stroke behind it, portions of each stroke will show through to create 

an "in -line" effect. For example, try stroking a simple image with a 

black, 1 0-point line weight. Then copy the image, paste the copy 

d irectly in front of the original, and stroke the copy with a white, 

8-point line weight. Finall y, paste another copy directly in front of 

the two existing images and stroke it with a black, 4-po int line weight. 

The result will loo k something like the following figure. 
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In-line effects are created by layering images that m·e identi

cal except for slightly different strokes. The line weight of 
each path should be thinner than the weight of the path 

behind it. This allows some of each stroke to show through. 

In the previous example, we used black and white lines only. By 

introducing colo rs o r gray values, we expand our capabilities. Try 

creating a light gray line about 10 po ints thick. Then paste a slightly 

thinner, slight darker line in front of that. Continue layering thinner, 

darker lines, ending with a 1-point, 100% black stroke. The resu lt will 

be a soft, fading line, as shown below. 

This gradient stroke was created by layering progressively 

thinner, darker lines. 
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The exposed 
portions of a 
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both sides of 
the path. 
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Paste a white copy with a 0.5-point line weight in front of 

the others to create a neon effect. 

Note that all of these effects are created by applying various 
strokes to images, but no fi lls. When a thick stroke is placed behind a 
thinner stroke, portions of the thick stroke show up on both sides of 
the path. For example, if a path stroked with a white, 4-point line 
weight covers a path stroked with a black, 6-point line weight, the 

final image will appear to be surrounded by two 1-point black lines, 
separated by a 4-point gully. A fill will obstruct those portions of a 
stroke visible on the inside of a shape. If you want to fill a shape 

stroked with a special effects outline, add a filled copy of the shape 
behind the stroked copies. An example of this technique is shown in 

the following tip. 

The layer-and-offset method 
When you layer a stroked copy directly in front of another, the 
forward stroke appears centered inside the stroke behind it. Half the 

exposed portion of the thicker stroke appears on each side of the 
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thinner stroke. H owever, if you offset the forwa rd stroke sl ightly, 

the rear stroke will appear heavier on one side, creat ing a three

dimensional effect. 

We stroked the arrow shape with a black, 10-point line weight. 
We then cloned the shape, applied a white, 4-point stroke, and 
moved it two points upward and two points to the left. The 

resulting image appears slightLy raised off the page. 

U nfo rtunately, the layer-and-offset method produces less pre

d ictable resu lts than the straightforward stroke-on-stroke method. In 

several portions of the figure above, the white outline comes close to 

touching the white background . Exactly where it touches is almost 

impossible to anticipate in advance of creating the image. You may use 

this inexact method to achieve subtle effects in which the invisible and 

visible portions of an image share almost eg ual influence. But as a be

ginning artist, you may prefer to clearly d istinguish the fo regrou nd of 

an image from its background by introd ucing a fi ll , as demonstrated in 

the figure at the top of the next page. 
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To better distinguish an offset stmke from the area around 
it, you may add a fill behind your strokes. Here we have 

pasted a path filled with a gradation in back of the two 
stroked paths. 

When applied to curves, the layer-and-offset method can be used 

to create calligraphic lines and shapes. 

Even random squiggles can be elevated to high-relief callig

raphy using the layer-and-offset method. 

So far, we have combined multiple strokes to create various 

solid-line images. But none of these bear much resemblance to the 

ornate figure shown at the beginning of the Special line effects section. 
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To create lines that look like checkered paths or strings of beads, we 

must combine what we have learned so far with the stroke attributes 

of cap and dash pattern. 

The caps-and-dashes method 
This tip is especially designed to be used by owners of drawing pro

grams that offer both cap options and editable dash patterns. If your 

program lacks these functions, you will be able to approximate some 

of our sample images, but you won't be able to emulate them exactly. 

In Chapter 3, we discussed how caps affect the beginning and 

end ing of each dash in a dash pattern. The caps-and-dashes method 

m erely builds on this principle. If you layer identical paths that have 
similar caps and dash patterns but different line weights and colors, 

you can create hollow dashes and dashes within dashes, as demon

strated in the following figures . 

• • • • • • • • ••• • • •• 
0 oooo 0 0 

0 000 0 
0 00 

In the first line, we have applied a 10-point line weight with 
round caps and a dash pattern with 0-point dashes and 20-point 
gaps. To create the second image, we have cloned the line and 
stroked it with a white, 8-point line weight. The caps and dash 
pattern are left unchanged. In the third image, we have cloned 
the second line and used a black, 4-point line weight. 
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These images are identical to the ones in the previous figure, 
except that we have applied squa?·e caps instead of round. 

When using the caps-and-dashes method, you generally establish 

a constant dash pattern and vary only the line weight and color of the 
layered paths. To create squares inside of circles o r vice versa, you 
may switch back and forth between round and square caps. 

If your software doesn't provide caps options, but does allow 

you to edit dash patterns, you may create interesting effects by vary

ing a dash pattern from path to path .• 

In the first image, we have a solid 1-point line. We have then 
added a clone with a 12-point line weight and a dash pattern 
of 1-point dashes and 12-point gaps. The result is a stitch 
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effect. In the third image, we have assigned the rear path a 
10-point line weight, covered with an 8-point white clone to 
create the train-track line effect. 

To create the light-up billboard effect shown at the beginning of 

this section, we combined four paths with round caps and tight dash 

patterns. We then offset each path s lightly to create a highlight effect. 

By enlarging the line effect shown in the introduction to this 
section, we can examine how each path was added. The 
effect combines principles from the caps-and-dashes method 
with those of the layer-and-offset method. 

A note of warning: Keep in mind that line effects become less 
predictable as they become more complex. This is especially true if 

your path has any corner points, because every line effect composed 
of a dash pattern has its own rhythm, determined by the length of 
each dash and gap. If the rhythm of the line doesn't coincide with the 
length of a segment, two segments may appear to meet awkwardly at 
a corner. 
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In the left example, the rhythm of the dash pattern does not 
coincide with the length of each segment, creating a sort of 

double yoke effect at the corner point. When using complex 

line effects, this is the case more often than not. By experi
menting with the placement of the corner point, we eventu
ally align it w ith the dash pattern, as shown on the right. 

If you're looking for a precise means of eliminating corner point 

problems, you can try to match th e length of the segment to the 

rhythm of the dash pattern. Fo r example, if your dash pattern is made 

up of 4-point dashes and 8-point gaps, the pattern repeats every 12 

points. If the length of every segment in a path is a w hole-number 

multiple of this 12-point rhythm, the line effect will meet each co rner 

point exactl y. 

Unfortunately, you can measure only straight segments with any 

degree of accuracy. If your path includes cu rved segments, you will 

have to experiment with the positions of your co rner points . 

. ··- . 
T ogether, the stroke-on-stroke, layer-and -offset, and caps-and 

dashes methods offer so many possibilities that we can' t begin to 
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demonstrate all of them. We do hope that you have gained sufficient 

insight from these brief discussions and figures to experiment and 

discover your own line effects that will brighten up otherwise com

mon 1mages. 

Adding a shadow 
to an image 
In real life, everything has a shadow. It doesn't matter whether it's 

noon, the sun is setting, you 're indoors and the only light source is a 

small window, or you're on a lonely road at midnight under a street 

lamp; every object always has a shadow. You can choose to ignore 

shadows in your drawings, but adding a shadow invariably en hances 

the realism of any image. Shadows also provide information about an 

object's environment. For example, if an object and its shadow touch, 

then the object is touching some surface-presumably the ground-at 

that point. If the object and its shadow do not touch, then the object is 

hovering above the surface upon which the shadow is cast. 

The shape of a shadow is dependent on the form of the object 

that casts it. This makes shadows very difficult to draw accurately 

with a pencil on paper. But using a computer, it's much easier, because 

a shadow is simply a transformed clone. 

The fill-scale-and-skew method 
To create a shadow, you must first clone the image that casts it. Select 
all paths that make up the image and drag clones of these paths to an 

empty portion of your page. Shadows are not as detailed as the objects 

that cast them; in fact, they have no detail whatsoever except their 

outlines. Therefore, while your clones are still selected, fill them with a 

light gray and apply no stroke. This will o bliterate all detail ins ide the 

cloned image and leave you with an exact outline. 
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choosing 
no stroke. 

Although this hockey player is an extremely complex image, 

it will be easy for us to give it an accurate shadow. A shadow 
increases the realism of the g1·aphic and offers hints about the 
athlete's environment. 

After cloning all paths that make up the hockey player, we 

change the clone into a silhouette by filling all its paths with 
a light gray and choosing no stroke. In general, the image 
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looks great; however, it has a f ew inaccuracies. The a1·ea 
below the athlete's raised left arm as well as the area be
tween his right leg and his stick should be white, since light 
would be able to pass through these areas. A lso, the sock lines 
on his left leg should be filled in, since light cannot pass 
through these areas. 

After making the lighted areas white and filling in the solid 
areas, we end up with this accurate silhouette. We have 
included a vertical line to the right of the athlete indicating 
his height f or comparison with the fo llowing figure. 

After fi ne-tuning your silho uette, you may want to remove any 

unnecessary paths that do not contribute to the overall outline. Then 
select all paths in the silhouette and choose the "Gro up" command. 

T he next step is optio nal, depending o n whether you want to cast 
your shado w in fro nt of or behind the image itself. A shadow is cast 
by an object onto the ground below it. When you are translati ng the 

three dimensions of real life onto the two d imensio ns of a piece of 

paper, the portion of the gro und th at is in front of an image is repre
sented fully below the image and the po rtio n behind the image starts 
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at the base o f the image and extend upward and behind the image o n 
the paper. T his is because the ground appears to recede upward 
toward your visual horizon, as described in the Demonstrating depth 
section of C hapter 2. 

T he practical application of these facts is that if you plan to posi
tion a shado'v in front of your object, you must flip it vertically before 

going any farther. You can accomplish this either by choosing a "Flip 
vertical" command or by dragging the o ne of the top corner t ransfo r
mation handles downward past the lower transformation handles. 
H owever, if you want to create a shadow behind the image, do not fli p 
your silho uette. 

The next two operations-scaling and skewing-must be per
fo rmed, but the amount of either of these operations is entirely up to 
you. Generally, you will need to reduce a shadow vertically to indicate 
that the light source is above the image. If you enlarge your shadow, 
the light source must be very low, like a setting sun. Do not, however, 
reduce o r enlarge the horizontal proportions of your shadow. Then, 
w hile the shadow is still selected, choose the "Slant" or "Skew" 
command and drag the top or bottom handle either left or right, so 
that the shadow slants away from the light source. 

We'll position our shadow in front of the hockey player, so 
we have flipped our silhouette vertically. We have also scaled 
and skewed the shadow, as echoed by the line to the right of 

the shadow. Notice that the line is shorter than the vertical 
line in the previous figure, indicating that the shadow has 
been reduced vertically. The line is also slanted about 45°, 

indicating that we have skewed the shadow dramatically 

rightward. 
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After the shadow is finished, it should be coupled with the image 
itself. If the shadow is behind the image, the shadow should be sent to 

back. If the image touches the ground or some other surface, the image 

and shadow should touch. If the image is hovering or in flight, its 

shadow should not touch the image. 

We next place the shadow below the hockey player to indi
cate that the light so~trce is in back of him. Notice that the 
athlete touches his shadow daintily with one foot, as if he is 
just beginning to leap. 

Unless an image is standing on a perfectly horizontal surface, 

your shadow will not touch at all appropriate points. In the preceding 
figure, for example, the hockey player's left foot touches the shadow, 
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but his right foot appears to hang in the air. If you want to make him 

appear to be standing with both feet on the ground, you must skew 

the shadow vertically. Some reshaping may also be required. 

To set the hockey player's right foot on the ground, we 

have skewed the shadow vertically. The horizontal lines in 
the marker to the right demonstrate the angle of our skew. 

Unfm·tunately, this skewing caused the hockey stick 's 
shadow to extend past the stick itself, creating a ve1·y un
natural effect. We have reshaped the shadow slightly to turn 

it into the finished drawing shown above. 
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If you want to further enhance your image, fill your shadow with 

a gradation. The shadow should be darkest at the point closest to the 
image, since this area has the least poss ibility for reflected light. From 
this point, the shadow fades (and lightens) outward . 

. -·- . 
A shadow can add realism to the simplest or the most complex 

object. Not only is it easy to create, but a shadow can serve more than 

one purpose: it indicates the location and nature of your light source 
and tells the audience where the ground is in relationship to an image. 

The best thing about the fill-scale-and-skew method is that it permits 

you to add sophistication to a graphic-such as a piece of clip-art
even if you have little or no drawing technique. 

Type effects 
O ur next collection of tips explore ways to manipulate type in a 
drawing program. In general, type is treated similarly to other graphic 

elements. All drawing programs allow you to fill text with a color. 
Most programs allow you to stroke text with a specific line weight and 
color. A few high-end programs even let you join type to a free-form 

path. This section explains how to use filled text, stroked text, and text 
on a curve to achieve a variety of special type effects. 

Filling effects 
The most simple text effect you can create in a drawing program is the 
drop shadow. A drop shadow makes a block of text appear to be 
raised above the page, casting its shadow evenly on the surface of the 

paper. To create a drop shadow, clone a block of text and fill the clone 
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w ith a light tint. Something comparab le to a 30% black tint generall y 

works best, but a solid light color such as cyan o r magenta is also ac

ceptab le. Move the clone a few points down and to the side of the 

original text block, then layer the clone behind the original. 

w 
To create this drop shadow, we moved the clone just two 
points down and to the right of the original. This way, the 

text appears to barely hover above the page. The result is a 
very legible block of special-effect type. 

As yo1t move a shadow farther fmm the original, the drop 
shadow effect becomes mote pmnounced, but the text 

becomes less legible as well. 
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A single drop shadow raises your text from the page. If you're 

looking for something a little more exciting, mu ltiple drop shadows 

can be used with multip le blocks of type to add the appearance of 

motion to your type. In the following figure, we have set multiple 

drop shadows against a black background to produce the effect of 

type moving toward the viewer. We start with four lines o f type, 

created using different sty les and type sizes, and filled with a 97% 
black tint. Next, we clone the text block, enlarge it to 105% of its 

previous size, and fill it with the slightly lighter shade of 94% black. 

We then clone this text block, enlarge it to 105%, and fill it with a 

black tint that is 3% lighter (91 % black). We repeat this process 

several times. We fill the final text block w ith solid white, to clearly 

distinguish it from the drop shadows behind it. 

IUJJJt.ipl,e, qrop s.hadows 

1,pe :iin 
motio~n 
rrli!Ji~iPie lines 8ftype 

This image contains 18 drop shadows, each of w hich is filled 
with a black tint that is 3% lighter than the text block immedi
ately behind it. The foremost drop shadow is filled with a 46% 
black tint, which permits the white type to stand out clearly. 
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D rop shadows are not the o nly shadow effect you can create 

using fi lled type. You can also create shadows using the fill-scale-and

skew method described in the p revious section. 

To create this image, we merely cloned the text block, flipped 
it horizontally, and filled it with a medium gray value (a tint 

of black). We then sent the clone behind the original text 

block to prevent any gray letters from partially overlapping 
the black characters. To complete the effect, we created a 

Light gray box behind both text blocks. 

The greatest difference between this image and the previous 

figure is that we have skewed the clone to make it look more 
like a shadow and less like a reflection. The nice thing about 

an angled shadow is that you can layer body text over it, as 
we have done here. For example, a headline can appear as if 
it is casting a shadow over the text below it. 
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Incidentally, you cannot apply skew ed shadows to t ext blocks 

that contain a lowercase g, p, o r other letter with a descender. In a 

shadow, a descender would extend past the letter that cast it, creating 

an unrealis tic effect. If you must use g or p in a block of shadow text, 

we recommend that you use capital letters only . 

Stroking effects 
If your software allows you to stroke type, then several more text 

effects optio ns are available to you. T hese include any of the special 

line-effect methods described earlier in this chapter. 

H ere we have stroked a large character with two special line 

effects. Generally, such effects should be applied only to very 
large, short blocks of text, since they diminish legibility. 

Not all stroking effects require this much effort. In fact, o ne of 

the simplest stroking techniques is one of the most effective. By 

layering a fi lled text block in front of a stroked drop shadow, you 

may make type appear raised or sunken. To make text appear raised, 

fi rst fill the text b lock with white. Then clone the text block and 

stroke the clone with a heavy dark outline. Move the clone down 

and to the r ight a distance equal to half its line weight. Then send it 

behind the original. 
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Type appears raised when filled with light value and offset 

slightly in front of a dark, stroked clone. Raised type adds 

texture to a drawing. 

You may create sunken type in the same way, except that instead 
of fi ll ing the forward text block with white, use a light tint. And in

stead of offsetting the drop shadow down and to the right, move it up 
and to the left. 

Type appears sunken when fi lled with a light tint and offset 
slightly in front of a dark, stroked clone. The effect isn't 

perfect, because the forward text block covers interior 
portions of letters-such as "o" and "e"-that would show 
through if the type were truly carved into stone. 
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If your drawing program allows you to mask other elements 

with type, you may create a different kind of sunken text by 
masking the forward text block with the drop shadow type. 
As you can see above, masked text tends to look more like it 

was cut out of paper than carved into stone. 

Our last stroking effect is applicable specifically to ty pe. It is 

simply this: stroke text with an ou tline that matches the color of the 

fill to create a heavier, or bolder version of a font. This is a fairly 

obvious technique, and one that is used quite commonly. However, 

did you know that you can also make type lighter using stroke? 
Because half the thickness of a line weight rides on the inside of a 

letter, type may be made lighter by apply ing a white stroke. An 

example of this is shown o n the fo llow ing page. 

When creating stroked text effects, you should be aware that the 

way a stroked block of type looks o n screen p robably does not match 

the way it will look when printed. Because one of the intentions of a 
fo nt is to save disk and memory space, its screen representation is 

usually only a crude approximation of its printed appearance. And 

even when the font displays perfectly on screen, most programs do 

not display stroking effects correctly. 
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Normal 
Heavy 
Light 

Shown above is a block of H elvetica type as it appears with 
no stroke, a 3-point black stmke, and a 2-point white stroke. 
A thick line weight will produce the most noticeable results, 

but it may also corrupt the delicate proportions of some 
letters. Stick w ith thin line weights w henever possible. 

Text on a spiral 
We've all seen text on a curve, and many of us have even experimented 

with it. If you own a high-end drawing program that accommodates 

text with a free-form baseline, you probably know that setting text on 

a curve is fairly easy, but co ntrolling how and where your type is posi 

tioned along the path can be substanti ally more difficult. 

Text always begins at the first point in a path. If you draw a path 

from left to right, the left point w ill be the first point and the right 

po int will be the last point. Text w ill adhere to such a path right-side 

up. However, if you draw a path from right to left, the right point will 
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be first and the left point will be las t. Since text never follows a path 

backward, it must appear upside-down. If your text appears upside

down after fitting it to a curve, undo the text fitting command, flip the 

path horizontally, and try again. Flipping a path horizontally sends 

the beginning and ending points to opposite sides of the path. 

But what do you do if your beginning and ending points are not 

on the left and right sides of a path, bur on the ins ide and the outside, 

as in the case of a spiral ? Currently, no software offers a comm and 

that turns a path inside out. 

To create text o n a spiral, you must create your path correctly in 

the first place. This tip explains how to create spirals that not only 

progress in the correct direction, but also look fluid and precise. 

The first step is to draw a large circle, four to five inches in 

diameter. Then ungroup the circle or convert it to curves, depending 

on your software. The circle is now an editable path. 

A spiral is similar to a series of concentric circl es. To create type 

that spirals inward, your concentric circles must start from the out
s ide, and progress inward. Therefore, each of following circles you 

create must be smaller than the existing one. C lone your circle an 
redu ce it to 90%. If you r software offers such controls, be sure to 

scale the circle with reference to its center. Now clone your original 
circle again (not the clone), and scale it to 80%. Repeatedly cloning 

and scaling your original ci rcle prov ides a consistent distance between 

one circle and the next. 

Continue to clone your original circle and reduce it to a size 10% 
smaller than the previous red uction. C lone the original circle nine 

t imes-this last, innermost circle will be reduced to 10%. 
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A spira l can 
be based on 

a series of 
concentric 

circles. 
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The first step in drawing a spiral is to o·eate a m·ies of ten 

concentric circles, each one spaced an equal distance between 

each of its neighbors. 

Now split each circle into two halves by breaking apart the 

3 o'clock and 9 o'clock (right and left) points in each shape. In most 

software, this is accomplished using a special reshaping tool in com

bination with a "Split" or "Break" command. 

After sp litting your circles into 20 semicircles, select all the 

bottom halves and move them d irectly to the right until the left point 

in the outermost bottom half meets the left point in the second -to

outermost top half. All other points w ill li ne up as shown in the 

fol lowing fi gure. 
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By nudging the bottom halves one concentric increment to 
the right, you create a pattern of two spirals, intertwined like 

coils in a spring. 

Join all overlapping points. This is generally accomplished by 

marqueeing the points with the reshape tool or the arrow tool and 
choosing a "Join" command. In some software, you must first com
bine the semicircles before joining their points. 

You now have two complete spirals. If you want, you may use 

both of them to create the effect of two blocks of text woven together. 
Or you may connect the two innermost points to force a single block 
of text to spiral inward and then spiral back out. H owever, in most 
cases, you will simply want to choose between the two and delete the 
one you don't want. 
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To make text 
spiral outward, 

start w ith a 
small circle and 

enlarge it to 
create your 

spiral. 
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Now fit your text to the path. T he text will start at the outermost 

point in the spiral and progress inward. D epending on font and type 

size, a spiral can accommodate about four sentences of text. 

This sample spiraling text block contains about 200 letters. 

Several variations o n th is technique are possible. If you want to 

fit more type o n your spiral at a smaller po int size, reduce your cloned 

circles in increments of 5% rather than 10%. If you want to use a 

smaller quanti ty of large type, reduce your circles in 20% increments. 

If you want to create text that spirals outward instead of inward , start 

with a small circle and enlarge it in 10% increments, starting at 110% . 

. -·- . 
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Type is more easily manipulated in a drawing program than in 

any other kind of software. It can be filled or stroked to create any 
number of special effects. It can also be fixed to a free-form or geo

metric path. It can even be filled, stroked, and joined to a path. 

Throughout your type manipulations, always try to keep in mind 
that the ultimate purpose of type is to be read. If you alter it so much 
that it becomes illegible, then you have most certainly gone too far. As 

a test, you may want to show your special type effects to a couple of 
friends. If they squint and struggle to piece together individual syl
lables, then you know that your style has overwhelmed your content. 

Creating seamless 
gradations 
Our final tip addresses how to create consistent shading effects using 
gradations. UnJike other tips in this chapter, this gradation tip does 
not work in every drawing program. In fact, it is applicable only to the 
select few that offer a blending feature. So, consider it a bonus. While 
not essential, it should prove very helpful to skilled users with ad
vanced software. 

Gradations are transitional fills in which one gray value or color 

fades into another gray value or color through a series of incremental 
tints, known as steps. In Chapter 3, we introduced the concept of 
gradations, and mentioned that some drawing programs provide 

automated gradation features. Such features tend to be limiting, not 

allowing you to determine the exact shape of beginning and ending 
steps. 
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Your software's 
blending 
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you to create 

custom 
gradations. 
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Blending differently colored paths 
If your software provides a blending feature, you can create custom 

gradations. In a custom gradation, you determine not only the shape 

of each step, but also the number of steps and even the colo r of each 

step. Creating a custom gradation requires more work, but allows the 

user more control and, as a resu lt, makes it possible to produce more 

realistic shading effects. 

To create a custom gradatio n, select two paths that have an 

identical number of points but differently colored fills. Then invoke 

the blend feature, as instructed in your owner's manual. A dialog box 

will appear, requesting the number of steps you want to create. Enter a 

number and press the return key to begin the blending operation. 

Each step is created as a separate path with a unique fill. 

On the left, we have selected two paths. Imagine that the 
interior path is white and the outer path is black. After 
invoking the blend feature and requesting 98 steps, our 
program creates a series of 98 incremental paths, each filled 

with a unique gray value. The result is a smooth, custom 

gradation, as shown on the right. 
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You will probably need to experiment with this feature a few 
times to fully master the procedure. If your steps turn out to be 

shaped differently than you had expected, it may be because your 

original paths contain a dissimilar number of points or because you 

have selected unlike points in the paths. 

Generally, however, the problems that appear when you print 

your drawing are the most difficult ones to predict. Rather than being 
a seamless gradation, your gradation may display a distinct banding 
effect, wherein every step appears distinct from its neighbors. 

Banding results when a custom gradation contains too few 
or too many steps. Here, the banding is very pronounced, 

because we have used only eleven steps. 

To avoid banding, you must use a sufficient number of steps so 
that each step is small enough to go unnoticed. For best results, each 

step should be about one point wide, or about 72 steps per inch. Also, 
the size of steps should be consistent. Although your software auto

matically creates consistently sized steps, each step may not corre
spond to a unique gray value in your printer. Two neighboring steps 

printed with the same gray value will look like one unusually large 
step. 
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The maximum 
number of steps 

in a gradation 
depends on the 

resolution 
and screen 

frequency of 
your printer. 
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H ow can you make sure a step is going to correspond to a unique 

gray value in your printer ? To answer this question, we must examine 

some principles o f gray value theory . 

Gray value theory 
Every printer is capable of printing a specific number of gray values, 

depending on its resolution (the number of pixels it prints per inch) 

and its screen frequency (the number of halfto ne dots it prints per 

inch). Resolution is typically measured in dots per inch, or dpi. F re

quency is measured in lines per inch, or lpi. T he resolution of you r 

printer is o ften fixed, but the screen frequency can always be changed. 

For example, a standard laser printer prints 300 dpi, regardless of your 

software. Whil e the d efault scree n frequency fo r a laser printer is 60 

!pi, some drawing programs allow you to alter this nu mber. 

Since a setting of 60 lpi assigns 60 halfto ne dots per inch, every 

halftone cell p rinted o n a 300-d pi laser printer measures five pixels 

wide by fi ve pixels tall (300 + 60 = 5), for a total of 25 pixels. If all 

pixels are turned off, the halftone cell appears white, all pixels turned 

on produces black, and any number between 0 and 25 produces a 

shad e of gray . A unique tint can be created by turning o n each of 0 

through 25 pixels, for a total of 26 gray values. 

T o determine the maximum number of gray value producible by 

any printer, use the following fo rmula: 

(dpi/ .)
2
+ 1- maximum number 

\ / lp1 - of gray values 

The standard number of gray values p roducible by a Linotronic 

100 imagesetter is (1270 + 90)2 + 1 :::: 200. For the higher-resolution 

L300, the number o f gray values is (2540 + 120)2 + 1 :::: 448. U nfortu

nately, the PostScript language can d escribe o nly 256 gray values, 

regardless of printe r resolution. So the actu al maximum number of 
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gray values producible by an L300 must be a whole number that is 

(a) a multiple of 448 and (b) less than 256, such as 448 + 2 = 224. 

Percentage change in color 
If you want to print a gradation between solid black and solid white to 

a 1270-dpi imagesetter, you should create 198 steps; that is, 200 gray 

values minus back and white themselves. The result will be an ex

tremely smooth gradation with as little banding as possible. But what 

if you want to create a smaller gradation, say from a 30% red tint to a 

70% red tint? Simply subtract the lighter tint value from the darker 

tint to determine the percentage change in color. Multiply this per

centage change by the total number of gray values and subtract 2 to 

allow for the beginni ng and ending tints themselves. 

Therefore, the revised formu la is as follows: 

({dpij .)
2+ 1) X O/ cl?ange _ 2 _ optimal number 

\\ f lpt /0 zn color - of steps 

If the (dpi + lpi)2 + 1 expressio n is greater than 256, you should 

divide it by 2 befo re multiplying it by the percentage change in colo r. 

Size of gradation 
So far, the only variable we have neglected to take into account is the 

size of the gradation. Many gradations are small. If your gradatio n 

covers only half an inch, there's no sense is using 198 steps, each of 

w hich is thinner than your fingernail. In fact, you should never use 

more steps in a single inch than there are halftone cells. Generally, the 

best rule of thumb is to use about one step per point, or 72 steps per 

inch, as we mentioned earlier. 
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T he following five tables are des igned to help you determine the 

number of steps to use in a custom gradat io n. T hey account for 

prod ucib le gray values, percentage change, and length of gradation. 

They also fi gure in the PostScript- language limit of 256 gray values. 

Locate the table that matches your printer's resolution and screen 

frequency. T his should be the printer you will use for final output, not 

your proofing printer. Notice that no printer with a resolution of less 

than 1270 dpi is listed, eliminating all laser printers and lesser devices. 

Q ui te frankly, it almost impossible to produce a smooth gradatio n on 

a pri nter that cannot produce at least 100 gray values, regardless of 

mathematical accuracy of your blend. We recommend that you always 

use an imagesetter fo r fi nal output of grad ations. If you d o not know 

which table to use, contact your service bureau. 

After you locate the correct table, fi nd the length of the gradation 

listed alo ng the top that is equal to or lo nger than the length of your 

blend, and match this value w ith the pe rcentage change listed along the 

sid e. The corresponding number in the grid is the number of steps you 

shou ld enter into your software's blendin g d ialog box. 

1270 dpi, 90 lpi 
Length of gradation 

1-

0 
0 
u 
c 
~ 
OJ 
c 
ro 
..c 
u 
~ 
OJ 
E 
c 
~ 
2 
~ 

Cl... 

~~0.25 

:r.1Tiit'l 18 

10% 18 

20% 18 

30% 18 

40% 18 

50% 18 
60% 18 

70% 18 

80% 18 

90% 18 

100% 18 

0.50 ·o.1s 
36 54 

18 18 

38 38 
28 58 

38 38 

31 48 

38 58 
33 45 

38 51 

34 58 
38 48 

1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 

72 108 144 216 

18 18 18 18 

38 38 38 38 

58 58 58 58 
78 78 78 78 

48 98 98 98 

58 58 118 118 

68 68 138 138 
78 78 78 158 

58 88 88 178 

65 98 98 198 
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1270 dpi, 120 lpi 
Length of gradation 

"--
0 
0 u 
c 

lfiTiiWHI 0.25 

l;t;ll"il~ 18 

10% 9 

20% 21 

30% 15 
40% 21 
50% 17 

60% 21 
70% 18 
80% 21 
90% 18 

100% 21 

o.so 0.75 

36 54 

9 9 

21 21 

32 32 
21 43 

26 55 

32 32 

38 38 

28 43 
32 49 

36 55 

2540 dpi, 120 lpi 
Length of gradation 

"--
0 
0 u 
c 

I fiTii w.::::ll 0. 25 

l;t;lffi~ 18 

10% 20 
20% 20 

30% 20 

40% 20 
50% 20 

60% 20 
70% 20 
80% 20 
90% 20 

100% 20 

0.50 0.75 

36 54 

43 43 
43 43 

43 43 

43 58 

43 54 

43 52 
43 50 
43 58 
43 56 

43 54 

1.00 1.50 

72 108 

9 9 

21 21 

32 32 
43 43 

55 55 
66 66 

77 77 

43 88 
49 100 

55 111 

1.00 1.50 

72 108 

43 43 
43 88 
65 133 
58 88 

73 110 

65 88 
77 103 
70 88 
79 99 

73 110 
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2.00 

144 

9 

21 

32 
43 

55 
66 

77 

88 

100 

111 

2.00 

144 

43 

88 
133 

88 

110 
133 
103 

11 8 
133 

148 

3.00 

216 

9 

21 

32 
43 

55 
66 

77 

88 

100 

111 

3.00 

216 

43 

88 
133 
178 

223 

133 
155 

178 

200 
223 

All tables take 
into account 

max1mum 
gray values 
producible, 
percentage 
change, and 

length of 
gradation. 
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2540 dpi, 133 lpi 
Length of gradation 

'-
0 
0 u 
c 

~iNll 0.25 

:r.TTil.A 18 

10% 16 
20% 22 

30% 20 

40% 22 

50% 21 

60% 22 

70% 21 

80% 22 
90% 22 

100% 21 

0.50 0.75 

36 54 

35 35 

35 35 
35 53 
35 47 

35 59 
35 53 

35 49 
35 57 

35 53 
35 59 

2540 dpi, 150 lpi 
Length of gradation 

'-
0 
0 u 
c 
C:J 
OJ c 
ro 

...c 
u 
C:J 
OJ 
.f9 c 
C:J 
~ 
C:J 

0.... 

lrnit:H 0.25 

l:r.TTii~ 18 

10% 12 
20% 17 

30% 20 

40% 21 

50% 19 
60% 20 
70% 20 
80% 21 

90% 20 

100% 20 

0.50 0.75 

36 54 

27 27 
27 56 
27 41 
36 56 
34 46 
33 56 
38 48 
36 56 

35 50 
34 56 

1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 

72 108 144 216 

35 35 35 35 
71 71 71 71 
53 108 108 108 
71 71 144 144 

59 89 89 181 
71 108 108 217 

62 83 126 126 
71 96 144 144 

80 108 108 163 
71 89 120 181 

1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 

72 108 144 216 

27 27 27 27 

56 56 56 56 
41 84 84 84 

56 113 113 113 
70 70 142 142 
56 84 84 171 
65 99 99 199 
75 113 113 228 

63 84 127 127 
70 94 142 142 
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Note to service bureaus: The info rmation contained in th is tip 

partially contrad icts Adobe's Colophon 6 article, w hich d oes no t take 

into account the PostScript language 256-gray-value maximum, as well 

as the D ecember 1989 LaserLetter article, w hich recommends always 

changing your imagesettcr 's sc reen frequency, despite the fact that 

" the imagesetter substitutes its closest possible screen, w hich can vary 

from your specification by 10 lpi or more." T he preceding tables take 

into account standardized screen frequencies, PostScript limitations, 

and the relative sizes of steps and halfto ne cells . 

. ~·- . 
The tips in this chapter have outlined methods fo r improving the 

appearance of your images and creating pleasing special effects. Ap

ply ing these methods in real drawing situations w ill help you to easily 

improve the appearance o f your finished illustrations and to save time 

in the bargain. And in using our methods, y ou w ill no doubt discover 

methods of your own, that w ill increase your proficiency and s peed. 

In the chapters that fo llow, we wi ll take you from beginning to 

end through the creation of some actual illustrations. Occasionall y, 

the concepts we have discussed in this chapter will p op up in both fa

miliar and startlingly d ifferent s ituat io ns. We hope that this back

ground will increase your learning p otential and make future p rojects 

eas1er. 
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Now that we have discussed the funda-
mental techniques, tools, and commands 
useful in creating any graphic in a drawing 
program, it is time to work through a series 
of sample projects. In this chapter and the 
two that follow, we discuss each of the 
features and methods that we have intro
duced so far by actually putting them to 
use. Each project is "hands-on," demon
strating how to create free-form computer 
artwork according to easy-to-follow, con
cise guidelines. 
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In this chapter, we will create two very basic graphics: a page 

ornament and a simple cartoon. Each project concentrates on the most 

elementary aspects of graphic composition. You will learn not only 

how to think through a illustration, but also how to execute it using a 

typical draw ing application. If at any point you are unsure of a com

mand or tool that we ask you to access, refer to Chapter 3 for a com

plete discussion. 

As you work through each project, don't worry if your graphics 

do not exactly match ours dot-for-dot. In fact, it is preferable that you 

work your own style into each project. By following our directions in 

a manner that seems comfortable to you, you may develop personal 
drawing habits that will be helpful when you create artwork in the 

future. 

lncidenta1ly, many of the figures in Chapters 5 through 7 do not 

display strokes and fills. This is because we are viewing these figures in 

the key line (or wireframe) display mode, which is available in most 

drawing programs by turning off the "Preview" command. If your 

software does not offer such a key line display mode, don't worry; it 

won't affect your abili ty to complete the project. It merely allows us 

to more easily examine the creation and manipulation of paths. 

Creating a 
page ornament 
O ur first project is to create a page ornament, which is a simplified 

representation of an everyday object, designed to impart basic infor
mation in an immediate and friendly manner. The page ornament we 

create will be an ordinary house with a tree and a fence. 
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Our first sample project is to create this easily recognizable 
picture of a house. 

With their immediacy and simp licity, page ornaments can satisfy 
a number of graphic requirements. Generally, a page ornament is used: 

1. to enliven a dull page w ith little effort . 

2. to act as a visual signpost for your reader, highlighting perti

nent text. 

3. to form ·a more complex graphic in combination with o ther 

page ornaments. 

For example, suppose that you need to create a newsletter in a 

short period of time. You want to be able to throw it together, but 
you don' t want to disappoint your readers with its dull appearance. 
It doesn' t have to be fancy, but it should be visually interesting 
enough to attract readers and highlight important articles. Page 
ornaments are perfect for this situation, since they are quick and 

easy to create. They are also generic enough to be used over and 
over again, from one newsletter to another, or even multiple times 
within the same newsletter. 

The tool that we will be using to create most of our page orna
ment is the line tool. The line tool is extremely versatile for creating 
geometric objects. We will be using this tool first to sketch our shape, 
and la ter to add fi nishing touches. 
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Above are more examples of page ornaments. Each graphic is 
intuitive; no text is required to explain its purpose or what it 
represents. Instead, the ornament clarifies and highlights 
text. 

A common mistake w hen creating a graphic is to start drawing 

without first establishing some guidelines. For example, we cou ld start 

drawing at the bottom corner of the tree, then draw the house, then 

draw its roof, then draw the fence, and so on. This kind of haphazard 

technique mi ght work well enough to get you through this project, 

but as you attempt more difficult projects, you will have to spend 

more and more time reshaping images, transforming images, or delet
ing images and starting over. If you are sufficiently organized in the 

first p lace, you can work through even a complex drawing with only 

minimal reshaping and redrawi ng. And the best way to learn efficient 

drawing habits is to create a simple image, such as a page ornament, 

deliberately and systematically. 

Often, the best plan is to begin by sketching the form of the 
central object, and then work o utward. With this in mind, we will 

create a simple cross to represent the center o f the basic form of the 

house. W e will then use this cross as a reference to create the outline 

of the house. 
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Select the line tool from your application toolbox. Then press the 

shift key and draw a horizontal line the length shown in the following 
figure. In most programs, you constrain your line to be either hori
zontal, vertical, or diagonal by pressing the shift key. 

Next, press the shift key again, and draw a vertical line that 
intersects the horizontal line as shown in the fi gure. 

This is the cross created by d1·awing perpendicular lines with 
the line tool. 

If your software does not offer a line tool, use the polygon or 
Bezier curve tool to create the lines shown above. For example, to 

create the horizontal line, click to establish the left point, then shift
click to create the right point and draw a straight line between them. 

Now select the rectangle tool. We will use this tool to create the 
body of the house. 

To create the body of the house, draw a rectangle flush under

neath the horizontal line, as shown in the following figure. The rec

tangle should be roughly half again as wide as it is tall, and centered 
about the vertical line. If you do not draw the shape in exactly the 
correct position, you may easily move it by dragging it with the 
arrow tool. 
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Draw a rectangle extending downward from the horizontal 
line and centered about the vertical line. If the rectangle isn't 
exactly aligned on the cross, move it into position after 
drawing the shape. 

Next, select the polygon or Bezier curve tool. We will use this 

tool to create the roof of the house. Since the roof is made up of two 
identically sloping sides and a flat, horizontal bottom, a grid will be 
helpful in ensuring that the shape is symmetrical. If your software 
offers a grid feature, turn it on now. You may want to set the grid to 
about Yi6 inch, or 5 points. 

Position your cursor on the horizontal line about Ys inch to the 
left of the rectangle, and click. Then press the shift key and click on 
the vertical line, about Y4 inch above the horizontal line. A diagonal 
line will be created between the two points. While still pressing shift, 
click again on the horizontal line, this time about Ys inch to the right of 
the rectangle. Finally, click on the first point in the shape to complete 
the triangular roof. 
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Create the triangular roof by shift-clicking with the polygon 
or Bezier curve tool. If possible, use a grid to ensure that the 
shape is symmetrical. 

Our next shape will represent the doorway of the house. Select 
the rectangle tool and draw a thin rectangle overlapping the bottom 
side of the body of the house, and centered about the vertical line of 
the cross. If necessary, adjust the positioning of the doorway by 
dragging it with the arrow tool. 

Draw a tall, thin rectangle that extends below the bottom of 
the house, as shown above. If the rectangle isn't exactly 
centered on the vertical line, move it into position after 
drawing the shape. 
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Next we will create two windows. Since both windows are the 

same shape and size, we can draw one of them and clone it to create 
the other. U sing the rectangle tool, draw a window inside the left half 

of the house. It should be a little wider and shorter than the doorway. 
However, the exact size or position is not important. 

To ensure that the second window is symmetrical to the first, we 
will flip the rectangle with respect to the vertical line of the cross. 
Using the arrow tool, click on the window and shift-click on the 

vertical line to select both objects. Now clone them, as described in 

Chapter 3. If your software lacks a cloning feature, choose the 
''Copy" and "Paste" commands to create a copy of the objects. 

To flip the clones, use your software's "Flip horizontal" com
mand or fl ip tool. If neither feature is available, group the two objects 

and drag the left transformation handle all the way across, past the 
right side of the image. Simultaneously pressing shift will ensure a 

symmetric reflection. 

After flipping the two objects, drag the vertical line so that it 
aligns exactly with the vertical line in the cross. Both windows now 
occupy the same relative positions, with reference to the center line. 

D 0 

Select the window shape and vertical line, clone them, flip 
them, and move them into position, as shown above. 

The basic form of the house is now complete. We no longer need 
the horizontal and vertical lines of the cross, so select all three perpen
dicular lines and delete them from your drawing. Next, select both the 
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large rectangle that represents the body of the house and the triangle 

that represents the roof. F ill these two shapes with solid black. Now 

select the window and doorway shapes and fill them with solid white. 
None of the shapes should be stroked. 

After filling the shapes in your house drawing, choose the 
"Preview" command, or the equivalent. The house should 
look something like this. 

The next step is to draw a long horizontal line along the bottom 
of the house to represent the ground level. Use the line tool, polygon 

tool, or Bezier curve tool to draw a long horizontal line flush with the 
bottom of the house. 

D D 

Create the ground-level line by drawing a horizontal line 
aligned with the bottom of the large rectangle. 

T he next image we will create is the tree. As you may recall from 
the picture of the fini shed o rnament, the tree is even more simplified 
than the house, being no more than a fat line with a circle on top. We 
will create the circle first. 
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Select the ellipse tool. Starting about even with the top of the 

roof and an inch or so to its left, press the shift key and drag down and 

to the right to draw a circle as shown in the figure below. 

Create the top of the tree by drawing a perfect circle with the 

ellipse tool. If your ellipse tool draws from center to corner or 
from arc to arc, you may have to reposition the shape with 
the arrow tool. 

To create the trunk of the tree, draw a vertical line with the line 

tool, polygon tool, or Bezier curve tool. 

In the picture of the finished ornament, the paths rep resenting 

the ground and the tree are either heavy lines o r shapes with heavy 

outlines. These paths therefore need to be s troked. Select the ground 
path and stroke it with a black, 2-point line weight. Select the circle, 

fi ll it with solid white, and stroke it w ith a black, 2-point line weight. 
Select the tree trunk and stroke it with a black, 4-point line weight. 

After filling and stroking the tree and ground paths, the 

house ornament w ill preview as shown above. 
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Unlike the picture of the finished ornament, our tree appears in 
front of our house. In addition, the ground path overlaps the door

way. Because we created these paths after the paths that make up the 
house, they appear in front of the house. Select the ground path, the 

circle, and the tree trunk and choose a "Send to back, command, or 

the equivalent. 

Send the most recent paths behind the older paths that make 
up the house. The ornament now bears closer resemblance to 
the picture at the beginning of the chapter. 

To create the fe nce, we won't draw a single line. Instead, we'll 
simply duplicate and reshape lines that already exist. Not only will 

this save us the trouble of drawing new paths and applying additional 

strokes and fills, but the duplication will also lend consistency to the 
image as a whole. 

In the picture of the finished ornament, you may have noticed 
that the tree trunk is the same height and line weight as each of the 
three fence posts. Therefore, clone the tree trunk path and drag it 

directly horizontally to a spot about Ys inch to the right of the house. 
Create another clone and move it about Y.. inch farther to the right. If 
your software offers a "Duplicate, or "Transform again, command, 

choose it to create a third clone, nudged to the right another Y.. inch. If 
not, clone the line a third time and move it manually. 
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Create the fence posts by cloning the tree trunk three times 

and repositioning the clones at regular intervals. 

To create the horizontal slats in the fence, we will use duplicates 
of the ground path. Select this path and clone it. D rag the clone 

directly upward so it sits on top of the three fence posts. T he line is 
now in the proper position; but unfortunately, it is far too long, 
extending through the house and into the t ree. To make the line 
shorter, select it w ith your program's arrow tool or reshape tool and 
drag the left end of the line to the righ t until it rests just inside the 

house, as shown below. 

Move the left-hand point of the cloned line to the right side 

of the house. This slightly shorter version of the ground path 
serves as the topmost slat in the fence. 

Clone the slat and drag the clone about YH inch directly down
ward to create a second slat. 
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To make the slats stand out a little from the rest of the fence, we 

will add a line effect. Select both slats and stroke them with a 4-point 
line weight. Then clone the selected paths, position the clones exactly 

in front of the originals, and apply a white stroke with a 2-point line 
weight to each clone. A white line will now appear to be drawn 

through the middle of each slat, creating the "in-line" effect described 
in Chapter 4. This simple line effect gives the the slats a hint of depth, 

setting the fence apart slightly from the rest of the ornament. 

The only remaining step is to clean up the illustration. For 

example, you may need to reposition a few objects. Or maybe you 
need to reshape the roof because it doesn't appear entirely symmetri

cal. Perhaps some of the lines in the fence aren't quite flush with each 

other. In short, your drawing may have several problems, or none at 
all. This is the time to examine your drawing and make corrections. 

Our drawing has only one problem: the slats in the fence appear 
in front of the house, but they should be in back. Select all seven paths 
that make up the fence (the two white slat lines, the two black slat 
lines, and the three posts) by marqueeing them with the arrow tool. 
Then choose the "Send to back" command or the equivalent to place 

the fence behind the house. 

The completed ornament, with fence sent to back, appears as 
shown above. 
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Your page ornament is now finished. If you have not already 

done so, you should save your drawing to disk for future use or for 

importing into a page-layout or presentation application. If you would 

like to see your drawing on paper, print the file . 

. -·- . 
This ends our first basic sample project. We have demonstrated 

how to create a typical page ornament using the line, rectangle, and 
ellipse tools. We have also demonstrated how to layer objects, how to 

duplicate objects, and how to apply a simple line effect. 

When creating page ornaments of your own, remember to keep 

your drawings as simple as possible. They should also be easily recog
nizable, yet generic enough to be used over and over again. Finally, try 

to sketch the basic form of your central shape and then work outward. 
This will save you time and will help you to avoid the frustration of 
having to redraw fundamental graphic elements. 

In our next project, we will use more basic tools and techniques 

to create a simple cartoon. 

Creating a 
simple cartoon 
Our second project in this chapter is to create a simple cartoon. 

Cartoons can be used to brighten up an otherwise dull page in an 
informal document or to draw attention to a humorous article. We 
will be creating a cartoon of a bland-looking character unenthusiasti
cally raising his fingers in a V -for-victory gesture with the caption 
"We're Number Two." Such a cartoon might be used to rally the 

troops, indicating that anything less than first place is unthinkable. 
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We're 
Number 

Two. 

O ur second sample project is to create this deadpan cartoon 
character. 

In many ways, a cartoon is the opposite of a page ornament, the 

subject of our previous sample project. Rather than being generally 
appropriate for a wide variety of documents, a cartoon has a more 
specific purpose, making it appropriate fo r some projects and in

appropriate fo r others. 

Cartoons are perfect fo r at least three kinds of publications: 

1. Informal publications. For example, you might want to 
include at least one cartoon in every ed ition of a newsletter. 
It makes the publication seem both friendly and sympathetic, 

rather than something you should read for your own good. 

2. T rade publications. If your publication is the kind that gets 
distributed to a large group of people, but rarely gets read, a 
cartoon may be the answer. Cartoons get read more often 

and more regularly than any other portion of a publication. 
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3. " C utt ing-edge" publications. A successfu l cartoon is a hip 

slice of social documentary, which demonstrates that your 

publication has a specific awareness for audience entertain

ment as well as for education. 

By contrast, cartoons shou ld not appear in formal or legal docu

ments, such as business letters or contracts. Nor are they suited to 

serious publications, such as reports and statements, that are to be read 

by o nly a select group of people. Cartoons are populist graphics for 

popular publications . 

Another way in which cartoons differ from page ornaments is 

that they may only be used once. Very few cartoons are funny or 

interesting to read a second t ime. A recycled cartoon can make a 

publication seem cheap rather than innovative. 

Above are some more examples of cartoons. Each graphic is 
fanciful rather than realistic, and therefore well suited to an 
informal publication. You can see how they might add flair 
to an accompanying article. The best of cartoons inspire 
inte1·est immediately. 

At first glance, the sample cartoon we w ill be creating may 

appear in timidating rather than simple. But as you w ill see, there is 

very little to draw in this graphic. Many features are repeated over 
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and over again, so the degree of difficulty and the amount of time 

required to complete this project is less than you might expect. 

The first portion that we will draw is our character's head. The 

shape we create for the head is very important, since we will be copy
ing and transforming it later to create the character's nose, fingers, and 
thumb. 

Select the freehand tool. Because this tool is so easy to operate, 
we will be relying on it as the primary drawing tool throughout this 
graphic. If you are new to drawing with this tool, you may want to 
raise the freehand tool tolerance level, thus instructing your software 

to smooth out your lines during the calcu lation process. The tolerance 

level generally ranges from 1 to 10, with 1 resulting in tight paths that 
follow your exact movements as you draw with the freehand tool and 

10 resulting in very loose paths that ignore almost all sharp corners 
and other possible inaccuracies. In most programs, the freehand 
tolerance option may be accessed by choosing a "Preferences" com

mand or double-clicking the freehand tool icon. Not all drawing 
programs offer a freehand tolerance option. 

After you have selected the freehand tool and specified a toler
ance level, draw the pickle-shaped outline shown in the figure below. 

Draw the basic form of our character's head using the 
freehand tool. If your first attempt doesn't even remotely 
resemble our path, delete the shape and try again. 
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Don't expect to get this path right the first time, or even the 
second or third. Several attempts were required to achieve the pickle 

line shown in our figure. Once you do get a line that appears vaguely 

accurate, use your software's arrow tool or reshape feature to relocate 

points and adjust Bezier control handles as discussed in the Reshaping 
paths section of Chapter 3. 

Congratulations, you have just completed one of the most 
difficult steps in creating this image! Incidentally, don't waste too 
much time making your path look exactly like ours. As we mentioned 
earlier, it is preferable that you try to demonstrate your personal style 

throughout these sample projects by deviating slightly from our 

figures in whatever manner you see fit. 

T he next portion of the cartoon person we will create is his nose. 
We will base the nose on the shape of the head. As in the previous 
project, the first step in creating one form based on another is to 
duplicate the existing form. Using the arrow tool, select the line we 

just drew. Then clone (or copy and paste) the free-form path and drag 

it to the right an inch or so. 

The next step in creating the cartoon nose is to flip the selected 
clone vertically. Choose the "Flip vertical" command or use your 

program's flip tool. If neither feature is available, shift-drag the top 
transformation handle all the way down past the bottom of the image. 

Flipping the clone vertically produces a reflection of the 
original path. 
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Though some of us come pretty close, no one's nose is as large as 

his or her head. Therefore, the cartoon nose must be reduced. In most 

applications, you may reduce this path by dragging at the one of the 

transformation handles. To ensure a proportional reduction, drag at a 

corner handle and press the shift key if necessary. In other applica
tions, you may have to use a special scaling tool. 

Drag one of the four corner transformations handles toward 
the image to reduce the nose to a more reasonable size. 

While the nose is still selected, choose the "Copy" command to 
transfer a copy of the selected element to the clipboard in your 
computer's memory. We will retrieve the copy later when we create 

the hand. 

This is almost all there is to creating the nose. The selected line 
may not look much like a nose, but once we get it into position, you'll 
be surprised how well it works. But before we drag the nose into 
place, we will create our character's eyeglasses. Because one lens is 
behind the nose and the other is in front, it is easier to put the glasses 

and nose together before moving them inside the face. 

We will first create the bar of the glasses that goes over the bridge 
of the nose. Select the freehand tool and draw a slightly curved line 

joining both ends of the nose at the top, closing the shape off so that 
its interior is completely enclosed. If your software does not allow 
you to extend an existing path by drawing on it with the freehand 
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tool, create the slightly curved line as a separate path and group the 

two shapes. 

Next, we draw the glasses. To create the first lens, select the 

ellipse tool and draw a relatively tall, thin oval, about the same size 

and proportions of the nose. 

Draw the first eye with the ellipse tool. You may either draw 
it at the location shown above, or create the shape and then 
move it into position. 

Since one lens is the same size and shape as the other, we can 

clone the existing oval to create the second lens. Select the ellipse with 
the arrow tool, clone it, and move the clone so it rests on the left side 
of the nose as shown in the figure below. 

rm ·u 

The clone of the first eye acts as the second. Here, the place
ment of the clone is very important, since it must appear to 
rest on the nose. 
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Select the three face elements-the two ellipses and the nose 

shape-and drag them into the upper portion of the head so our man 

appears to be looking left, as shown in the following figure. 

Drag the nose and eyes into position inside the head path. 

While the three face elements remain selected, stroke the three 
paths with black, 2-point line weights and apply solid white fills. Then 

select the large head path and stroke it with a black, 3-point li ne 
weight. The head path should not be fi lled. 

After stroking and filling the shapes in your face, choose the 
"Preview" command, or the equivalent. The face should 
look something like this. 

If you preview your face thus far, you will notice a couple 

problems with the image. First of all, the left lens image overlaps the 
nose, but it should appear behind the nose. If we send it to back, it will 
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appear behind the head path, which is also incorrect. To correct the 

problem, you may either select both the left lens and head path and 
send them to back, or select both the nose and right lens and bring 
them to front. 

The second problem is a bit more complicated. Notice that a 

segment connects the right side of the nose with the right lens, as if the 
nose is somehow separated from the face. T he face will appear more 
natural if this segment is del eted. Different programs allow you to 

delete segments in different ways. In some programs, you select the 

shape with a reshape tool, select the points above and below the 
segment you want to delete, and choose a special "Break" or "Split" 

command. In other programs, you click above and below the segment 
with a scissors tool or a knife tool. 

In this figure, we have removed a segment from the right 
side of the nose path. Both the nose and the removed seg

ment (right) are displayed in the reshape mode so we can 
view all points in both paths. The points in your paths may 
vary; however, the removed segment should be about the 
same size as the one shown above. 

After you remove the segment, delete it from your drawing. So 

that the nose path doesn't appear to end too abruptly, stroke it w ith a 
round cap. 
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If your software doesn' t allow you to delete segments or split 

paths, never fear; a work-around exists. Select the rectangle tool and 

draw a rectangle that covers the segment you would otherwise delete. 

It may also cover some of the right lens, but it should not overlap the 
left side of the nose or any of the head path. Fill the rectangle with 
solid white and apply no stroke. F inally, select the right lens shape 

with the arrow tool and layer it in front of the other objects in the 

drawing. 

If you use a low-end drawing program, cover the right side 
of the nose with a white rectangle. Then bring the right 
ellipse to the front of the drawing. 

When you preview your drawing, the face will look like the 
one on the left if you delete a segment and apply a stroke 
with a round cap. If you use a w hite rectangle to hide the 
right side of the nose, the end of the line will appear flat, as 
shown in the image on the right. 
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The on ly feature still missing from the face is the mouth. Select 

the freehand tool and draw a very small, frowning mouth starting at 

the left side of the face as shown below. Stroke the mouth with a 

black, 2-point line weight and round caps and apply no fi ll. 

A small, downturned mouth on our character makes him 
appear sympathetic, but not mm·osely unhappy. 

To create hair, we cou ld draw a bunch of little lines on the top of 

our character's head using the freehand tool or the line tool. However, 

not only wou ld this be time-consuming, it wou ld also increase the size 

of your drawing on disk without enhancing the appearance of the car

toon noticeably. A n easier way to give our man a hair is to draw a 

great pompadour with the freehand tool. 

Draw a wavy leaf shape with the freehand tool to create our 
man's bouffant hairdo. The path should be closed, so be sure 
to drag all the way back to the first point in the shape. As 
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was probably the case when drawing the head path, you 
may have to make several attempts to draw the shape satis
factorily. You may also reshape the path after drawing it. 

Fill the hair shape with a light gray tint (around 20% to 30% 

black) and stroke the shape with a black, 1-point outline. 

Our cartoon man is still miss ing ears. Luckily, these cartoon ears 
won't require much detail, since your viewer won't pay much atten
tion to them. Any blob on the side of a head is assumed by most 
viewers to be an ear. First, draw a circle with the ellipse tool just 

below the hair on the right side of the head. Fill the circle with solid 

white and apply no stroke. 

The first step in creating the ear is to draw a simple circle. 

Next, clone the circle and layer it directly in front of the ori

ginal. Ungroup this shape or convert it to curves. Then remove a 
small segment from the left portion of the circle to make it appear 

that it's attached to the head. (Use the same method described earlier 
for removing a segment from the nose.) Stroke this path with a 
black, 2-point line weight with round caps and apply no fill. 

If your software does not allow you to ungroup geometric 
shapes, do not clone the circle, but simply stroke the original circle 
with a black, 2-point line weight. Then draw a small white rectangle 

to cover the left side of the circle. 
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When you preview yom· drawing, the ear will look like the 
one on the left if you delete a segment and apply a stroke 
with a mund cap. If you use a white rectangle to hide the left 
side of the ear, the ends of the circle will appear flat, as 
shown in the image on the right. 

To create the inside of the ear, draw a small circle inside the 

circle representing the ear. Stroke this circle with a black, 2-point line 

weight. Then clone this circle and offset it a single point to the right 
of the o riginal. Fill the clone with solid white and apply no stroke. 

In the enlarged view on the left, we see the two circles that 
make up the inside of the ear. The rear circle is stroked, the 
forward circle is filled w ith white. The enlarged preview on 
the right displays the resttlt. 
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The next few steps involve more drawing with the freehand tool. 

To create our man's collar, draw a triangular path on each side of his 

neck as shown in the following figure. 

Draw the two triangles of the collar using the freehand tool. 
Notice that both triangles overlap the bottom of the head 
path. Also, don't worry about getting the two triangles to 
meet exactly with each other. As you can see above, the left 
triangle rides higher than the right one, o ·eating a cock-eyed 
effect that is appropriate in a cartoon. 

Select both collar triangles with the arrow tool and apply black, 
2-point strokes and white fi lls. 

The tie is easy to create. Using the ellipse too l, draw the knot of 
the tie just below the base of the neck, so that it fits snugly into the 
collar. Then send the circle to back so that it appears behind the collar. 

Draw the main portio n of the tie with the freehand tool w ith the 
same fl ourish and recklessness we used to draw the hair. Feel free to 

make it big and fat; this guy's no fas hion expert. 
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Draw the tie in a quick, general motion. Close the path by 
dragging all the way back to the first point in the shape. You 
may of course reshape the path after you draw it. 

Fill both tie shapes with the same light black tint used to fi ll the 
hair. A lso stroke the shape with a black, 1-po int outline. 

Just for fun, we might as well give our man a tie clasp. It w ill be 
easy to do, and it' ll make him look even more inept. We will base the 
tie clasp on the shape we used fo r the inside of the ear. Select both the 
stroked and white-filled circles inside the ear and clone them. Drag 

these clones down to the middle of the fattes t portion of the tie. T hen 
group the circles and rotate them 90° using your software's "Rotate" 

command o r ro tation tool. 

Clone the circles that make up the inside of the ear, move 
them inside the tie, and rotate them 90° to form the clasp. 
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The next step is the lengthiest and most demanding drawing step. 

Using the freehand too l, we will draw the entire body of our cartoon 
character, including arms and paunch. Draw the li nes as shown below. 
If you make a big mistake, delete the path and try again. If you make a 

small mistake, reshape the path or just delete a couple points and 

redraw them. 

Using the freehand tool, draw the right arm and the right side 
of the body as a single V-shape. This makes the arm appear 
behind the back, allowing us to avoid drawing the right hand. 
The paunch is one arcing line. The left arm is the most difficult 
feature, since it is fully visible and gesturing upward. To 
create this path, we draw three consecutive curves. 

Select the three body paths and send them to the back of the 
drawing, so they are covered by the collar. Then stroke the paths w ith 

a black, 3-point line weight. U se round caps if available. Apply no fi ll. 

The only part of the cartoon character left to be created is his 
hand. Many beginning artists are intimidated by hands. The fingers are 
hard to draw correctly in relation to each other-especially the 
thumb-and it is often difficult to fit all the fingers on the same hand. 
Also, hands are capable of complex movements that can be difficult to 
render. 

Our hand is different. First of all, very little drawing is requi red . 

Each of the fingers, includ ing the rhumb, will be created from an 

existing graphic element. 
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Remember when we copied the nose earlier in the drawing? Well, 

now we're ready to use it. Choose the "Paste" command and the nose 

will appear on your page as it looked before we added the bridge of 

the glasses and deleted the segment that separated the nose from the 
face. If necessary, drag the selected path away from the cartoon onto a 

blank area of your page. Then flip it vertically. This completes our 
first element, the index finger. Incidentally, you may have noticed that 
by flipping the copy of the nose we have come full circle-the index 
finger is merely a reduced replica of the head. 

Next, clone the path. This will be the second finger raised in the 

victory sign. 

Then choose the "Paste" command again and rotate the selected 
path 270° (or -90°). The resulting element will be the thumb. 

Choose " Paste" a third time and reduce the newest path slightly, 
to about 80% of its original size. Then clone the path. These two 

elements will be the other fingers in the hand. 

Shown to the left of the face are the five transformed copies 
of the nose that will make up the hand, including the flipped 
first and second fingers, the rotated thumb, and the reduced 
third and fourth fingers. 
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We now have all the raw materials w ith which to build our hand. 

Drag the index finger to a location about a half inch above and slightly 

to the left of the left arm. Move the second finger next to the index 

finger, and rotate it about 20° so that it stands out from the index 

finger slightly. Move the third and fourth fingers so they are to the 

left of the second finger and extend halfway below it. Then move the 

thumb to a location between the index finger and the arm. 

Drag each of the fingers into position as shown above. 

The fingers are all in their correct locations, but they aren't quite 

a hand. Some additional transformatio ns are required. To begin with, 

we must establish the correct layeri ng order. The forth finger should 

be behind the third, which is behind the second, which is behind the 

fi rs t, which is behind the thumb. Probably the easiest way to accom

plish this is to select the four finger paths and choose the "Send to 

back" command (or equivalent). The deselect the index finger, choose 

"Send to back" again, and so o n, until on ly the last o ne (the fourth 

finger) is selected and sent to back. 

Now that we have placed all the fingers in their correct locatio ns, 

we see that the following size adjustments are also required: Reduce 

the third finger vertically to 90% to add a bit o f perspective to the 
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hand. Likewise, reduce the fourth fi nger vertically to 80% . Then 
reduce the thumb horizontally to 80% so that it more accurately fi ts 

the shape of the hand. 

F inally, we must add a single line to bring the fingers together. 

Start d rawing with the freehand tool at the bottom right point in the 

index finger. Your path should extend across the back of the hand and 
around the palm as shown in the fo llowing fi gure. 

Extend the path of the index finger to include the back of the 
hand and the palm. 

If you cannot extend a path with the freehand tool, d raw the 
back of the hand and the palm as a separate object, and send the 

fi nished path to back. Select all paths in the hand and apply a black, 
2-point stroke and a w hite fill. 

If you have not missed any steps, your hand will print as shown 
on the facing page. 
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The jiv e paths combine to form a single hand when the 
cartoon is previewed or printed. 

\VIe have only two steps left. The first is to create the text. But 
before you enter the text from the keyboard, you may want to estab

lish the type specifications. Change the font to Times and the type 
style to plain; change the alignment to centered; and change the type 
size to 24-point. Then select the text tool and click well below the 
cartoon figure, horizontally even with the bottom tip of his tie. In 
some programs, a special dialog box will appear that provides a text
entry area. 

Since we want each word to be on a separate line, you must enter 
a paragraph return between each word. T hus, enter the text , 

"We're~Number~Two." The symbolf means to press the return key. 
If your program provides a dialog box for entering text, click the OK 
button to display the text on your page. 

The final step is the same as the final step in the previous sample 
project: clean-up. The number of corrections and enhancements 
required to complete a graphic increases with its complexity. This 

cartoon is a case in point. Our page ornament required very little 
clean-up; our more complex cartoon requires quite a bit. Of course, 
the exact amount will depend on your personal preference. 
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We're 
Number 

Two. 
This is our completed cartoon, ajte1· adding text and adding a 
few details with the freehand tool. 

Typically, clean-up is accomplished using the freehand and 
Bezier curve tools in a magnified view size. To refine the previous 
figure, we have added a button and a cuff to the left sleeve; we have 
added folds to both the right and left sleeves; we have added shadows 
behind the hair and the tie; and we added highlights to the hair. All 

these additions-except the cuff line-were made by creating small 
paths that we filled with either solid black or solid white without 
applying any stroke. The cuff line received no fill and a black, 2-point 
stroke. These are the kinds of changes you can make to your graphic 

as well. 
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After you have executed w hatever clean-up work you deem 

necessary, you should save your drawing to disk if you have not 

already done so. And as before, you may print your cartoon or com

bine the graphic with text and other drawings in a page-layout or 

presentation application. 

. -·- . 
T his ends the second of two sample projects included in this 

chapter. This project demonstrated how to use the freehand tool, how 
to reshape and transform images, how to use a single path over and 

over in other situations, and how to think you r way through an 

informal illustration. 

The next two chapters contain more sample projects, w ith in
creasing levels of difficulty. If you feel that you have successfully 
completed this project and understand the techniques, tools, and 
commands covered, you will probably have little d ifficulty moving on 
to the intermediate-level projects. If you fee l unsure of any point that 

we covered, or are not satisfied with your work, you may want to re

examine earl ier chapters, or perhaps t ry out some basic sample proj
ects of your own. 
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&~~t-~ This chapter is the second of three chapters 
~ ~ that provide step-by-step explanations of 

~c-2 the creation of specific graphics using a 
V drawing application. We discuss each of the 

: features and methods introduced in Chap-
t ters 1 through 4 while working toward an 

actual goal. All projects are "hands-on," 
demonstrating how to create free-form 
computer artwork according to easy-to
follow, concise guidelines. 

In this chapter, we will create two inter
mediate-level graphics: the silhouette of a 
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human fo rm and a company logo. Each project concentrates on fairly 

difficult aspects of graphic compositio n. If you have not yet co mpleted 

the graphics in th e previous chapter, we advise you to at least read 

through them at this time. By becomin g famil iar w ith the techniques, 

tools, and co m mands covered in C hapter 5, you w ill be mo re prepared 

to create the graphics in this chapter. 

As the difficulty of o ur projects increases, it is increasingly im

po rtant that you do n't get hung up trying to match your graphics to 

ours dot-for-d ot. As we mentio ned in the last chapter, it is preferable 

that you try to wo rk your own style into each project. By fo llowing 

our d irectio ns in a manner that seems comfo rtable to you, you may 

learn personal drawing habits that will be helpful when you create 

artwork in the futu re. 

Creating a 
human silhouette 
O ur first intermediate project is to create the silho uette of a hu ma n 

fo rm. Silho uettes can be very useful illustratio ns, since they are both 

realistic and relatively easy to create. Also, drawing a silhouette 

provides an oppo rtuni ty for you to concentrate on the overall form 

of an object, without being overwhelmed by details that may not only 

slow down the creatio n of a graphic, b ut may even detract from its 

appearance. 

App lying Your Knowledge 



Our third sample project is a silhouette of a young girl. 

Because silhouettes do not d isplay facial featu res, they tend to be 
more generic, more useful in situations that display a typical person 
performing a typical task. By the same token, however, they do not 

elicit a viewer's empathy. For example, suppose your company shares 

one or two photo copiers that seem to be breaking dow n continually. 
A silhouette drawing of a copier repair-person would be the perfect 
accompaniment for an article on this subject in a company newsletter 

or memorandum. After all, repair-persons are probably a common 
sight in your building, but they are not in the company's direct em
ploy and the article is undoubted ly not intended for their eyes. A 

silhouette bas ically tells the reader: you are not this person, but you 
know the function that this person serves in the company, and he or 
she is somehow involved in this article. 

Silhouettes also typically serve well as embellishments for 
"serious" publications, such as reports, directories, manuals, and so 

on, which require realistic graphics rather than cartoons or highly 

stylized drawings . Since you can make silhouettes appear realistic 
without rendering large amounts of time and effort in their creation, 
they are the perfect last-minute graphic for a serious publication. 
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Above are more examples of silhouette drawings. Each 
graphic is both realistic and generic, ideal f or decorating a 
neutral, no-nonsense publication. 

As always, we will begin our d rawing by creating a central sketch 

and working outward. H owever, this time, we will create the sketch in 

a painting software, such as MacPaint. Later, we will import the 
finished sketch into a drawing program to be traced by hand, or with 

the software's trace tool. 

Sketching the silhouette 
As we discussed in C hapter 1, a painting application is the ideal 

environment fo r sketching ideas, s ince it o ffers tools that closely 

resemble artist 's traditional tools. For example, w hen you sketch 

with pencil o n paper, you draw a few lines with the pencil, erase a 

few stray marks w ith an eraser, sketch some mo re with the pencil, 
and so on, alternating between drawing and undrawing to refine 

your artwork. A painting program offers pencil and eraser tools that 

are used in the same manner as they are in real life. Drawing pro

grams offer no such equivalents. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



If you use a drawing program, such as Canvas or SuperPaint, that 

provides both drawing and painting tools, you may create your sketch 
and trace it in the same application. 

To begin this project, start up your painting program. Any paint 
program will do. If you don't own any painting software, we heartily 
suggest that you purchase one, since painting software is both useful 

and inexpensive. Short of that, you may skip the sketching portion of 
this project to the Tracing the silhouette section later in this chapter. 

At this point, substitute a piece of bitmapped clip-art in place of the 

sketch. Many drawing programs include bitmapped art to demonstrate 
their tracing capabilities. If you own neither a painting program nor 

any bitmapped artwork, at least read along with our text although you 
won't be participating. 

Sometimes the easiest way to create a naturalistic form is to start 
with a geometric sketch that you have created using one or more of 

your painting program's shape tools. These tools operate identically 

or very similarly to the shape tools in your drawing program. After 
the rigid structure is finished, it can then be softened using the pencil 

or paintbrush tool. 

We will begin our geometric sketch by creating the head. Select 
the oval tool and draw an oval as shown below. 

a 
Draw an oval to represent the basic form of the head. 

This oval will act as the basic form of the skull of Lhe silhouette's 
head. To this skull, we will add the general outline of the fac ial fea
tures using the polygon shape tool. In a painting program, the poly

gon tool is operated as it is in a drawing program: You click at various 
points on your screen to create a connected series of straight lines as 
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you go, one line between each click point. The polygon tool stops 
creating lines when you double-click or close the shape. Select the 
polygon tool and draw the profile shown below. 

Using the polygon tool, we sketch the nose and jaw line of 
the girl's f ace. Each corner in the outline of the face is a point 
where we clicked with the cursor. 

A bow is tied in the girl 's hair, pulling it into a bun that curls 
evenly into the back of her head. To sketch the bun, we again use the 
oval tool. Select the oval tool and draw a vertically oriented ellipse. 

This second ellipse represents the bun of hair at the back of 
the girl's head. 

The last feature of the head that we will sketch is the bow. We 
select the polygon tool for this task, and draw the shape shown below. 

Sketching the bow with the polygon tool completes the 
silhouette's head. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Notice that throughout this quick sketch of the head with the 
oval and polygon tools, we have made no attempt to draw eyes, or a 
mouth, or any other incidental facial feature. In sketching, we are con
cerned only with the general outline of the human form, not any of its 

details. 

The next step is to sketch the body. This is a little more difficult 
than the sketching we have done so far, since the body is made up of 
irregular shapes and protrusions. However, using the polygon tool, it 
is an easier task than it might otherwise have been. 

Draw the irregular outline of the body using the polygon 
tool. If you make a mistake, double-click to end the outline, 
choose the "Undo" command to erase it, and then try again. 

Now that the basic form of the major portion of the body is 
completed, we have to sketch only the legs. In fact, we have only one 
leg to sketch, since the left leg is hidden entirely behind the right. In a 
normal illustration, it would be difficult to hide one limb entirely 
behind another like this and get away with it. But in a silhouette, we 
have more freedom to pick and choose what we want to draw and 
what we want to leave to the viewer's imagination. 
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Sketch the right leg with the polygon tool as shown above. 
We don 't need to worry about the left leg, since it is pre
sumably so very slightly visible that it does not affect the 
basic form of the silhouette. 

O ur basic sketch is complete. You have probably noticed that 
some refinement will be required to make the sketch look less angular 

and more naturalistic. This is where your painting program's unique 
tools can be used to great advantage. We will fi ll the silhouette sketch 
with solid black using the fi ll tool. This tool most commonly looks 
like a tipped can of paint. Because the fill tool fi lls a shape from border 
to bord er, we must erase those portions of each outline that combine 
to fo rm smaller shapes within our larger silhouette. To prepare for 

using the fi ll tool, we will first erase these overlapping outlines. As 
shown in the following figure, only one swipe of the eraser tool is re
quired to destroy all barriers inside the silhouette. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Using the eraser tool, carve away any barriers that act as 
borders for smaller shapes inside the sketch and would 
therefore prevent the paint from flowing throughout. The 
arrow indicates the movement of our cursor. 

Now select the fill tool and make sure that the selected fill pat

tern is solid black. Then click anywhere inside the sketch. If your 
entire screen suddenly becomes black, there is a break somewhere in 
the outline of your sketch. Choose the "Undo" command and then try 

to locate the break. You may have to look carefu lly, since a break may 
be only one pixel wide. O nce you locate the break, fix it using the 

pencil tool or the paintbrush tool in "fat-bits," and try filling the 
sketch again. 
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Fill the sketch with solid black using the fill tool. 

Before we soften the harsh corners of our sketch, we must fill in 

one remaining detail-the bow on the back of the girl's dress. We 

skipped this feature earlier because it is more fluid than other portions 
of the silhouette and cannot be expressed easily as a geometric sketch. 

Instead, we will draw this form using the fill ed freehand shape tool, 
typically displayed in your paint program too lbox as an icon filled 
with gray. The filled freehand tool will enab le us to create the shape 
and fill it in the same motion. 

You draw with the freehand tool in the same way you operate 
the freehand tool in a d rawing program-simply drag your cursor 
about the screen. If you are unhappy with the shape that you create, 
choose the "Undo" command and try again. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



The first example shows us using the filled freehand tool to 
draw the bow at the back of the girl's dress. The second 
example displays the finished bow. 

The next step can be fairly time-consuming, since you will have 

to perform it largely w ithout ou r direction. We wi ll soften the harsh 
angularity of our sketch using the pencil or paintbrush tool in a 
magnified view size. Many portions of our sketch arc too severe, too 

geometric. Zoom in to an area that has a sharp corner. Then select the 
pencil tool and click on some black dots to erase them, rounding off 

the corner. If your pencil tool does not erase black pixels, select white 
as your color and use the pencil or paintbrush tool. You may also add 
dots as you see fit. 

After you have completed one corner, return to the normal view 

size, locate another sharp corner, and repeat the process. Eventually, 
you should wind up with an image similar to the more naturalistic 
silhouette shown in the fo llowing fi gure. 
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Notice how the silhouette appears softened now that we 
have rounded off the geometric corners using the pencil tool 
in "fat-bits." We also added a small detail-the ribbon end of 
the bow in her hair. 

O ur little girl is much softer, more fluid in appearance, and there
fore more realistic. As a matter of fact, if we wanted to, we could stop 

sketching right now. Technicall y, th is sketch is polished enough to be 
used in a wide variety of situations. The only problem is its flatness; it 
looks more like a cardboard cutout than a real human being. To 
remedy this, we will add some w hite details that, while not absolutely 
necessary, develop the drawing in a more interesting direction. 

Suppose that our girl has white socks. This will help to highlight 
the form of her legs and add a spark of detail by displaying the outline 
of the shoes. 

Select the pencil or paintbrush tool and draw the boundaries of 
the shoe and sock as three white lines against the black silhouette. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Drawing with the pencil tool against a black background 
creates a white line. This allows us to carve the outline of the 
shoe and sock. 

If you have problems drawing smooth lines with the pencil or 
paintbrush tool in a normal view size, zoom in and then try to draw. It 
is often easier to draw with the pencil tool or the paintbrush tool in a 
magnified view size. 

Make sure that your lines extend off into the white area of the 
page, so that the three black areas of the shoe and sock are entirely 
isolated from each other and from the rest of the silhouette. The 
reason for this is that we need to fill two of these black areas with 
white paint using the fill tool. 

After you have completed the shoe and sock outlines, select the 
fill tool and the solid white pattern. C lick with the fill tool inside the 
main sock area, making it white. If the white leaks into other areas of 
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the silhouette, such as the upper body or the shoe, you did not prop

erly isolate these areas when creating the w hite lines with the pencil o r 
paintbrush. In such a case, choose the "Undo" command to return the 

·silhouette to black, locate the dot or dots that are connecting the black 

areas, and erase them using the pencil tool in "fat-bits." Then try to fill 
the sock again. 

T he other area that we need to fill with white is the portion of the 
sock showing through the top of the shoe. Click in this area with the 

fill tool as well. Once again, if an additional black area becomes white, 
the area was not properly isolated, and you must try again as we 
desc ribed in the previous paragraph. 

Q ( 

Fill the two areas of the sock with white using the fill tool. 

O ur final step is to create one more white detail, similar to the 

sock. This time, we will add a white glove hanging at the girl's side, 
the finishing touch to her formal Sunday attire. Using the pencil or 

Applying Your Knowledge 



paintbrush tool, draw a white outline of the general form of a hand, as 

shown in the figure below. As you can see, the hand is not particularly 

detailed, so you probably won't find it too difficult to draw. 

After you close the outline, select the fi ll tool and solid white 

pattern, and click inside the glove to fill it w ith white. 

t ( t ( ,.. 
D raw the outline of the girl's glove as a closed outline, as 
shown on the left. Then fill the enclosed area with white 
using the fill tool. 

T his completes our sketch of the silhouette of a young girl. If 
you like, you can add a few more small details. For example, in the 

figure above, we have added a shine to the toe of the shoe. 

If you have not already done so, you should save the sketch to 

disk. If you want to see your drawing on paper, print the file. Then 
quit your painting program and start your drawing program, in which 

we w ill be tracing the sketch. 
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Tracing the silhouette 
After you start your drawing program, create a new fi le and import 

your bitmapped sketch (or clip-art, if you skipped the sketching pro

cedure). In some programs, you are invited to open a tracing template 
when you create a new file. In others, you import the sketch using an 

"Import" command. Still other programs can open paint files directly, 
provided they arc saved in either the MacPaint or TIFF format. 

After you import the sketch into your drawing program, it 
will display in the drawing window. In some programs, the 
sketch will appear grayed, as shown above, to distinguish it 
from the points and paths of your drawing. 

Applying Your Know ledge 



We will be tracing this image using your software's trace tool. If 
your program does not offer a trace tool, you'll have to trace the 

image on your own, using the freehand tool. 

Before tracing the sketch, you may want to adjust the sensitivity 

of the trace tool. In most programs, you access sensitivity options by 

choosing a "Preferences" command or by double-clicking the trace 

tool. If your software allows you to select between tracing an image 

with a polygon or with Bezier curve, select the Bezier curve option. 

Otherwise, your software should use Bezier curves automatically. 

Your software may offer any number of options for adjusting the 

sensitivity of the trace tool. For specific information, consult the 

documentation that came with your application. However, most 
programs offer some sort of tracking option. Typically, the tracking 

may vary between l and 10, w ith 1 resulting in tight paths that follow 

the exact shape of the sketch and 10 resulting in loose paths that 

ignore sharp corners and other possible inconsistencies. If your sketch 

is very accurate, use a lower value. If you feel that your sketch is 

rough or sloppy, use a higher value. In some programs, the freehand 

tolerance option (discussed in Chapter 5) also affects the performance 

of the trace tool. 

After you have selected the trace tool and specified a sensitivity 

level, trace the sketched image as described in the Operating the trace 
tool section of Chapter 3. This may involve clicking next to the sketch 

or marqueeing the entire image. If you operate your trace tool by 
clicking, you will have to click at least three times-once to trace the 

black area of the girl's head and body, a second time to trace the white 

glove, and a third time to trace the shoe. You may also have to specify 

the fi ll for each path . The main silhouette and shoe shapes should be 

filled with solid black. The glove should be filled with w hite. 
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After tracing and filling the shapes in the silhouette, we 
preview the image. Because our sketch contained no stray 

pixels, the traced paths are surprisingly accurate. However, 
all paths will requi?·e some reshaping. 

The accuracy of your traced image wil l vary depending on the 

accuracy of your sketch, the sensitivity setting for your trace tool, and 

the sophisticatio n of your software. You r trace may look better or 

worse than the o ne shown in the preceding figure. But regardless of 

how well your trace tool performs, some reshaping w ill be required. 

Points wi ll have to be moved, added, and subtracted . Bezier contro l 

handles will need to be adjusted. 

In the preceding figure, fo r example, the bow in the girl's hair 

appears slightly lopsided. The ribbon below the bow ends in pinched 

little gnarls rather than an elegant V. This area will benefit from being 

reshaped. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Shown on the left is an enlarged view of the path o ·eated by 
the trace tool. The path traces the grayed pixels of the hair 
bow. The traced path is more or less accurate, but it lacks 
character. Curves are too flat, corners are rounded off, and 
segments between points are too straight. To fix these prob
lems, we reshape the path as shown on the right. The curves 
now appear more natural and segments meet to form crisp 
corners. 

You may think that our example seems like nit-picking. H ow
ever, you' ll find that most tracing inaccuracies turn out to be problems 

of minor detail. Though unimportant on their own, these details 
combine to improve or impair your illustration. 

Since your traced paths will look slightly different than ours, w e 
cannot guide you step by step through the reshaping process. But we 
can offer a few words of advice. F irs t, every corner in your sketch 

should receive a corner point. Only a few places-like the head, the 
top of the collar, and the front of the skirt-will require smooth 
points. Also, like most naturalistic images, this drawing should contain 

no straight segment. All segments should curve to some extent, which 

means that every point must offer two Bezier control handles. (If your 
software does not offer Bezier control handles, your entire freehand 

path should be smoothed.) 
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The final bit of advice is the most important: be patient. This is 
your chance to become fami liar w ith your software's reshaping 

capabili ties. Your experimentation will lead to a mastery of t he draw

ing environment and an increased understanding of your program's 
tools and commands. 

tn'--
This image is the result of 30 minutes of reshaping and 

redrawing traced paths. Notice that both bows flow more 
smoothly, and details like the nose and knee appear more 
distinct. The shoe and glove show the most obvious change. 
Because the shoe was so badly execu,ted by the trace tool, this 
path was redrawn from scratch. 

After you have finished the reshaping and red rawing your paths, 

you should save your drawing to disk. You may also print your 

silhouette or combine it w ith text and other images in a page-layout or 
presentation application. 

. ..... 
Applying Your Knowledge 



This ends our third sample project. We have demonstrated how 

to create a naturalistic sketch in a painting program, how to use 

common paint program tools, how to import a sketch into a drawing 
program for use as a traci ng template, and how to use the trace tool to 

convert a jagged bitmapped image into a smooth illustration. 

Si lhouettes grab reader attention without demanding reader em

pathy. Since silhouettes are realistic graphics and require little effort 

to create, they are ideally suited to serious publications with tight pro

duction schedules. 

When drawing a si lhouette, try sketching the form in a painting 
application using geometric shape tools like the oval tool and the 
polygon tool. Then fill the sketch with black and soften the harsh 

edges with the pencil or paintbrush tool. To enhance the realism, add 

highlights in white. Finally, import the painting into a drawing pro
gram and convert it with the trace tool or trace it by hand with the 
freehand tool or Bezier curve tool. 

O ur next project will make use of intermediate tools and tech
niques to create a company logo. 

Creating a 
company logo 

O ur second intermediate project is to create a company logo. 
T his is a departure from our previous projects in the sense that it is 
more of an experiment in using special effects than a drawing exercise. 

Logos typically require li ttl e drawing. Instead, they consist primarily 
of text, manipulated in some distinctive manner to impart a specific 
company image. The logo that we will create displays the company 
name, "WorldWide," in stretched letters mounted on an oval plaque, 
suggestive of a globe. 
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Our fourth sample project is to create this logo of raised t ext 

on a plaque. 

The three main advantages o f logos over other graphics are: 

1. They can be used repeatedly w ithout any graphic alterat ion. 

2. They can be used in both formal and informal publications. 

3. They serve as graphic indications of a document's or igin. 

The best thing about creating a logo is that the process is often a 

o ne-time experience. O nce finished, you can use a logo over and over 

again w ithou t fear of audience reproach. Though viewers naturally t ire 

of multiple expos ures to a standard illustratio n, they are conditio ned 

to see the same logo repeated ly. Your readers may even come to 

expect at least one version of your logo in every document that you 

publish. Since logos can be used more often than any other type of 

graphic, even page ornaments, they are a great time investment. 

A logo is also an incredib ly versatile graphic. It can embellish any 

document, from an informal newsletter to a legal contract. 

Finally, a logo can be used to indicate a publication's origin. For 

example, suppose your company is large enough to support many 
departments or locations. A sli ghtly different logo can be assigned to 

each division. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Jt ACME'productions 

@} ACMKdistributions 

Different departments within the same company are com
monly assigned slightly different logos. These logos can be 
used to graphically identify the origin of a publication. 

Now to begin creating our logo: rather than sketching the logo, 

as we have begun projects in the past, we will begin working on the 

final output. The basic form of the logo is not complex enough to 
warrant a sketch. 

Generally, the first step in creating a logo is to create the logo 

text. But before entering text from the keyboard, you may want to 
determine the type specifications by choosing typeface, style, size, 
and alignment commands. C hange the font to Times; change the type 

style to bold; change the type size to 30-point; and change the align
ment to center. 

Next, select the type tool and click in the center of your screen. 

Since the text in our logo needs to be entirely in capital letters, press 
the caps lock key on your keyboard. T hen enter the logo text: 

WORLDWIDE. Press the caps lock key again to disengage it, so 
that it will not affect the rest of the creation of our logo. (In some 
programs, the caps lock key will act like the shift key, constrai ning 
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cursor movement when pressed.) If your program provides a dialog 
box for entering text, click the OK button to display the text on the 

page. 

·WORLDWIDE· 
Your text should look like this if properly set in centered 
30-point Times bold. The specific placement of text block 
handles varies from software to software. 

As we discussed in The type tool and font commands section of 
Chapter 3, text in most drawing programs is just another graphic 
element that can be transformed and manipulated. In this cas,e, we 
want to stretch the text block to twice its current height without 
changing its width in order to give the letters a condensed appearance. 

The method for scaling your text block depends on your soft
ware. In many programs, you may drag upward on the text block's 
top transformation handle, or downward from the bottom handle. In 

other programs, you may use a special scaling tool. In either case, 
enlarge the text to 200% vertically. 

If your software offers a "Horizontal scaling" option, you may 
achieve the same effect by changing the type size to 60-point and 

specifying a horizontal scaling of 50% . 

·WORLDWIDE· 
• 

Stretch the text block to twice its normal height to give it a 
condensed appearance. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



If your software is not capable of scaling type, leave the text 

block as it is and fo llow along with the rest of the project as usual. 

In the picture of the finished logo at the beginning of this section, 

you will notice that in add ition to appearing raised, the letters appear 
to be surrounded by a slight shadow that enhances the appearance of 
depth. For simplicity's sake, we will create this shadow first and then 

layer the raised effect in front of it. 

The shadow is slightly gradated. From our discussion of stroking 

effects (in Chapter 4 ), we know that a grad a ted shadow can be the 

result of applying increasingly darker and thinner strokes to multip le 
text blocks. To start, stroke this text block with a 5-point line weight 

whose color is defined as a 15% black tint. The fill doesn't matter, 
since it will be covered by cloned text blocks, so leave it black. 

N ext, clone the text block, position the clone directly in front of 
the original, and stroke it with a 25% black, 4-point line weight. 

C lone this text block and stroke the newest clone with a 35% 
black, 3-point line weight. The result of our stroking effect is shown 

below. 

When previewed or printed, your shadow effect will appear 
as shown above. So far it looks like a big mess, but we've just 
begun. 

N ow we will add the raised text effect. O nce again, this is accom
plished by adding stroked clones in front of our current text blocks. 
Select the front text block, clone it again, and p~s i tion the clone 
directly in front of the other text blocks. Stroke this type with 100% 
black, 2-point line weight. 
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C lone the forward text block again, but this time move it 1 point 

up and 1 point to the left of the other text blocks. This slight offset 

w ill give the logo its raised appearance. Fill this clone with solid white, 

and delete its stroke. 

By applying the layer-and-offset method described in Chap
ter 4, we created the raised type effect shown above. 

That's all there is to making the text. If you ' re unhappy with the 

letter spacing, you may want to kern some of the characters, but 

otherwise, we're ready to move on to the plaque. 

The following step is the only real d rawing you will have to 

perform in this project. Select the oval tool and draw an ellipse that 

surrounds the text, as shown below. The ty pe should appear centered 

inside the ellipse. A lso, leave about a half inch of space between the 

left and right sides of the ellipse and the sides of the text block. 

WORLDWIDE 
Draw an oval completely sut1ounding the text blocks with a 
half inch to spare on each side. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



That's enough drawing for one sample project. Now it's time 

to get back to the stroking effects. Stroke the ellipse with a 15% black, 
5-point line weight, the same stroke we applied to the rear text block. 

Also apply a solid black fill. 

N ext, clone the ellipse, position the clone directly in front of the 

original, and stroke it with a 25% black, 4-point line weight. (Is this 
beginning to sound familiar?) 

To finish the shadow effect, clone the ellipse again and stroke the 
newest clone w ith a 35% black, 3-point line weight. The result of our 

stroking effect is shown below. 

When previewed or printed, the elliptical shadow effect w ill 
appear as shown above. The type is no longer visible, being 
hidden for now behind the ovals. 

We will create the raised plaque a little differently than we did 

the raised text. F irst, clone the front ellipse, again position it directly 
in fro nt of the others, and stroke this type with a 100% black, 2-point 

line weight. 

In the picture of the finished logo at the begin ning of this section, 
the plague is bordered by heavy black crescents on each side, giving it 
a beveled appearance. To create this effect, the foremost ellipse must 
be reduced in width. Clone the newest ellipse and scale the clone to 
roughly 90% horizontally. Be careful to scale the ellipse with refer

ence to its center, or you' ll have to repos ition it w hen you're finished. 
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Now offset the reduced ellipse. As with the text block, move it 

up 1 point and to the left 1 point. T hen fi ll it with solid white and 

delete the stroke. The result is shown below. 

When previewed o?· printed, the plaque will appeaT as shown 
above. By reducing the width of the offset shape, we have 
created a beveled effect. 

The last step is to send the plaque in back of the text. Select all 

five ovals that make up the plaque and choose "Send to back" or an 

equivalent command. If you're having difficulty selecting all the ovals 
w ithout selecting text blocks as well, you may send each ellipse to 

back individually, starting with the foremost ellipse and working 
backward. 

T he logo is now finished. If you like, you can add some addi

tional details. U nlike p revious projects, however, we warn you to use 

moderation w hen embellishing a logo. Most successful logos are very 
simple. The fo llowing figures display a couple of enhancement possi
bilities that improve the appearance of our logo without undermining 
its u tili ty. 

Applying Your Know ledge 



The subtle addition of a trademark indicates that we're 
serious about our logo and the company that it represents. If 
the company name is a registered trademark, add an ®, 

which can be accessed by pressing option-R. 

In this example, we apply a slight gradation, starting at 15% 

black, fading to white, and then f ading back to 15% black. 

The gradation enhances the depth of the logo, making the 
beveled plaque appear more realistic. 

This completes our drawing of a company logo. You should save 
the logo to disk if you have not done so already. As always, you may 
print your logo or combine it with other text and graphic elements in 

a page-layout or presentation program . 

. -·- . 
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This ends our fourth sample project. We have demonstrated how 
to create an abstract form about a central text block, how to stretch 

type, and how to use special stroking effects to create shadows, raised 
type, and beveled ellipses. 

Logos are among the most useful graphics, due to their longevity, 

their versatili ty, and their quick distribution of information. In gen

eral, we recommend that a logo accompany every document that you 

produce, w hether it appears as a boxed item at the bottom of a page or 
as a personal letterhead. 

In this sample project, we have designed and executed a logo. 

When you create a logo, however, you may work from an existing 
des ign, either converting it to an electronic environment or embellish

ing it to represent the identity of your specific department. In either 
case, the approach is the same-the type is always the central graphic 

object . 

The following chapter contains an additional sample project at an 
advanced level of difficulty. If you feel that you have successfully 
completed the previous projects and understand the techniques, tools, 

and commands covered, you w ill probably have little difficulty in 

moving on to the next chapter. If you fee l unsure of any point that we 
have covered, or are not satisfi ed with your work, you may want to 
re-examine Chapters 1 through 4, or perhaps try out some sample 
projects of your own. 

Applying Your Know ledge 
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In this chapter, we will create a single 
advanced-level graphic: a realistically 
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rendered, voluminous object. This project concentrates on the most 

difficult aspects of graphic composition. If you have not yet com

pleted the graphics in the previous two chapters, we advise you to at 

least read through them at this time. By becoming familiar with the 

techniques, tools, and commands covered in C hapters 5 and 6, you 
will be more prepared to create the complex graphic examined in 
this chapter. 

As we have advised in the last two chapters, you should not 

expend too much effort trying to match your graphic to ours dot
for-dot. Realism can be interpreted by different artists in many dif
ferent ways, so it is increasingly important that you try to work 

your own style into this final project. By fo llowing our general 
directions in a manner that seems comfortable to you, you may learn 
personal drawing habits that will be helpful when you create art

work in the future. 

Creating a 
voluminous object 
Our advanced project is to create a realistic drawing of an everyday 

object- in this case, a lamp. This graphic concentrates exclusively on 
the drawing process with no attention to special effects. Though this 
project may prove challenging, our approach to it simplifies the 

process so that you should be able to complete the drawing with 
very satisfactory results. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Our fifth sample project is to create this realistic image of a 
lamp with spherical parts. 

Well-executed, realistic drawings are useful in every publication. 
Therefore, regardless of your subject matter, a realistic drawing 

approach is always acceptable. H owever, creating a realistic drawing 
also consumes more time and energy than creating other types of 
drawings, so you will probably want to pursue realism only when it is 

absolutely necessary. Realism is generally absolutely imperative only 
under the following circumstances: 

1. When creating a portrait to accompany an article about a 

person for promotional or info rmational purposes. 

2. When rendering an illustration of a product distributed by 
your company. 

3. When the subject of a story is serious in nature. The most 

serious subjects can generally best be rendered realistically. 
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Creating a stylized graphic for any of these topics might make 

your publication less effecti ve. 

Each of the three types of drawing shown above-portrait, 
produ.ct illustration, and serious-subject graphic-require a 
realistic drawing approach. 

The first thing you w ill notice about this sample project is that 

we concentrate less on tools, commands, and patterns than on drawing 

techniques. We assu me you now understand how to operate each tool 
and how to perform common transfo rmations. If you are unclear 

about any tool o r transformation used in this project, refer to C hap

ters 3, 5, and 6 fo r more information. 

The graphic building block that is most instru mental in turn ing a 

well-executed form into a realis tic graphic is volume, which includes 

Applying Your Knowledge 



origin of light and shadow. T hese techniques were introduced in 

Chapter 2; we will demonstrate them in this project. In addition, we 

will utilize a bit of perspective technique in order to create o ur sketch. 

In each of the previous projects, o ur sketch has been simple, and 

we have used it only to provide a basic framework we then carefully 

manipulated to create the fina l graphic. The sketch for th is illustration 

is more involved, requiring several steps to complete. In fact, it is 

difficult to distinguish where the sketch ends and w here the actual 

drawing begins when creating a realistic illustration . The entire project 

can be looked at as a series of sketches, o ne built on top of another 

until the drawing takes on a finished appearance. 

Because our lamp has spherical shapes, taking a cross section of 

any po rti on of it-base, body, stem, or shade-will produce a perfect 

circle. With this in mind, we will begin the sketch of our lamp as a 

series of circles, displayed at different perspectives. 

The first step is to draw an oval about two inches w ide and o ne 

inch tall, although the dimensions are not important. Think o f this 

oval as a circle displayed at a random perspective, representi ng a 

typical cross section from the lamp. Then select this shape and create 

four clones in vertical alignment with the original oval, spaced about 

one-quarter inch from each other. We will use each of these five o vals 

to represent a key cross section of the lamp. 

Each cross sectio n must be represented at a s lightly different 

perspective to give our lamp an impression of depth. To imitate this 

perspective, we will stretch or compress each oval vertically. Select the 

bottom oval and stretch it to 130% vertically. We'll skip the second

to-bottom oval, since its perspective is accep table. T hen select the 

middle oval, and reduce it to 70% vertically. Reduce the second-to

top oval to 40% vertically, and reduce the top oval to 10% vertically . 

The width of each oval sho uld remain unchanged. 
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Each of our five ovals is displayed at a different perspective, 
representing cross sections of our lamp. Notice that the top 
oval has been squished to the point that it's barely more than 
a horizontal line. 

A stem runs through the center of the lamp. This stem starts 
inside the base, pierces the body of the lamp, and ends at the top oval. 
To create a path for the stem, clone the bottom oval, reduce it to 25% 
proportionally, and position it in the upper portion of the original 
oval. Repeat this operation on the second-to-bottom oval. Also scale 

the top oval to 25% about the center of the shape. (Do not clone the 
top oval before scaling it.) 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Other ovals need to be scaled as well, since not all of the lamp's 

parts are the same width. The middle oval represents the bottom of the 

lampshade, so it needs to be enlarged to 125% proportionally. The 
bottom oval is the base of the lamp, so reduce it to 75%. For both 
transformations, scale about the center of the shape. 

Scale the top oval and create smaller clones inside the bottom 
two ovals to represent cross sections of the stem. We also scale 
the second-to-top and bottommost ovals proportionally to 
more accurately represent the cross sections of the lamp. 

The five main ovals shown above represent, from top to bottom, 
the top of the stem, the top of the lampshade, the bottom of the lamp
shade, the top of the body of the lamp, and the base. We will now 

connect these shapes to make them more recognizable. 
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Using the line tool or polygon tool, draw a vertical line extending 
from the right side of the topmost oval to the right side of the small, 
bottom oval. This line represents the right side of the lamp stem. 

Then, draw in the right side of the lampshade and the right side 
of the body using the freehand tool or the more precise Bezier curve 

tool. 

Draw in the right edges of the stem, lamp shade, and body of 
the lamp. 

The reason we drew only the right edges of the various portions 
of the lamp is because the lamp is symmetrical; we can flip the right 
edges horizontally to represent the corresponding left edges. Select the 
vertical line and the two free-form paths that represent the right edges 

Applying Your Knowledge 



of the lamp. Clone all three paths and flip them horizontally. Then 
drag them into place to form the left edges of the lamp. 

The two small ovals surrounding the lamp stem are the inner 
edges of two rings. To create each outer edge, clone a small oval and 
enlarge the clone to 140% about its center. Then offset each clone 
1 point downward, so that each outer ring is a little off center. This 
offset will enforce the three-dimensional appearance of the lamp. 

Flip clones of the right edges of the lamp and add two rings 
around the stem to complete the basic outline of the lamp. 
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Our present lamp appears to be made o f glass. We can see 
through the shade to the stem, through the stem to the base, and so 

on. To make the lamp seem like a solid, physical object, we will 

connect various lines to build shapes. We will then fill and layer these 
shapes to cover overlapping lines. 

For example, to close the lamp shade, you need to create two 

shapes, one to represent the front of the shade and the other to re

present the back. First, separate the oval at the top of the shade into 
two halves, upper and lower. Similarly separate the oval at the bottom 
of the lamp shade. Then delete the top half of the lower oval. 

Join the bottom point of the path on the left side of the lamp 

shade with the left point in the bottom half of the lower oval. Then 
join the right point in the bottom half of the lower oval with the 

bottom point of the path on the right side of the lamp shade. The 
result will be a single, open path that forms the left, bottom, and right 
sides of the lamp shade. Copy this path. Then join both ends of this 

path with the left and right points in the top half of the upper oval. 
Send the n::sulting shape to back and fi ll it with a light black tint. Paste 
the path you just copied and join both ends of this path with the left 
and right points in the bottom half of the upper oval. Bring this closed 

path to front and fill it w ith white. The lamp shade now appears to 
surround the stem. 

If your software doesn' t allow you to break paths apart and jo in 
them together, you will have to trace the front and back shapes of the 

lamp shade (shown in the following figure) using the freehand tool. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



The two closed paths that make up the lamp shade are 
shown on the left. We have moved the forward shape 
slightly to make it appear transparent. When the two shapes 
are combined, they form a single lamp shade, as shown on 
the right. 

We will create a few of the other objects in the lamp similarly, 
by breaking paths and joining them with other paths to form closed 
shapes. Next, fill the shapes with white and layer them to obscure the 
desired portions of other shapes to simulate the appearance of a real 
lamp. The following figure shows the shapes you should create and 
the order in which each shape should be layered. 
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All in all, your paths must be disassembled and reassembled 
into ten shapes. Each shape should be laye1·ed in the order 
shown above, from back (1) to front (10). 

Surprisingly little reshaping is required. For example, the first 

two shapes in the figure above are two ovals created during the sketch. 

T hey are used intact and require no reshaping. The third shape com

bines the innermost oval of the base with portions of the two lines that 

make up the stem. To create the fo urth shape, we join the right and 
left paths that we drew to represent the body of the lamp. The fifth 

and s ixth shapes are two mo re ovals used intact. The seventh and ninth 

shapes are the lamp shade paths we created on the previous page. The 

eighth shape combines the innermost oval of the body w ith portions 
of the two stem lines left over fro m the third shape. And the tenth 

shape is ano ther intact oval; in this case, the extremely slender oval at 

the top of the stem. 

Applying Your Knowledge 
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The completed lamp appears as shown above. Each shape is 
numbered in th e order it is layered, from back to front. The 
two images labeled with a 7 are portions of the same shape, 
as are the two images labeled with an 8. 

Having established the basic fo rm of the lamp, you may, if you 

wish, consider this drawing finished. It is certainly adequate for many 

situations. For example, if you were creating an instruction manual 
for assembling a lamp, this straightforward drawing would be perfect. 
It displays all important elements of the lamp without including any 
unnecessary or confusing detail. However, the drawing is too fl at or 

lackluster to be included as an element in a realistic illustration. To 
improve the realistic quality of the image, we will add shading. 

Before we can determine how to shade an object, we must deter
mine a light source. In our next figure, we have drawn a small sun to 
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represent our light source. You can indicate yours simply as a circle. 

(Incidentally, we could have the lamp illuminate itself, as they often 

do, but we can achieve a more interesting result by utilizing an exter
nal light source.) 

Once you have determined the location of your light source, 
sketch lines from the outer edges of the source to the surface of your 
lamp. These lines signify the angle at which light hits different por
tions of the lamp, helping you to determine where the lamp shou ld be 
lit and where it should be unlit. We drew our lines using the line tool 

with a dashed stroke. Keep in mind that the light source and lines are 
for reference purposes only, so they don't need to look good. We will 

delete them before the drawing is finished. 

Indicate a light source and draw lines from it to key parts of 
the lamp. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



Next, sketch the border lines between the lit and unlit areas of 

the lamp as shown in the figure below. 

: 

Draw lines to represent the borders between the lit and unlit 
portions of the lamp. We have applied a heavy stroke to our 
shading lines to distinguish them from the outlines of the 
lamp. Notice that the shadows cast by the stem onto the body 
and base of the lamp are parallel to the lines that emanate 
from the light source. Other lines, like those in the shade and 
stem, mimic the contour of the lamp. 

After you finish sketching in the shading lines, delete the light 
source as well as the reference lines from the source to the lamp. 
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T he sketch lines you have drawn indicate where shadows begin 
and end. To determine the exact shape of the shadows, you must join 
these beginning and ending lines to form closed paths. In some cases, 
you will simply have to join the lines to form shapes. In other cases, 
you will have to draw segments between lines to join them. 

O nce you complete the shadow shapes, delete their strokes and 
fi ll them with a light tint of black. 

On the left, we have completed our shadow shapes and filled 
them with a 15% black tint. There are six paths in all, each 

of which is duplicated on the right with a thin stroke and no 
fill to better demonstrate its shape. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



The layering of your shadows is important. Each shadow should 
be layered directly in fron t of the shape upon which the shadow is 
cast. For example, the vertical shadow along the stem is layered in 
front of the stem itself. The shadow on the lamp shade is layered 
directly in front of the foremost lamp shade path. 

We have again reached a possible stopping point. Our simple 
shadows indicate a light source and imply that the lamp has depth. 
However, if your software offers a gradation or blending feature, you 
may go one step further. Adding gradations to the shadow shapes will 
demonstrate the intensity of the light at various points on the lamp as 
well as suggest that all parts of the lamp are spherical. 

Add gradated shading to the lamp to enhance the sense of its 
volume. The above shading was created with an automatic 
gradation feature, as described on the following page. 
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If your software offers an automated gradation feature, fi ll all six 

shadow shapes w ith gradations that fad e fro m 65% black to 15% 

black at an angle of 225° (down and to the left, which matches the 

direction of our light source lines). This ensures that the shadow is 

d arkest at th e point where it starts and lightest where it ends, as 

discussed in the Reflection and reflected light sect ion of C hapter 2. 

You may also want to fi ll the rear lamp shad e path with a gradation 

that progresses in the opposite directio n ( 45°). 

If y o u r software offers a blending featu re, you w ill be able to 

create a more realistic gradation, although it may require an extra 15 to 

30 minutes o f effo rt . 

To create custom gradated shadow s using a blending f eature, 
you m ust first draw a path to represent the beginning color of 

each shadow. These beginning paths are shown above filled 
with dark tint of black. 

Applying Your Knowledge 



For each shadow, draw a path to represent the beginning color of 
the gradation, as shown in the previous figure. This path should 

contain the same number of points as the shadow path and should be 

layered directly in front of it. For best results, you may want to clone 

the shadow, scale it to a smaller size, and reshape it as desired. Then 

fill the new shapes with a 65% black tint. 

Now use your software's blending feature to create a custom 
gradation between the beginning and ending color in the shadow. 
Use the blending tables at the end of Chapter 4 to determine the 

optimum number of steps to use. 

We blended each of the six shadows to produce the custom 
gradation shown above. These custom gradations appear 
more natural than the automated gradations of two 
figures ago. 
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This completes our drawing of a voluminous o bject. If you li ke, 

you can add a few small details or add or subtract some addi t io nal 

shading. You can even apply the fill-scale-and-skew method to add a 

shadow to define the surface on which the lamp res ts, as described in 

Chapter 4. 

Save the drawing to disk if you have not done so already. Then 

print your lamp image or combine it with text and graphics in a page

layout or presentation program. 

. -·- . 
This ends o ur advanced sample project. We have demonstrated 

- how to create a realistic form using volume, light, and shadow. We 

have also shown how to determine the perspective of an object during 

the first stages of a sketch, how to determine a light source, how to 

sketch the border between the lit and unlit areas of an object, and how 

to build up the shading of an object using gradations and b lending. 

Realisti c illustrations are the most usefu l, versatile, and effective 

graphics that you can create, but they are also the most d ifficult and 

time-consuming. Fo r this reason, you w ill probably want to limit you r 

use of realism to necessary situations-portraits, p roduct illustrations, 

and graphics for serious subjects. You should always keep in mind 

that silhouettes are much easier to create than voluminous objects and 

often satisfy many of the same publication requirements. 

Applying Your Knowledge 
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In previous chapters, we have discussed 
how you can combine a knowledge of 
drawing theory with an understanding of 
software tools to develop a successful 
drawing technique in order to create both 
simple and sophisticated illustrations. We 
have focused on skills that will be helpful 
to you in creating cust01n drawings on 
your own, for your own purposes, from 
beginning to end. 

But you don't always have to start from 
scratch. One advantage of electronic art is 
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th at it becomes a commodity of sorts. For example, you can make 

copies of all your artwork and trade it for an equal quantity of a fe llow 

computer artist's work. This doubles your collection without requir

ing you to expend any extra effort. Now you have twice the resources 

on hand any time you begin a new graphic process, as described in 

Chapter 1. A sizable library of artwork frees you to spend less t ime 

sketching idea so that you can spend more time developing your tech

nique and creating more sophisticated fin ished graphics. 

One popular way to collect electronic drawings is to purchase 

clip-art-libraries of graphics sold commercially. Clip-art existed well 

before desktop publishing became popular. Most newspapers, for 

example, subscribe to month ly co llections of clip-art in the form of 

tab loid magazines that contain seve ral pages of camera-ready artwork. 

These graphics can be used for advertisements or editorial illustrat ions 

without paying royalties or hiring artists to render new images. The 

artwork tends to be generic in style as well as seasonal. In September, 

a clip-art collectio n may contain many back-to-school drawings. In 

October, you can expect to sec pumpkins, ghosts, witches, and so on. 

The best clip-art is applicable to a wide range of situations. For 

example, a single graphic might appear in the same issue of a news

paper in three different advertisements. 

If you care about 
education 

Vote YES on 
Amendment #3 

A single clip-art image may satisfy many graphic requi1·ements. 

Enhancing Existing Artwork 



The advantage of clip-art sold on a disk over traditional clip-art 

packaged in a magazine is that it can be more easily and more thor

oughly customized. After all, a clip-art graphic will rarely satisfy your 

requirements exactly. Even if you're fortunate enough to own a large 

supply of clip-art and organized enough to go through w hat you have 
available in a reasonable amount of time, you'll be lucky to find a 

graphic that almost meets your needs. Sometimes owning clip-art can 
be like subscribing to cable TV: despite a selection of more than 40 

channels, how often do you find something you really want to watch? 

But unlike cable TV, clip-art can be altered to more specifically match 
your tastes. 

If a traditional layout artist at a newspaper needs to modify a 

piece of camera- ready clip-art, he or she must first shoot a copy of the 

art using a photocopier or a camera to avoid ruining the o riginal. If 
any special effects such as inverting or res izing are required (few other 

transformations are possible), they must be accomplished during the 

photographic cycle by a qualified camera person. The layout artist 
then performs detailed alterations using pen, ink, and a white-out 

liquid. Finally, the finished art is cut and pasted into place. The entire 

process is expensive and limiting, demanding tight o rganization and a 
patient production manager. By contrast, electronic clip-art was 
invented to be modified. 

Of course, you can use a piece of clip-art just as you find it. 
Sometimes, a purchased graphic suits a situation exactl y. But gener

ally, we find modification to be an instrumental step toward using 
clip-art to adequately enhance your documentation. 

Chapter Eight • Using Clip-Art 
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You can easily modify electronic clip-art to meet any g1·aphic 
requh·ement. From start to finish, the above modification 
took about 30 minutes. We would have been better off 
starting from scratch if we had to pe1jorm the same 
modification by hand. 

T his chapter addresses three methods fo r mani pulati ng clip-art: 

1. H ow to customize clip-art to exactly meet your needs. 

2. H ow to combine mu ltip le clip-art images. 

3. How to mix clip-art images with your original drawings. 

T h is chapter contains no advice regarding the purchasing of clip

art, no r is it a catalog of avai lab le cl ip -art. We merely provide assis

tance for using cl ip-art. Considering the hundreds of clip-art packages 

available, we must leave the choice of purchases to you. A n append ix 

contains a li st referencing the origin of eac h graphic used in our text 

alo ng with vendor information. However, this is by no means a 

co mplete list of what's available; we include it o nly to give credit 

where credit is due. 

Enhancing Existing Artwork 



Customizing clip-art 
You can easily modify electronic clip-art to exactly meet your graphic 
requirements. We will prove this by demonstrating some of the most 
simple methods for enhancing clip-art-methods that produce dra
matic results, yet require little time or energy. 

Simple clip-art transformations 
Sometimes the simplest transformations can change a piece of inade
quate clip-art into precisely the graphic you've been looking for. C lip
art can be scaled, fl ipped, rotated, slanted, colored, and so on, just like 
any other image in a drawing program. This fact is often overlooked 
by people who want to improve their documentation, but hesitate to 
alter clip-art for fear of ruining it. Fortunately, you don' t need much 
artistic sensibility to perform a small transformation that can change 
the attitude of an image without adversely affecting the precision of its 
form. 

This clown image is displayed exactly as it is sold by the clip
art vendor. As is commonly the case, the image is generally 
what we're looking for, but will require some manipulation. 

Chapter Eight • Using Clip-Art 
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Here we have deleted the dog, the balloons , and the ground, 
and applied transformations. We rotated the first clown to 
make him stand up straight. We rotated the second clown 
ev en m01·e to make him lean backward. We flipped the third 
clown horizontally, moved all paths except his shoe upward, 
and rotated his shoe to make him appear to be standing on 
his toes. 

If a piece of clip-art doesn't exactly satisfy your requirements, 
change it. Small changes can be especially effective, yet require almost 
no time or talent. 

Sometimes, a transformation can be accomplished by choosing a 

single command. But some special effects, while no more difficult, 

demand a little more time. 

Modification hints and tips 
In C hapter 4, we disclosed a series of tips: how to apply special line 
effects, how to add a shadow to an image, and how to create seamless 
gradations. Each of these special effects methods is as applicable to 

clip-art as it is to your original arrwork. 

Enhancing Existing Artwork 



We have applied one of our hints and tips from Chapter 4 

to each of the clowns above. We applied the layer-and-offset 
method to make the first clown appear raised from the page. 
We added a shadow to the second clown. And we consulted 
the blend tables at the end of Chapter 4 to determine the 
number of steps with which to fill the third clown. 

In this sense, our special effects tips are really just extensions of 

the transformation features included with your drawing application. 

They are slightly more diffi cult to comp lete, but their results are more 

sensational. 

. --·~ . 
You can dramatically alter or enhance any piece of clip-art 

w ithout drawing a single li ne, using your drawing program's built-in 

reshaping and transformation capabilities in addition to our special 

effects tips from Chapter 4. In the next two sections of this chapter, 

we discuss how to perform additional graph ic enhancements by 

combining clip-art images with each other and w ith your own illustra

tio ns. The latter sectio n explores how to use draw ing theory to embel

lish a clip-art image. 
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Combining multiple 
clip-art images 
When you were in grade school, perhaps you participated in an art 

project that involved clipping pictures from magazines and pasting 

these pictures into a collage. The most successful collage in the class 
was probably created by the student who was best at selecting and 
assembling images rather than by the student who excelled at drawing 

them from scratch. C reating a graphic using clip-art is likewise a 

process of collage. Your ability to successfully combine clip-art images 
will be determined by your ability to assemble images into a single, 

cohesive illustration. 

When combining separate images, you must fi rst consider how 
they will look together. Will they merge to fo rm a single compatible 

illustration or will they look like two separate images that somehow 

got too close to each other? Generally, only images created in similar 
styles can be combined into a single harmonious graphic. 

Determining similar clip-art styles 
In Chapter 1, we discussed how you can develop your own personal 

artistic style to enhance the successfulness of your graphics. In the 

process of developing a style, you may integrate the styles of a variety 
of established artists, but ultimately your style must be your own. 

So, in a sense, styles are like snowfl akes; no two are identical. 
However, if you can pinpoint enough stylistic similarities between 
two images, then you may in turn combine the images into a cohesive 
whole. But, how can you recognize that two images have styles w hich 
are simi lar enough to be combined? 

First, if two clip-art images appear to be created by the same 

artist, then they can be combined. T his is because, theoretically, an 
artist has on ly one style. 
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Some clip-art vendors are very small. The fact that the desktop 

publishing industry has yet to fully grow out of its grass-roots origins 

means that there remains room for the little guy. It is not uncommon 

for an artist to single-handedly create and sell personal graphics as 
clip-art. Other vendors purchase images from only a handful of free

lance artists. You may therefore easily combine different pieces of 
clip-art obtained from small developers. 

Each of these musical instruments was drawn by the same 
artist. Since the artistic style of all five images is identical, 
they may be combined within a single illustration. 

Unfortunately, as a market grows, the little guy either grows into 

a big guy or gets squeezed out entirely. This means small clip-art 
developers are becoming less and less popular. So in all probability, 
most clip-art you buy will originate from an art warehouse, a vendor 

who owns stockpiles of art collected over the years from literally 
hundreds of artists. Due to the stylistic differences of the many artists, 

your job of combining images is made more difficult. 

Ultimately, you will have to experiment with combining art 

before you become fully know ledgeable about which styles work 
together and which do not. We can, however, provide some sample 

combinations of images that we think conflict with each other and 

combinations that blend to form seamless illustrations. 
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The following is a list of warnings about stylistic combinations 
that do not blend well together. Each warning is followed by two 

graphics, one that violates and one that obeys the rule. 

1. D o not combine cartoon images with serious graphics. 

One of these people is 1·epresented as a cartoon, the other is 
represented realistically. They do not combine well because 

of their stylistic differences. 

Each of these people is represented in a similarly realistic 
style. Thus they combine well. 
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2. Do not combine geometric and naturalistic images. 

The hand has been executed in a very geometric style, while 
the scissors are rendered naturalistically. Because a viewer 
will recognize that the two objects are the creations of 
different artists, they appear awkward when combined into 
a single illustration. 

Here, we substitute a geometrically stylized pair of scissors 
for the naturalistic pair. By applying a thick outline to the 

entire image, we link the hand and scissors together. Inci
dentally, the scissors are actually a character from the Zapf 
Dingbats font enlarged to a 200-point type size and embel
lished with a special stroking effect. 
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3. Do not combine "heavy" images with delicate line drawings. 

The woman in this figure is a heavy image composed of 
many large black shapes and thick lines. By contrast, the 
man is delicate, the 1·esult of paths with thin strokes and no 
fills. The two appear as two separate objects placed beside 
each other, rather than blending to form a single illustration. 

This drawing is composed almost entirely of paths with thin 
outlines. Although the physical relationship between the two 
images is rather fan tastic, the images combine well because 
of their stylistic similarities. 
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When combining different clip-art images, first determine 

whether the images share a similar astyle. Images drawn by the same 

artist may almost always be combined, but you must experiment with 

images created by different artists, ultimately judging for yourself 
whether they combine to produce a harmonious or disparate effect. 

Matching similar styles is only part of the art of combining 

multiple clip-art images. After you find images that seem to be drawn 
in a similar style, you must determine how to position the images 

relative to each other. 

Positioning multiple images to interact 
Regardless of the stylistic similarities between two images, they will 

appear awkward next to each other unless they interact. After all, what 
purpose does a graphic serve if its objects have no obvious relationship 
to each other? 

Although these elements have been drawn in an identical 
style, they seem to have no relationship to each other. No 
object relates to any other object; they ar·e simply jumbled 
together like a graphic salad. 
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When considering w hether to add a piece of clip-art to a graphic, 

make sure that you can graphically d efine its purpose. Each image 

should appear essential to th e context of the illustration; none should 

appear to be just sitti ng around. 

Sometimes clip -art images have to be altered or transformed 

before they can be p laced in the same illustratio n. The building blocks 

of drawing theory that we discussed in C hapter 2 are just as relevant 

w hen using clip-art as they are fo r creating original drawings. Are 

objects scaled correctly in relatio n to each other ? Should their propor

tions be altered in o rder to improve their interaction? Is the origin of 

light consistent fro m object to object? If theoretical problems do exist, 

use your drawing application's tools and commands to remedy the 

prob lems by changing the clip-art images. 

H ere we have manipulated our collection of elements to 
form a cohesive illustration. Although no reshaping was 
required, we repositioned the images and scaled them to 
create more interesting size relationships. 
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Any method that is applicable to customizing clip-art images 

individually can be applied to creating relationships between various 

clip-art images. No clip-art object is an island; it must work with its 

fellow objects to form a complete illustration. 

. ,... . 
Combining clip-art is a way of creating full illustrations that 

involves less work than drawing from scratch. To successfully com

bine different clip-art images, you must integrate both an intuitive 
ability to create collage with a knowledge of clip-art customization, 

which we discussed earlier in this chapter. Images must match each 

other stylistically and interact to form a harmonious graphic. 

Our final method for using clip-art explains how to combine a 

clip-art image with an original drawing to produce truly customized 
graphics. 

Inserting clip-art into 
original drawings 
A very complex illustration can rarely be assembled simply by com
bining existing images. Sometimes, no matter how thoroughly you 

search your clip-art library, you cannot locate that one object that will 
make your graphic successful. In such a case, you may have to par

tially draw the graphic on your own and combine it with clip-art to 

produce the finished piece. 

When combining clip-art with your own work, you must take 
into account the same stylistic considerations we discussed for com
bining multiple clip-art images. In essence, either the clip-art must 

match your style or you must match the style of the clip-art. 
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Finding clip-art similar 
to your personal style 
When combining clip-art w ith your own art, you are always combin

ing the work of two different artists. Hence, there will always be some 

discrepancy in style. But you can partially match your style by select
ing clip-art similar to your own. In C hapter 1, we suggested that you 
develop your personal sty le by copying from the work of established 
artists. If you were forward- thinking enou gh to consult clip-art when 

developing your sty le, then you may be able to combine that clip-art 

with your own artwork to produce finished illustrations. 

H owever, few of us even considered clip-art when developing a 

style. After all, clip-art is rarely produced by leading professionals in 
the art world. Despite clip-art's inestimable utility, consulting clip-art 
for artistic style is li ke consulting a d iscount house for this year's 

fashion trends. C lip-art is supermarket material, not "high art." 

But just as an outfi t you find in a department store is often an 

imitation of a successful fashion designer's work, clip-art often imi
tates the work of successful commercial artists o r commercial art 
trends. This is because clip-art companies recognize that familiar

looking graphics sell wel l. When looking fo r clip-art that matches 
your sty le, you may therefore find it helpful to keep in mind the 
artists that you have imitated and keep an eye out for similar imita

tions in your clip-art library. If a cl ip-art image borrows from the 

same artist from w hom you borrowed, your graphic and the clip-art 
will probably work together stylistically. 

Matching clip-art style to your personal sty le is one way of 
combining clip-art with yo ur own work to fo rm a successfu l finished 
illust ration. Look for artwork that seems to share common stylistic 
origins with your work. 
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In these days of Coolidge-like prosperit;1, you see many clip
art images reminiscent of 1920s poster art. If your personal 

artistic style is based on this genre of art as well, then this 

dancer based on a classic design fmm Fred H . Ball might 
combine well w ith your work. 

Another way to combine clip-art w ith your artwork requires 

less searching but more fl exibility on your part. This method involves 

selecting any clip-art that suits your conceptual purpose, and modify
ing your style to match that of the clip-art w hen filling in missing 
detai ls. 

Modifying your style to match clip-art 
Big graphic concepts require numerous graphic elements. Suppose 

that you want to create a pleasant city scene. If you're lucky, you 
can locate a complete city scene graphic from your clip-art library . 
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However, finished multi -object graphics are not very popular clip-art 

images, since uses fo r complex drawings are inherently more limited. 

In all probabili ty, you will have to create the drawing from scratch or 
piece it together using several clip-art images-a few cars, a house, 

some people engaged in everyday activities, maybe even a few 
animals- tied together with details you fi ll in from scratch. You are 

unlikely to fi nd such a variety of clip-art objects that match your 

personal artistic style; in fact, you will be hard-pressed to locate so 
many images that do not conflict with each other. But if you are able 

to herd together a generally compatible horde of objects, you will be 

better off altering your style to match that of the majority. 

Matching a foreign style is not as difficu lt as you may think. 
Basically, you must observe the stylistic considerations we discussed 
in the Combining multiple clip-art images section, earlier in this 
chapter. Are the clip-art images cute or serious? Are they geometric or 
naturalistic? Are they heavy or delicate line drawings? After you have 
answered these questions, you can more accurately estimate how to 

modify your style. 

These consistently styled clip-art images offer a starting point 
for the creation of a city scene, but they are not enough to 
form a cohesive illustration on their own. 
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By manipulating the images from the previous figure and 
drawing several details in a matching style, we can create a 
full-blown illustration such as the intricate scene shown above. 

When combining several objects into one graphic, you often have 

to draw in some details of your own in order to produce a finished 
illustration. In such a case, you are better off trying to match the sty le 

of your clip-art images rather than matching the clip-art to your style. 
By modifying your personal style, you save the time and frustration 

required to search through piles of clip-art for stylistic similarities. 

The final issue regarding combining your drawings with existing 
art involves clip -art images that are designed to frame graphics or text 

rather than to serve as stand-alone illustrations. The following text 

explains how to use these clip-art borders, specifically in the context 
of framing your own work. 
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Framing your work with clip-art 
C lip-art borders arc becoming increasingly popular. They can be used 

to add a flouri sh to large book-cover text, to enhance advertisements, 

or to frame o riginal illustratio ns. 

The variety of clip-art b01·ders currently available spans 

simple lines to ornate floral designs to heavy frames. 

Many clip-art vendo rs sell packages that contain bo rders exclu 

sively . Although many are temptingly attracti ve, are they necessary? 

In fact, a successful graphic can stand alo ne quite adequately without a 

border. A border around a graphic is exactly like a frame around a 
painting in a gallery: it is an embellishment that succinctly defi nes the 

boundaries of the graphic. You alread y know w here a painting ends 

simply by looking at it. Bu t if you decide to add a border, based on 

personal preference, it can help to focus a viewer's attentio n on your 

work, separating the graphic fro m o ther elements on a page in a crisp, 
elegant manner. 
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When selecting a border, consider the character of the graphic it 

surrounds. A very heavy border can overpower a graphic; a very light 

border can be overpowered by the graphic. 

This illustration has a dense, geometric border. Although the 
image is strong and moderately heavy, the border competes 
with the artwork for viewer attention. This kind of bo,·der is 
best reserved fm· framing text. 
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This border is too light for this image. It is so overwhelmed 
by the illustration that it serves no purpose. Light borders 
like this one are best for framing delicate line drawings. 

A heavy border should be used only with large, bo ld type. It 
rarely lends itself to any but the heaviest of graphic elements. A light 
border should be coupled primarily with medium-weight text or 
delicate line drawings. Most drawings shou ld receive a border that 

consists of thick bold lines without exhibiting a conspicuous fl am
boyancy. A graphic frame should be weighty enough to support an 
illustratio n, but not so pompous that it competes for viewer attention. 
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This border suits our illustration much better than either of 
the previous examples. It is heavy enough to support the 
graphic, yet Light enough to focus v iewer attention on the 
graphic, not solely on itself Notice also that the borda 
matches the style and theme of the graphic. 

Consider your border as simply another piece of clip-art that 

must be balanced with the rest of your original illustration. The 

frame should be stylisticall y compatible with your graphic . 

. -·- . 
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Any two images, w hether created by the same artist or not, must 
compliment each other sty listically when combined in a single illustra

tion. So, w hen combining original work with purchased artwork, your 

must either locate clip-art that matches your style, or adjust your style 
to match that of the clip-art. T his applies even to frami ng your work 

with a clip-art border. Borders serve primarily to define the bounda

ries of a graphic, but in a larger sense, they become an integral portion 
of the illustration. Every illustration is like a little country: Its parts 

may originate from many different backgrounds, but all must eventu

ally blend together into a single stylistic melting pot. 
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In the previous chapter, we discussed how 
you can build an illustration based on clip
art images collected or purchased from 
other artists. Clip-art provides a funda
mental starting point in the graphic proc
ess, saving you the time-consuming task 
of creating illustrations from scratch. 

Sometimes, however, you may want to 
base a drawing on an image that is not 
stored on disk, but exists on paper or as a 
photograph. In such a case, you may elec- -
tronically scan the image; the scanning E 
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process is similar to photography in that you transfer the image from 

one environment to another. Electronic scans are produced using any 

of several compatible scanning devices, or scanners. 

About scanners 
Scanners are available in three varieties, including hand-held, sheet

fed, and flat-bed. To operate a hand-held scanner, you drag the device, 

with its sensor window facing down, over a desired image. A tracking 

roller on the bottom of the scanner ensures that the scanned image is 

proportional to the original, regardless of the speed at w hich you 

move the scanning device. Unfortunately, if your movements are 

crooked or choppy, the quality of your scan will suffer. A lthough 

several attempts are generally required to produce a perfect scan, a 

hand- held scanner allows you to scan images from books without 

photocopying or ripping out pages. 

If you are using a sheet-fed scanner, you load the hard copy 

image- preferably a photocopy rather than original artwork-into 

the device much as you would load a sheet of paper into a typewriter. 

The scanner then feeds the page through its rollers, scanning the image 

as the device's optic sensor sweeps back and forth in hori zontal passes. 

But because pages sometimes misfeed and s lippage is a constant 

annoyance, sheet-fed scanners are the least reliable scanning devices. 

To operate a flat-bed scanner, you simply lay the page face down 

on the device w indow much as you would when operating a photo

copier. The page remains stationary while the optic sensor moves 

sweep by sweep to record the image. Because this configuration allows 

the least room for human or hardware error, flat-bed scanners are 

typically the scanning devices of choice. 

An additional distinction between scanners is color capability. 

Scanners are available in monochrome (black and white only), gray

scale (recording 16 to 256 shades of gray), and full-color models, 

increasing respectively in price. 
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All these images were scanned with a hand-held scanner 
capable of capturing 16 shades of gr·ay. Although the images 
fall short of magazine-quality photographs, they demon
strate that inexpensive technology can yield surprisingly 
accurate and attr·active results. 

A scanner allows you to create electronic copies of original art

work and photographs. You may also scan photographs clipped from 
magazines or other peri odicals, as well as classical artwork, maps, 
charts, and so on. Precautio n should be exercised, however, since the 

copying of published images is often prohibited by copyright laws. 
You are better off scanning only those images which you know to be 
in the pub lic domain o r w hose copyrights have expired, or images 

specifically commissioned by you or yo ur company . 
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Enhancing 
scanned images 
Regardless of the device used to capture it, a scanned image is always 
bi tmapped. If you want to edit the pixels in a scanned image-such as 
changing the color of the bear or removing President Taft 's hat in the 
previous figure-you must use the software provided with your 
scanner or, better yet, a color painting or photo-editing program. 
Most drawing programs, on the other hand, do not allow you to edit 
the pixels in a color bitmap. 

So how do you use scans in a drawing program? Well, for one 
thing, you may convert a scan into a series of object-oriented paths 
using your software's trace tool, as we discussed in Chapter 3. O r, if 
you prefer, you may trace the scanned image by hand using the 
freehand, polygo n, or Bezier curve tool. 

But you will rarely want to trace a scanned image that includes 
colors or shades of gray. After all, why t race a piece of artwork when 
it looks fine as it is? Although bitmapped, the images in the previous 
figure don't appear particularly jagged. The fact that neighboring 
pixels are colored in similar shades of gray disguises the borders 
between pixels to create a consistent, photographic image. 

So rather than tracing color scans, you may prefer to embellish 
them. Many drawing programs allow you to manipulate bitmaps using 
standard transformation features. 

Transforming scans 
In many drawing programs, an imported scan may be subjected to any 
transformation that is applicable to, say, a geometric object. Obvi
ously, this includes selecting, moving, deleting, or layering a scan. 
However, you may also be able to scale, flip, rotate, or skew it. 
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Shown above are stretched, flipped, rotated, and skewed 
versions of the photograph of President Taft. 

In transforming a bitmap, your software transforms the shape of 

each and every pixel in the image. For example, each of the p ixels in 

the stretched image above has been stretched into a tall rectangle. T he 

pixels in the skewed image have been slanted. As a result, you may 

transform scanned images w ithout sacrificing resolution. 

You may use one or more transformed scans to create perspective 
effects, such as billboards o r photographic cubes. An example of this is 
shown on the fo llowing page. 
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Transfm·med scans can be combined to create familiar 
images. Th is photo box was created by scaling, rotating, and 
skewing three scans and adding a gradated shadow. 

Unfortunately , a transfo rmed scan is a lo t like transformed ty pe; 

it looks great the first few times around , bu t its appeal becomes dated 

surprisi ngly quickly . If you use transformations excessively, you r art

work w ill start looking like a bad l 960s fi lm with sp lit screens. Luck

ily, there arc better ways to manip ulate scans in a drawi ng program. 

Adding objects to 
scanned backgrounds 
O bject-oriented images are smooth and crisp, often more real than 

life. A computer illustratio n tends to appear if it is being viewed at an 

impossibly high level of focus. But as we d iscussed in the Demonstrat
ing depth sectio n of C hapter 2, an image should appear in focus only 
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if it is part of the foreground. In real life, background images appear 

slightly hazy or blurred. Out-of-focus images are nearly impossible to 
create using paths, strokes, and fi lls. Scanned images, however, are 

more naturalistic. T hough not inherently less focussed than drawings, 

scans typically appear softer and more mellow than a collection of 
precise, object-orie.nted lines and shapes. Therefore, a scan may serve 

as the perfect backdrop for a drawing. 

H ere we have combined a piece of clip art with a scan of a 
hotel inte1·ior. The result is a pleasant contrast between line 
art and photography. The Jan motifs help to define the 
borders of the image. 
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Scanned images tend to be dense. A scanned background will 

overpower your foreground object unless the object is equally dense. 

Also, your foreground o bject should be darker than the scanned 

background. In the previous figure, the woman is drawn in black. The 

pixels in the scan have been lightened to appear farther away. (See the 

Shades of depth discussion in C hapter 2.) Some d rawing applications 

offer image contro l features that allow you to lighten or darken a 

scanned image or adjust the amount of contrast between pixels. If 
yo ur software does not provide such a feature, you may lighten the 

scanned image in a color painting application before importing it into 

your drawing program. 

The next two methods fo r combining scans w ith o bjects involve 

actually integrating scans into the form of the object. In the following 

discussion, we discuss how to use a scanned image as a tile pattern. 

After that, we examine how to mask a scanned image. 

Scanned tile patterns 
A few drawing applications permit you to integrate scans into ti le 

patterns. Begin w ith a small scanned image, like one of the heads from 

Picasso's Les Demoiselles D'Avignon, shown in the first fi gure in this 

chapter. Then repeat t he image througho ut a shape, as described in the 

Creating textural patterns section of Chapter 3. 

If your software does not allow you to use scans in a tile pattern, 

you may create your pattern before importing it. U sing a color paint

ing or photo-editing application, select the image you want to use as 

the tile and clo ne it repeatedly to create a horizo ntal strip of tiles. 

Then select the entire strip and clone it again and again, vertically. 

Next import it into your drawing program and mask it with a path. If 
your program does not provide an automated masking feature, use the 

cookie-cutter method described in Chapter 4. 
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The prima~y shape in the top image is a complicated black 
path that defines the outline of the hair and glasses of the 
woman's head. (Several small white paths are layered in 
front of this shape to provide detail.) Large shapes are easily 
integrated with scans. In the lower image, we have filled the 
large image with a scanned pattern to produce a surrealistic, 
mesmerizing effect. 

Another way to integrate scans into object-oriented paths is to 

use your program's masking feature. A moment ago, we mentioned 

how masking can be used to fill an image with a scanned pattern. 
Now, we w ill discuss how it can be used to smooth the outline of a 
bitmapped image. 

Masking scans 
Suppose you want to extract a detail from a scanned image. If you 
erase the extraneous images inside a color paint program, the remain
ing detail will appear to have jagged edges, due to the harsh contrast 
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between the outline of the image and the empty background . So rath er 

than erasing unwanted clements, m as k them in a draw ing program. 

Trace a path around the image you want to keep using the free

hand o r Bezier curve tool. Then apply your program 's "M ask" feature 

or use the cookie-cutter method described in C hapter 4. Stro ke the 

mask with a thin, black outline to highlight its smooth o utline. 

Lascaux 
Corporate 
Investment 

The first image is a photograph of the famous Lascaux cave 
paintings in southern France. Below that, we have masked 
away all but the right-hand bull as an element in a logo. 
N otice that the outline of the scanned bull is perfectly 
smooth, thanks to the thin stroke around the path. 
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The smooth, precise outline that results from masking gives a 

scanned image a decidedly unrealistic appearance, as if the image has 

been clipped from a photograph. This effect is perfect for logos and 

other abstract draw ing categories. However, if you wou ld prefer a 

more naturalistic ou tline, you will have to use too ls found in a color 

painting or pho to-editing program to smear th e edges. 

....... 
Anything that you can open or import into a drawing applica

tion-original artwork, clip-art, o r scanned artwork or photographs

may be refined, enhanced, or simply altered to your specifi cations . 

The fact that you do n' t always have to start from scratch w hen creat

ing an illustration is the real advantage of using computer graphics. 

Even people who aren't necessari ly interested in drawing can learn to 

manipulate existing artwork to their satisfacti on. 

Scanned images can be traced, transformed, used as backgrounds, 

or integrated into the interiors of objects using a high-end drawing 
program. As always, the success of your implementatio n of these 

methods will rely on your knowledge of drawing theo ry and drawing 

tools. With enou gh experimenting, you will undoubtedly develop 

additional ways to manipulate scans. 

Our final chapter reviews every drawing application presently 

available for Macintosh computers . Each review states whether the 

applicati on allows you to import scanned artwork and what capa

bilities are avai lab le fo r edit ing the sca n. 

Chapter Nine • Combining Objects with Scans 
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~ ~ In previous chapters, we discussed how to 

~ S create both simple and sophisticated ill us
~ S trations using a typical drawing application. 
~ S In this chapter, we concentrate entirely on 
~ S the specific applications thetnselves. Were
~ S view six drawing programs, all of which 
~ S run on the Macintosh computer. Some of 
~ ~ them, like MacDraw Pro, are straightfor

ward applications, offering only the most 
basic features covered in this book. Others, 
such as Adobe Illustrator and Aldus Free
Hand, are high -end programs that run the 
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whole gamut, allowing you to duplicate just about every figure in this 

book, from cover to cover. 

Each review is made up of five parts: 

1. Introduction 
An introduction to the program, often including a brief 

history and any special features of the software. 

2. Hardware requirements 
The minimum system configuration required to run this 

application. 

3. Distinguishing features 
Features of this application that distinguish it from other 

applications. Most features arc merely variations from the 

norm described in Chapter 3, but a few are exceptional fea

tures not covered in this book. The features are grouped by 

topics, which correspond to the topics discussed in C hapter 3: 

8 Opening and saving fi les 

@ Geometric tools 

<t Free-fo rm tools and their operation 

0> T race feature, as well as sensitivity adjustments for t race 

and freehand tools 

Q Reshaping free-form paths and geometric paths, including 

the insertion and deletio n of points 

0 Transformations, including moving and layering; dupli
cation; and scali ng, flipping, rotating, and skewing 

@ Type, including spell checking (if available) 

CD Stroking and filling, including cap and jo in options, dash 

patterns, tile-pattern ed fi lls, masks, and gradations 

G Miscellaneous features 

Software Review 



Throughout the chapter, the circled letter icons shown on the 

previous page highlight discussions of corresponding topics. 

4. Deviations from the norm 
Features that differ from those that are usually included in 

drawing software. Some items listed are simply inconsisten
cies within the program; however, many items genuinely 
curtail your drawing capabilities. 

5. Who needs this application? 
All in all, every one of these applications serves a legitimate 
purpose. But no software is for everyone. Here, we try to 
isolate w hat aspects of the application might specifically meet 
your requirements. This paragraph is specially designed for 
readers who are interested in purchasing drawing software. 

For each application, we have included a graphic that displays one 
or more effects from the Distinguishing features list. And, of course, 
the name, address, and phone number of the product vendor is listed, 
along with the application's retail price tag. The version number of the 
app]jcation on which the review is based is listed under the price. 

These are the most recent versions available upon publication of this 
book, but since books tend to have long shelf lives, new versions may 
be available by the time you read tills. We recommend you call ven
dors for complete information. 

At the top outer corner of each page is the icon of the software 
being reviewed, so that you may easily locate a specific product by 
flipping through pages. 

. .... . 
The following pages review six Macintosh drawing applications in 

alphabetical order. Scores or ratings are not included, though we do 
call attention to two programs that we especially recommend, Adobe 
Illustrator and Canvas. 
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Adobe Illustrator 
Adobe Systems made its first splash in the world of desktop publishing 

in 1985 when App le debuted the LaserWriter. In the years since, it has 
become increasingly obvious that the typesetting industry was trans

formed almost overnight by the introduction of the PostScript lan

guage and its brand of object-oriented technology. U nfortunately, no 

software sufficiently addressed PostScript's true power to combine 

complex text and graphics on the printed page. This encouraged many 

computer artists to experiment with ways to create special effects by 
writing PostScript routines of their own. So in 1987, Adobe introduced 

Illustrator, an elegant product that managed to present the idea of 
Bezier curve handling in a package so intuitive that users fed up w ith 

the limitations of programs like MacDraw and SuperPaint could sink 

their teeth into it immediately. Illustrator has continued to dorrUnate 

the free-form graphics market ever since. 

Hardware requirements 
• Macintosh Plus 

• two Mbytes of RAM 

• 20 Mbyte hard drive 

• System 7 recommended 

Distinguishing features 
8 opens native PostScript files onl y 

8 imports MacPaint, PICT, and EPS files 

8 saves in PostScript, EPS Mac, and EPS PC formats 

0 geometric path tools: rectangle and oval tools 

0 to display dialog and enter dimension and rounded corner 

radius specifications, click with rectangle tool 

Software Review 



Distinguishing features (cont.) 

@ free-form path tools: freehand tool and fully functioning 
Bezier curve tool (pen tool) 

@ undraw mistakes with freehand tool by dragging with tool 
while pressing command key 

0> click with trace tool to create one path at a time 

0> freehand tolerance determines sensitivity of both freehand 
and trace tools 

G use arrow tool to select and reshape paths; select path to 
display points and Bezier control handles 

0 to edit geometric shapes, first ungroup 

G to insert point into path, click segment with add-point tool or 

option-click with scissors tool 

0 new segment automatically connects neighbors of point 
deleted with delete-point tool; deleting point with backspace 
key deletes surrounding segments 

0 to move selection by distance specified in "Preferences" 

dialog box, press arrow key 

0 to layer objects, cut to clipboard, then choose "Paste in front" 
or "Paste in back" command to layer with respect to selected 

object 

0 to operate scale, flip, rotate, and skew tools, click near center 
of object to e~tablish an origin, then drag to perform the 
transformation 

0 to display dialog and enter transformation specifications, 
option-click w ith transformation tool 

0 to transform and clone object simultaneously, press option 
before releasing w ith transfo rmation tool 

0 create duplication series using "Transform again" command 

<B comprehensive text edi ting and formatting capabilities 

0 fi t text to free-form path using path-type tool 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

CB convert type set in any PostScript font into editable free-form 

paths w ith "Create outlines" command 

CB type may be transformed, filled, and s troked with any special 

line effect; type may also act as mask 

CD stroke options: caps, joins, and editable dash patterns 

CD to create object-oriented patterns, layer rectangular tile 

boundary behind pattern objects and choose "Pattern" 

ID transform ti le patterns inside path or along with path 

CD to determine placement of tile patterns, set ruler origin 

ID to create a mask, layer the mask behind objects and combine 

mask and objects into single group 

CD to create custom grad ations, use blend tool 

0 six graphing tools allow you to enter numbers into work

sheets and automatically chart resu lts 

0 in preview mode, dithered screen colors accurately emulate 

Pantone colors on 8-bit color monitor 

0 paths automatically break up if they are too complicated for 
limitations of specified printer 

0 DrawOver utility converts PICT images into native 

PostScript fi les 

0 Separator utility prints color separations 

Deviations from the norm 
CD arrow cap stroking option not available 

0 imported MacPaint and PICT graphics will not print; use for 

tracing only 

0 gray-scale or color scans cannot be imported or manipulated 

unless stored in EPS format 

Software Review 



Who needs Adobe Illustrator? 
Illustrator lacks much of the structure associated with drawing pro

grams. It provides no grids and its "Alignment" command works on 

every point in a path, rather than aligning paths as a whole. However, 

if you are interested primarily in free-form artwork, Illustrator's su
perb Bezier curve handling and high-end drawing features easily make 

up for its lack of structure. The program uses dithering to emulate the 
mil.lions of colors that cannot be displayed with a standard 8-bit video 

card. It allows you to mask objects with type and to stroke type with 

any special line effect. And just last year, Adobe enhanced Illustrator's 

text handling capabilities so dramatically that they are now hands

down the best of any drawing program. Not only can you create text 
directly in the drawing area, you can pour it into columns. As a result, 
Illustrator rates my choice fo r the finest drawing program on the Mac. 

-
Adobe Illustrator prov ides superb curve-handling features, 
making it possible to create any drawing you can imagine, 
regardless of complexity. If you don't need grids, Illustrator is 
the best drawing program money can buy. 
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Aldus FreeHand 
For the creation of free-form computer illustrations, the only serious 

competition to Adobe Illustrator is Aldus FreeHand, a program mar
keted and distributed by the same company that developed Page

Maker, the popular desktop publishing application. I ncidentally, F ree

H and was created and continues to be upgraded by a small company 

called Altsys, whose other efforts include font-manipulation programs 
such as Fontographer, Art Importer, and Metamorphosis. In fact, 

Fontographer was the first Macintosh program to feature Bezier curve 
tools, well before their appearance in Adobe Illustrator. Its strengths 
over Illustrator include a graphic style palette, which lets you apply 

stored attributes to different objects without having to monkey around 

with various fi ll and stroke dialog boxes; unlimjted drawing layers, 

which allow you to create complex images modularly; a multiple 

undo/redo feature, supporting up to 100 consecutive undo commands; 

and a special image-editing feature fo r manipulating gray values of im

ported bitmaps. 

Hardware requirements 
• Macintosh Plus 

• two Mby tes of RAM 

• 20 Mbyte hard drive 

• System 7 recommended 

Distinguishing features 
0 opens native, PICT, and Illustrator version 1.1 fi les 

0 imports MacPaint, TIFF, PICT, and EPS files 

0 saves in native fo rmat; exports in PICT and EPS formats 

0 geo metric path tools: line, rectangle, rounded rectangle, and 
oval tools 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

8 free-form path tools: freehand tool, corner, curve, and con
nector tools, and fully functioning Bezier curve tool (combi
nation tool) 

8 draw variable-weight lines using freehand tool with pressure
sensitive drawing tablet (such as Wacom) 

8 undraw mistakes with freehand tool by dragging with tool 
while pressing command key; draw straight segments by 
pressing option 

0> marquee bitmap with trace tool to create many paths at a time 

0 to select and reshape paths, use arrow tool; select path to 
displays points and Bezier control handles 

0 to edit geometric shapes, first ungroup 

0 to insert point into path, click segment with corner, curve, or 
connector tool 

0 new segment automatically connects neighbors of deleted 
point, preventing break in outline of path 

0 to display customized information dialog box and enter 
specifications, option-double-click any path or other object 

0 deselect all paths by pressing tab; deselect points with - key 

0 establish and manipulate multiple drawing layers using 
"Layers" palette 

0 to transform selected object, drag with scale, flip, rotate, or 
skew tool 

0 to display dialog and enter transformation specifications, 
option-click with transformation tool 

0 information bar displays transformation particulars 

0 repeat transformation with "Transform again" command; 
create duplication series using "Duplicate" command 

@ comprehensive text formatting capabilities 

@ fit text to free-form path using "Join" command 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

<D convert type set in any PostScript font into editable free-fo rm 

paths with "Convert to paths" command 

(I) stroke (line) options include caps, joins, and dash patterns; 

edit dash pattern by pressing option while selecting pattern 

(I) includes library of bitmapped fill patterns 

(I) to create object-oriented patterns, copy pattern objects to 
clipboard and choose "Tile" 

(I) transform tile patterns inside path or along with path 

(I) custom PostScript-language fill patterns available 

(I) to create a mask, cut objects to clipboard, select mask, and 

choose "Paste inside" command 

(I) automated gradation features include "Graduated" and 
"Radial" commands 

(I) to create custom gradations, use "Blend" command 

0 imports and edits gray-scale and color scanned images 

0 to scale bitmaps for optimal printing, option-drag corner 
handle 

Deviations from the norm 
0 cannot select path in front of selected path unless you first 

deselect rear path by pressing tab 

0 option-dragging an object does not create a clone; must 
choose "Clone" command, then drag clone to new location 

(I) many standard stroking and filling options cannot be applied 

to text 

(I) tiles in object-oriented pattern must be perfectly square 

0 inadequate on-screen color display; relies exclusively on 
current system colors (no dithering) 
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Who needs Aldus FreeHand? 
Much has been written about how FreeHand compares to Adobe Illus

trator. But which one is truly better? In most respects, Illustrator is a 
better program for artists specifically interested in creating naturalistic 

artwork. Though FreeHand is also satisfactory for this purpose, Illus
trator provides a more direct operating environment and fewer but 

more sophisticated drawing tools. If, however, you prefer a more 
structured environment involving grids, user-defined guidelines, and 

true alignment/distribution features, then FreeHand is the obvious 
choice. FreeHand also provides a powerful system of element informa

tion dialog boxes, which allow you to control the most minute details 
of your graphic, including the precise placement of Bezier control 

handles. FreeHand also provides some of the best bitmap handling of 

any software. Most of the figures in C hapter 9, for example, were cre

ated using FreeHand. 

These realistic, highly detailed images are typical of the kind 
of artwork you can produce using Aldus FreeHand. If you're 
interested in a structured, precise drawing environment, 
FreeHand is the program for you. 
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Canvas 
Since the early days of the Mac, Canvas has been an entry-level draw
ing program, ideal for novices and intermediate users. But beneath its 
calm exterior lurks a powerhouse program, the software equivalent of 
a Swiss Army knife. Possibly the closest thing to an integrated graphics 
program, Canvas combines bitmapped painting capabilities and 
smooth-line drawing tools equipped with an assortment of precision
grade controls commensurate for industrial designers. It also provides 
a spell checker, a global graphic selection command for applying 
strokes and fills to hundreds of objects simultaneously, graphic macros 
for creating repetitive images at any shape and size, scalable rulers and 
dimensioning tools that automatically measure any object at the click 
of a button, and much more. 

Hardware requirements 
• MacintoshPlus 

• at least one Mbyte of RAM (two Mbytes recommended) 

• 20 Mbyte hard drive 

• System 7 recommended 

Distinguishing features 
8 opens native, MacPaint, PICT, TIFF, CGM, DXF, IGES, 

Startup Screen, and Illustrator 1.1 files 

e saves in native, MacPaint, PICT, TIFF, EPS, CGM, DXF, 
IGES, Startup Screen, and Illustrator 1.1 formats 

«D geometric path tools: line, arc, rectangle, rounded rectangle, 
oval, regular polygon, and star tools 

0 to edit the circumference of an arc or the radius of rounded 
rectangle corners, drag circular handle 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

<J free-form path tools: freehand, polygon, Bezier cu rve tools 

4D to create many paths at a time, select bitmap and choose 

"Autotrace to" command 

0 to reshape, select free-form path and choose "Edit Pts" 

command from appropriate tool menu (or double-click path) 

0 to convert smooth point into corner point, press tab key and 

drag Bezier contro l handle 

0 to insert point into path, option-click segment in edit mode; 
delete point by shift-option-clicking 

0 new segment automatically connects neighbors of deleted 

point, preventing break in outline of path 

() to display dialog box containing information about selected 

object, choose "Object" command 

0 to edit geometric shapes, choose "Object" and select a dif

ferent icon from "Object type" pop-up menu 

0 to move selection one pixel, press arrow key; press command

arrow key to move selection 10 pixels; press option-arrow 

key to move selection 50 pixels 

0 to estab lish and manipulate multiple drawing layers, use 

"Layer manager" command 

0 scale object by dragging corner handle 

0 to flip, rotate, 'skew, distort, or apply perspective to selected 

object, use commands under the "Effects" menu 

0 information manager displays cursor coordinates 

0 to create duplication series, choose "Duplication" command 
and enter specifications in dialog box 

@ choose all text formatting commands from type tool menu; 

press shift to display type size menu, press option to display 

styles, press command to display fonts 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

<B to check the spelling of selection or document, use "Spell 

check" commands 

ID editable arrowhead cap options 

m to display dash patterns, optio n-click line manager icon 

m includes library of bitmappcd fi ll patterns 

m to create mask, layer the mask in front of objects and combine 

mask and objects using "Intersect" command 

m automated gradation features include "Top-bottom," 

"Circular," "Shape," and "Directional" options 

m to create custom gradations, use "Blend" command 

0 to assign selected image as macro command, choose "Add 

macro" command 

0 use smart mouse feature to apply custom constraints to 

operation of cursor relative to existing objects 

0 choose options from the info rmatio n manager to automati

cally calculate dimensions of selected object 

0 full bitmap painting and ed iting capabilities with up to 

2540 dot-per-inch resolution 

Deviations from the norm 
$ Bezier curve tool lacks certain capabilities; cannot constrain 

45° segments, cannot properly draw cusp (must draw smooth 

point and reshape) 

0> cannot adjust sensitivity of" Autotrace to" command 

ID no cap or join stroking optio n, except arrowheads 

m stro kes cannot be applied to text 

m no object-oriented tile-pattern capability 

0 very basic painting tools 
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Who needs Canvas? 
Generally, Canvas is a strong program for combining objects and full
color bitmaps in a single document. Object-oriented capabilities coex
ist in pleasant accord with sketching tools like the pencil, eraser, and 
paint can. You can define unlimited numbers of drawing layers for 
placing multiple images in front of and behind one another to easily 
produce complicated drawing structures. You may also use one of 15 
dimensioning tools to add precise measurements to your drawing. But 
in Canvas, the best features tend to be the simplest ones, such as the 
"Arrows" command, which allows you to manipulate the appearance 
of arrowhead line caps. As opposed to Illustrator and FreeHand, Can
vas is aimed at the low-end drawing market. It competes specifically 
with MacDraw Pro, but it measures up nicely against all competitors. 
Although its interface needs refinement, Canvas offers substantially 
more features than MacDraw Pro for the same price. 

Canvas provides an adept environment for combining 
bitmapped and object-oriented images into a single piece of 
artwork . Version 3.0 saw a significant boost in the power of 
the program's drawing tools and general capabilities, bring
ing it within firing range of Illustrator and FreeHand. 
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Cricket Draw Ill 
In the previous version of this book, we omitted Cricket Draw (just as 

we have omitted UltraPaint in this book) because, though still on the 
market, Cricket Draw hadn 't received a major upgrade in over three 

years (again, the same goes fo r U ltraPaint). We didn't see any reason to 

discuss a product that, for all practical purposes, appeared to be dead in 

the water. Considering the fact that Cricket Draw was buggier than 

any other drawing program on the market, its omission was no loss. 

But now comes Cricket Draw III, a program so unrelated to its prede

cessor that it might have been adopted and raised by wolves. (Cricket 
Draw II, incidentally, never reached the market.) The interface has 
been revamped, the printing capabilities have been enhanced; in short, 

the p rogram seems to have been completely rewritten. Though once 

the most hated drawing program around, Cricket Draw III may yet 

earn its way onto the hard drives of thousands of satisfi ed users. 

Hardware requirements 
• Macintosh Plus 

• two Mbytes of RAM 

• 20 Mbyte hard drive 

Distinguishing features 
e opens native and Illustrator 1.1 files 

e imports MacPaint, PICT, EPS, and Scrapbook files 

8 saves in native format; exports in PICT and EPS formats 

0 geometric path tools: line, arc, rectangle, rounded rectangle, 

oval, and regular polygon tools 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

@ double-click arc or rounded rectangle tool to specify circum

ference of arc or radius of rounded rectangle corners 

@ to determine whether geometric shapes are drawn from 

corner or from center, choose "D raw from center" command 

<i free-form path tools: freehand, polygon, Bezier curve tools 

<i undraw mistakes w ith freehand tool by dragging with tool 
while pressing option key 

G use arrow tool to select and reshape paths; select path to 
display points and Bezier control handles 

G to edit geometric shapes, first ungroup 

0 to insert point into path, option-click with scissors tool 

G to insert point into path, option-click segment in edit mode; 

delete point by shift-option-clicking 

0 to convert smooth point into corner point, press option key 
and drag Bezier control handle 

G new segment automatically connects neighbors of point 

deleted by shift-option-clicking w ith scissors tool; deleting 

point with backspace key deletes surrounding segments 

0 to move selection by distance specified in "Preferences" 
dialog box, press arrow key 

0 to operate scale, flip, rotate, and skew tools, click near center 

of object to establish an origin, then drag to perform the 
transformation 

0 to display dialog and enter transformation specifications, 
option-click with transformation tool 

0 to transform and clone object simultaneously, press option 
before releasing w ith transformation tool 

0 specs window displays cursor coordinates 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

0 to create dup lication series, select t ransformation tool and 

enter specifications in d ialog box 

<B comprehensive text fo rmatting capabilities 

<B fi t text to free-form path using "Bind text" command 

ID to create mask, layer the mask in front of objects and combine 
mask and objects using "Stencil" command 

ID au tomated gradation features include "Linear," 

"Echo," "Radial," and "Shape" options 

m to create custom gradations, usc fountain tool; use shadow 

tool to add gradient drop shadows 

0 align individual points using "Average" command; align 

w hole paths using "A lign objects" command 

0 choose from 14 halftone effects to create special dot patterns 

0 view and edit PostScript code generated by current drawing 
using "Generate PostScript ' command 

Deviations from the norm 
0> cannot adj ust sensitivity of freehand tool 

0> no tracing feature 

<B text fi t to curve does not display accurately on screen 

ID no cap or join stroking option, except arrowheads 

m cannot ed it arrowheads or dash patterns 

ID strokes cannot be applied to text 

m no object-oriented til e-pattern capability 

m no blending capabi li ty 
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Who needs Cricket Draw Ill? 
The newest Cricket Draw merges the best Bezier curve tool this side of 

Adobe Illustrator with a number of ingenious functions of its own. 

For example, it is the only drawing program that allows you to both 
align individual points, as in Illustrator, and align enti re objects, as in 

most other drawing programs. You can also compensate for the line 

weights of selected paths when aligni ng them. So rather than merely 
aligning objects by extreme points on their outlines, you may align ob

jects by the edges of their strokes. Another example of Cricket Draw 
III's originality is the fountain editor, with which you can edit grada

tions according to a Bezier curve model. If such unique capabilities in
terest you, if you're w illing to put up with Cricket Draw's occasional 

eccentricities and outright bugs, and if you're looking for something 
less expensive than Canvas or MacDraw, C ricket Draw desen res your 

exam1nat1on. 

C ricket Draw strides the line somewhere between state-of
the-art programs like Illustrator and powerhouse workers 
like Canvas. Most artists will find something to complain 
about when using Cricket Draw, but as you can see her·e, it 
allows you to create some pretty f antastic images. 
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MacDraw Pro 
The prototyp ical and most popular drawing program on the Macin

tosh is MacDraw. To this day, MacDraw retains the fundamental 

strengths that made it an immediate success when Apple first intro

duced it over four years ago: its design is sleek and uncluttered, its 
tools are extremely easy to use, and the product as a whole is solidly 

consistent in performance. But alas, this reliable turtle of a program has 

allowed itself to fall far behind the rest of the object-oriented pack. In 

the hands of C laris, this established software offering has evolved more 
notably in the direction of word handling and slide presentation than 

in developing its overall graphic potential. MacDraw is still very useful 
for creating object-oriented images using readily identifiable tools and 

commands, but jackrabbits like Canvas and Super Paint have long since 

outpaced it in the medium-end features department. Slow and steady 

may w in the race, but I would n't put my money on MacD raw, Pro or 

no Pro. 

Hardware requirements 
• Macintosh Plus 

• one Mbyte of RAM 

• dual 800K disk drives 

Distinguishing features 
8 opens native and PICT fi les 

0 imports MacPaint, TIFF, and EPS files 

8 saves in native format; exports in PICT and EPS formats 

e geometric path tools: line, arc, rectangle, rounded rectangle, 
and oval tools 
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Organizatio '----------------
J 15·3346·02·01 

Address ___ ____________ _ 

City /State/Zip. ____________ _ businessOne 
Telephone, _ ______________ _ 

0 Please send a catalog of Business One lrwi n books. 
IRWIN 

1818 Ridge Road. Homewood, IL 60430 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

0 to determine whether geometric shapes are drawn from 
corner or from center, toggle corner/center icon 

C8 free-form path tools: freehand, polygon, Bezier curve tools 

0 to reshape, select arc or free-form path and choose "Reshape" 
command 

0 to convert smooth point into corner point, choose Unsmooth 
command 

0 to insert point into path, click segment in reshape mode; 
delete point by option-clicking 

0 new segment automatically connects neighbors of deleted 
point, preventing break in outline of path 

0 to move selection one pixel or one grid increment, press 
arrow key 

0 to establish and manipulate multiple drawing layers, use 
"Layers" command; access layers by clicking up and down 
arrow 1cons 

0 scale object by dragging corner handle 

0 transformation commands: "Rotate," "Flip horizontal," and 
"Flip vertical" 

0 to display transformation information, choose "Show size" 
command 

0 to create duplication series, use "Duplicate" command 

<B choose all text formatting commands from "Font, " "Size," 
and "Style" menus 

<B to check the spelling of selection or document, use "Spelling" 
commands 

<B to notate parts of drawing, use stick-on labels created with 
note tool 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

CD editable arrowhead cap options 

4D to edit dash patterns, use "D ashes" command 

4D includes library of bitmapped fill patterns 

4D option-click bitmapped pattern to apply it to stroke of 

selected path 

CD automated gradation features include " Circular," "Shape

burst," and "Directional" options 

0 change layers to presentational slides by choosing "Turn 
slides on" command; access slides by clicking up and down 

arrow tcons 

Deviations from the norm 
(I) no tracing feature 

G points cannot be added to end of open path, nor can paths be 

split 

0 option-dragging an object does not create a clone; must use 

"Duplicate" command 

0 limited transformation capabilities; no skewing 

<B text cannot be scaled or flipped 

CD no cap or jo in stroking option, except arrowheads 

(I) strokes cannot be applied to text 

CD no object-oriented tile-pattern capability 

CD no masking or blending capability 
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Who needs MacDraw Pro? 
For people who require a structured drawing environment, MacDraw 
has always been a dependable product, however rudimentary. Mac
Draw Pro builds on this tradition by adding surprisingly sophisticated 
ruler control. You may select from six pre-existing rulers or create and 
save your own. You may also specify your own drawing scales, so that 
an inch on your ruler might represent 3 ~feet, eliminating the need for 
calculating the difference between an object in real life and its size in an 
architectural rendering or on a map. If you're looking for a introduc
tory mix of CAD and presentational capabilities (with a spell-checker, 
no less) that doesn't require you to spend an inordinate amount of time 
fiddling with complex image-creation tools and commands, then 
MacDraw is a satisfactory program. But if you're looking for better 
curve control or a more comprehensive collection of transformation 
and precision-drawing capabilities, Canvas is the better choice. 

This image was created back in 1985 when MacDraw was 
brand new, but it could just as easily have been created 
yesterday. I t displays all the classic earmarks of a piece of 
MacDraw artwork: bitmapped fill patterns, geometric shapes, 
and elementary curves, all stroked with a small collection of 
line weights. It isn't high art, but it's simple and it's ad
equate, just like MacDraw Pro. 
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Claris Corp. 
440 Clyde Ave. 

Mountain View, CA 
94043 

( 408) 987-7000 

$399 retail 
version reviewed: 1.0 
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SuperPaint 
When it was first released in late 1986, SuperPaint was the only 

graphics application to combine the bitmap-editing capabilities of 
MacPaint with the object-oriented precision of MacDraw. But since 

version 1.0 broke new ground over six years ago, SuperPaint's pro

grammers have seemed content to toe the line. In fact, SuperPaint 3.0 
is almost identical to version 1.0 in its construction. A single painting 
layer exists with a single drawing layer. You may not juggle the layers, 

as in Canvas or MacDraw, except to bring either the painting or draw

ing layer to the front of the document. In a sense, SuperPaint's consis

tency over the years works to the user's advantage. If you know how 

to use version 1.0 or version 2.0, you'll have no problem catching on to 
SuperPaint 3.0. But for the accomplished artist, Super Paint's crude in
terface compromises your ability to draw. 

Hardware requirements 
• Macintosh Plus 

• two Mbyte of RAM 

• 20 Mbyte hard drive 

Distinguishing features 
G opens native, MacPaint, and PICT files 

G imports TIFF, EPS, and Startup Screen files 

8 saves in native, MacPaint, PICT, and Startup Screen formats; 
exports to TIFF and EPS formats 

4D geometric path_ tools: line, arc, rectangle, rounded rectangle, 

and oval tools, as well as multigon tool for creating equilateral 
polygons with definable number of sides 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

<t free-form path tools: freehand and polygon tools 

4D to create many paths at a time, select bitmap and choose 
"Autotrace" command 

4D to adjust performance of tracing feature, use "Autotrace 
settings" command; to adjust freehand tool, use 
"Bezier settings" command 

@ to reshape, select arc or free-form path and choose "Reshape" 
command 

G to toggle smooth point to corner point, double-click point 

0 to select multiple points in reshape mode, select one point and 
command-click others; to select range of points, select one 
point and shift-click another 

0 to insert point into path in reshape mode, option-click 
segment; delete point by pressing backspace or delete 

0 new segment automatically connects neighbors of deleted 
point, preventing break in outline of path 

0 to edit geometric shapes, use "Convert to Bezier" command 

G to move selection one pixel, press arrow key 

G to scale object, drag corner handle 

G to scale, flip, rotate, skew, distort, or apply perspective to 
selected object or type, use commands under the "Transform" 
menu 

G to display transformation information, choose "Show coordi
nates" command 

G to create duplication series, use "Duplicate" command 

<B choose all text formatting commands from "Font" and "Text" 
menu 
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Distinguishing features (cont.) 

CD editable arrowhead cap options 

CD to edit dash pattern, use "Dashes" command 

CD includes library of bitmapped fill patterns 

CD automated gradation features include "Linear," "Rec

tangular," "Circular," and "Peaked" options 

CD up to 256 colors key colors within a single gradient 

CD "Texture" feature allows you to create both bitmapped and 

object-oriented tile patterns 

CD full bitmap painting and editing capabilities with up to 

2540 dot-per-inch resolution 

0 wide range of external effects that may be modified by select

ing line weights, pressing shift and option keys, double

clicking tool icons, and so on 

0 image processing commands include "Invert," "Splatter," 

"Color Balance," "Lighten," "Darken," and others 

Deviations from the norm 
8 no Bezier curve tool 

0 points cannot be added to end of open path, nor can paths be 

joined 

0 no cap or join stroking option, except arrowheads 

CD neither strokes nor fills can be applied to text 

CD no object-oriented masking or blending capabilities 

0 Bitmapped images in drawing layer can be edited only by 

means of cumbersome SuperBits feature 
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Who needs SuperPaint? 
How you judge SuperPaint depends on how you look at it. As a draw

ing program, it is substandard when compared to Canvas and roughly 

equivalent to MacDraw. As a painting program, it adequately handles 

24-bit color and provides built-in virtual memory, but it lacks 

antialiasing, versatile selection capabilities, and sufficient support for 

pressure-sensitive input, features commonly found in competing 24-bit 

paint programs. But when you put the two together- substandard 

drawing with adequate painting-and top it off with top-notch docu
mentation and a retail price under $200, you come up with an accept

able package, sort of the Microsoft Works of graphics programs. I 

can't recommend SuperPaint to a professional, bur I can imagine that it 

will serve admirably as an introduction to the beginning or intermedi

ate computer artist, just as it always has. 

Super Paint provides access to object-oriented and full-color 
bitmap-editing tools u.nder one roof It even includes a handful 

of image-editing commands, making it the program of choice if 
you prefer painting to drawing. 
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Silicon Beach/ 
Aldus Corp. 

9770 Carroll 
Center Rd., Suite J 

San Diego, CA 
92126 

(619) 695-6956 

$199 retail 
version reviewed: 3.0 
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Clip-Art 
Reference 

Many graphics in this book are clip-art images. The follow

ing list itemizes the number of each page that contai ns a clip

art image, a description of the image, and the clip-art package 

from which the image originates. A second list includes 

specific vendor information for each clip-art package. 

Note that most clip-art images in this book have been 

modified to some extent or another. Some of the clip-art is 

available only in a bitmapped format; it has been traced and 

refined in a drawing program for inclusion in this book. Do 

not expect a purchased clip-art image to exactly match o ne of 
our figures. 

Pages that arc not included in this listing contain origi

nal artwork created by the author. 



Pages featuring clip-art images 

PAGE DESCRIPTION PACKAGE NAME PRODUCT LINE 

7 headline fill pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

11 mortar board Education 1 DeskTop Art 

12 mortar board and car Education I DeskTop Art 

16 dog Artfo lio I DeskTop Art 

17 ship Scasonal1 DeskTop Art/ EPS 

18 ship in bottle Seasonal1 DeskTop An/ EPS 

20 Washington Four Seasons I DeskTop Art 

23 all Washingtons Four Seasons I DeskTop An 

25 headline fill pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Editio n 

27 cat (form icon) Artfolio I DeskTop Art 

30 dolls Artfolio I DeskTop Art 

32 Mona Lisa Potpourri I DeskTop Art/ EPS 

34 lower bird Graphics & Symbols 1 DeskTop An 

36 cat Artfol io I DeskTop Art 

39 right fish Graphics & Symbols 1 DeskTop Art 

41 lions Accents & Borders I Images with Impact! 

43 footba ll players Sports I DeskTop Art 

46 eagle and killer whale Graphics & Symbols I Images with Impact! 

47 bowler Athletics I DeskTop Art/EPS 

48 bowler Athletics I DeskTop Art/ EPS 

50 United States USA MacAtlas/ Atlas PC 

52 man at bottom of cliff Business Images 2 C liprures 

52 car on top of cliff EPS Business Art Click Art 

56 left elephant Artfo lio I DeskTop Art 

57 right fish Sports I DeskTop Art 

63 space shuttle Business Images 2 Cliptures 

85 headline fi ll pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

100 fish Ath letics I DeskTop Art/ EPS 

10 1 painters Graphics & Symbols I DeskTop Art 

102 painters Graphics & Symbols I DeskTop Art 

11 4 hamburger EPS Illustrations C lickArt 

11 6 chalk and slate Accents & Borders I Images with Impact! 
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PAGE DESCRIPTION PACKAGE NAME PRODUCT LINE 

119 hands Business Images 2 C liptures 

120 hands Business Images 2 C liptures 

12 1 hands Business Images 2 C liptures 

122 hands Business Images 2 C liptures 

144 tile pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

145 fish Graphics & Symbols 1 DeskTop Art 

149 headline fi ll pancrn Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

166 hockey player Athletics I DeskTop Arr/ EPS 

169 hockey player Athletics I DeskTop Arr/EPS 

170 hockey player Athletics I DeskTop An/EPS 

195 headline fi ll pattern Patterns & T extures Collector's Edition 

198 page ornaments Business I mage ClickArt 

210 left cartoon Business & Finance Presentation Task Force 

210 center cartoon Volume 13 Digit-Art 

2 10 right cartoon Leisure Time I DeskTop Art/EPS 

23 1 headline fill pattern Pallt:rns & Textures Collector's Edition 

234 left silhouette Business Images 2 Cliptures 

234 next-to-left silhouette Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

234 next-to-right silhouenc Business Images 2 C lipturcs 

234 right silhouette Design E lements I DeskTop Art!EPS 

253 logo clements Graphics & Symbols 1 Images with Impact! 

261 headl ine fill pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

264 young man Business I Images with Impact! 

264 stapler Business Art C lickArt 

264 misty forest Natural Images I Artbeats 

274 sun Accents & Borders Images with Impact! 

275 sun Accents & Bo rders Images with Impact! 

283 head line fi ll pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

284 owls School Days I DeskTop Art/EPS 

286 owls School Days I DeskTop Art/EPS 

287 clown and dog Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

288 clowns Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 
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PAGE DESCRIPTION PACKAGE NAME PRODUCT LINE 

289 clowns Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

29 1 musical instruments Accents & Borders Images with Impact! 

292 cartoon man Business Images 1 Cliptures 

292 sitting woman Business Images 2 Cliprures 

292 standing woman Business Images 2 C liptures 

293 hand Potpourri I DeskTop Arr/EPS 

293 naturalistic scissors Potpourri I DeskTop Art/EPS 

294 woman Potpourri I DeskTop Art/EPS 

294 leaning man Business Images 2 Cliptures 

294 girl with flowers Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

295 bunnies and bi rd Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

296 bunnies and bird Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

299 dancing woman Art Nouveau Images Masterworks 

300 c1ty 1mages Graphics & Symbols Images with Impact! 

301 city scene Graphics & Symbols Images with Impact! 

302 left border EPS Business Art ClickArt 

302 bamboo border Accents & Borders I mages with Impact! 

302 right border Potpourri I DeskTop Art/EPS 

303 rockin' dude Leisure Time I DeskTop Art!EPS 

303 heavy border Accents & Borders Images with Impact! 

304 rock in' dude Leisure Time I DeskTop Arr/EPS 

304 light border Accents & Borders I mages with Impact! 

305 rockin' dude Leisure Time I DeskTop Art/EPS 

305 medium-weight border Accents & Borders Images with Impact! 

307 headline fi ll pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

313 woman Busi ness I Images with Impact! 

313 fan motifs Accents & Borders Images with Impact! 

315 woman's head Seasonal I DeskTop Art/EPS 

321 headline fi ll pattern Patterns & Textures Collector's Edition 

327 Mac II with globe EPS Business Art C lickArt 

33 1 water droplets Natural Images I Art beats 

331 beveled texture Dimensions I Artbeats 
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Vendor information 

ArtBeats 
Artbeats 
PO Box 20083 
San Bernandino, CA 92406 
compatible with both Macs and PCs 
(714) 881-1200 

ClickArt 
T I Maker Company 
1973 Landings Dr. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
compatible w ith both Macs and PCs 
(415) 962-0195 

Cliptttres 
Dream Maker Software 
72 17 Foothill Blvd. 
Tujunga, CA 91042 
compatible with both Macs and PCs 
(8 18) 353-2297 

Collector's Edition 
Adobe Systems Inc. 
1585 Charleston Rd. 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
compatible with Macs only 
( 415) 961-4400 

DeskTop Art (bitrnappcd) 
D eskTop Art!EPS 
D ynamic Graphics, [nc. 
6000 N. Forest Park Dr. 
Peoria, IL 61614 
compatible with both Macs and PCs 
(800) 255-8800 

Clip-Art Reference 

Digit-Art 
Image Club Graphics, Inc. 
1902 Eleventh St., SE 
Calgary, A lberta, Canada T2G 3G2 
compatible with both Macs and PCs 
(403) 262-8008 

Images with Impact! 
3G Graphics 
11 410 NE 124th St., Suite 6155 
Kirkland, \Y/ A 98034 
compatible w ith both Macs and PCs 
(206) 823-8198 

Mac Atlas 
Atlas PC 
MicroMaps 
PO Box 757 
Lambertville, NJ 08530 
compatible with both Macs and PCs 
(609) 397-1611 

Masterworks 
Silicon Designs 
PO Box 2234 
Orinda, CA 94563 
compatible with Macs only 
( 415) 254- 1460 

Presentation Task Force 
New Vision Technologies, Inc. 
Box 5468, Station F 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2C 3M1 
compatible w ith PCs only 
(613) 727-8184 
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arrow cap 138 
arrow keys 

moving selection 325, 333, 337, 34 1 
in text blocks 124 

arrow tool I 03 
"Arrows" command 335 
Art Importer 328 
artistic knowledge 9, 25 
artistic style 16, 21,24 

of clip-art 290-295 
developing 23 
examples of 22 
guidel ines 292-294 
matching to clip-art 299-301 

artwork 11 
ambiguous 11 
appealing 3 1 
appropriate 29 
as a commodity 284 
camera-ready 284 
cataloging 18 
copyrighted 309 
reusing 17 

audience 24 
appealing to 28 
drawing for 29 
impressing 52, 66, 77 
preparing 11 
proximity to object 49, 67 
relationship with artist 22 

"Autotrace settings" command 345 
"Autotrace to" command 333,345 

B 
background 45,47 

inferring with shadows 72 
scanned 312-314 

banding 185 
bevel join 137 
Bczier control handles 96 

displaying 108 
moving 108 

Bezier curve too l 91, 96-97 
"Bczier settings" command 341 
bird 's eye view 66 

bitmaps 99 
color 310 

black light 78 
black pigment 79 
"Blend " command 330 
blend tool 326 
blending 184-186 

tables for 188-190 
applied to cl ip-art 289 

blue light 78 
"Bold" command 128 
borders 302 
"Break" command 216 
"Bring to front" command liS 
building blocks 26 
butt cap 138 

c 
Canvas 332-335 

adding points I l l 
compared to MacDraw 335, 340 
compared to SuperPaint 343 
deleting points 111 
reshaping paths I 05 
reshap ing rounded rectangles 106 
sketching in 235 

cap options 138 
with dash pattern 139 

caps-and -dashes method 161-1 64 
cartoons 208 

clip-art 292 
examples of 210 
guidelines 209-210 

centered type 131 
choosing commands 86 
clicking 86 
clip-art 284 

borders 302 
matching 290-295 
matching your artistic style 298- 299 
modifying 285-286 
positioning 295-296 
traditional 284 
transforming 287-288 

clipboard 11 6 
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"Clone" command 330 
cloning 117 

·CMYK color model 79, 80 
'Colophon 6 191 
color 26, 77-83 

composites 80 
dithering 326 
gradation 73 
graphics 77, 80 
mixing 79 
models 78-79 
monitors 77 
printers 80 
printing 80-81 
process 80 
scanners 308 
separations 80 
shading 82-83 
spot 80 
system 330 
theory 78 
to indicate depth 68 

color pairs 81-82 
combination too l 329 
commercial printing 80 
composition 42-44 
concept 9 

clarifying 13 
developing II 

condensed type 254 
connector tool 329 
constraints 88 
contrasting color pair 81 
"Convert to Bezier" command 341 
"Convert to paths" command 329 
cookie-cutter method 151-154,314 
"Copy" command I 16 
copymg 116 
corner point 93 
corner points 96 
corner tool 329 
corner/center icon 341 
Cricket Draw III 336-339 

compared to Illustrator 339 
compared to first Cricket Draw 336 

curve tool 329 
cusp point 97 
"Cut" command 1 IS, 11 6 
cutting 116 

Index 

cyan pigment 79 

D 
dash pattern 138 

with line caps 139 
"Dashes" command 346 
"Delete Pnts" command 111 
deleting 

paths 115 
points 111 
segments 216 

depth 26, 59-69 
detail 67-68 
direction of 61 
examples of 64 
imitating with scale 48 
perspective 60-63 
shades of 68-69 
within an object 70 

descenders 175 
detail 67-68 
display modes 196 
dots per inch 186 
dotted line See dash pattern 
double-clicking 86 
dragging 86 
drawing 7 

ability 9 
accurate proportions 55 
appealing graphics 33-35 
for an audience 29-31 
cartoons 208-228 

guidelines 209-210 
consistentcy 33 
cubes 61 
in a drawing program IS 
elegance 33 
exaggerated proportions 57 
final drafts 15 
large 33 
logos 251-259 

guidelines 252 
from a model 38 
needs 13 
page ornaments 196-208 

guidelines 197 
in a painting program 15 
in perspective 64 
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drawing (cont.) 
realistic forms 36--37 
restrictions · 13 
silhouettes 232-251 

guidelines 233 
sketches 14 
spheres 71 
spirals 179-18 1 
stylized forms 40 
three-dimensional objects 63 
upside down 38 
voluminous objects 73, 262- 280 

guidelines 263 
drawing technique 20-22, 25 
drawing theory 20, 25 
drawing tools 87 
DrawOver 326 
drop shadows 17 1-173 
"Duplicate" command 122, 205, 329, 

341,345 
duplication 116--117 
"Duplication" command 333 

E 
"Edit pattern" command 141 
"Edit Pts" command 105,333 
"Effects" mer.u 333, 345 
"Element info" command 126, 329 
ellipse tool 74, 88, 90 
EPS format 324, 328 
eraser tool 99, 239 
external effects 346 

F 
facrade 64 
fat-bits 239, 241-242 
fill 140-147 

defined 134 
special effects 150-155 

applied to type 17 1- 175 
fill patterns 14 1- 144 

bitmapped 141-142 
tile 143-144 

scanned 314-315 
transforming 326, 330 

fi ll tool 39, 239 
fi ll-scale-and-skew 

method 165-171 
applied to clip-art 289 

final draft 9, 15-16 
finished graphic 9, 15-16 
first impressions 28 
flat-bed scanners 308 
"Fli p horizontal" command 119, 341 
fl ip tool 325, 329 
"Flip vertical" command 119,341 
flipping 119 
flush left type 131 
flush right type 131 
focus 67-68 
"Font" menu 341, 344 
Font/DA Mover 128, 332 
Fontographer 328 
foreground 45, 47 
form 26, 36-44 

consistent flow of 42-44 
record ing accurately 38-40 
simplifying 37 
stylizing 40-42 

formatting 127 
four-colo r separations 80 
framing your artwork 305 
FreeHand See Aldus FreeHand 
freehand tool 91, 92- 93 

adjusting tolerance 21 1, 325 
drawing straight segments 329 
undrawing with 325, 329 

frequency 186 

G 
geometric images 293 
geometric shape tools 88 
gradation 73-76 

color 81 
commands 144-145 
creating 183-191 
custom 184 
defined 144 
size 187 
symmetrical 74 

"Graduated" command 330 
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graphic needs 13 
graphic process 9-24 
graphic restrictions 13 
graphics See artwork 
gray values 186 
green light 78 
ground See horizon; surface 
"Group" command 105, 114 
grouping 113 

H 
halftone cells 140 

size theory 186-187 
special dot patterns 338 

hand-held scanners 308 
haze 68 
heavy images 294 
heavy type 178 
Helvetica 178 
highlights 70 
horizon 60, 6~6 
"Horizontal scaling" option 254 
hues 78 

illumination 70-73, 273-275 
Illustrator See Adobe I llustrator 
imagesetters 186 
immensity, demonstrating 51 
" Import" command 246 
importing sketches 100, 246 
information bar 329 
"Italic" command 128 

J 
"Join" command 132, 329 
joining options 137 
joystick 86 
justified type 131 

K 
kerning 130 

type on a path 133 
key line mode 196 
knife tool 216 

Index 

L 
laser printers 186 
LaserLetter 191 
Laser\Vriter 324 
"Layer manager" command 333 
layer-and-offset method 158-161 

applied to clip-art 289 
layering 115- 116 

examples of 272 
"Layers" command 341 
"Layers" palette 329 
leading 127, 130 
letter spacing 130 
light 70 

colors of 78 
reflected 76 

light pen 86 
light source 70-73, 273-275 
light type 178 
like color pair 81 
line See stroke 
line caps See cap options 
line drawings 294 
line joins 137 
line spacing 127, 130 
line tool 87, 88 
line weight 135-136 
line width 135-136 
lines per inch 186 
Linotronic 186 
logos 25 1 

examples of 253 
guidelines 252 

M 
MacDraw 321 

compared to Canvas 335, 340 
compared to Super Paint 340 
flipping paths 119 
inserting points 110 
integrated into SuperPaint 344 
limitations of 324 

MacDraw Pro 340-343 
Macintosh II 77 
Macintosh Plus 324, 328, 332, 336, 

340,344 
Macintosh SE 77 
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MacPaint 15, 99 
integrated into SuperPaint 344 

MacPaint format 246, 324, 328, 332, 
336, 340,344 

magenta pigment 79 
magic wand tool 346 
marquee I 0 1· 
marqueemg 

bitmaps 100 
paths 11 4 
points 107 

mask 146 
"Mask" command 147, 316 
masking 146-147, ISO 

scanned images 314, 316 
Metamorphosis 328 
miter join 137 
monitors 77 
mouse operations 86 
movmg 

N 

Bezier control handles 108 
multiple points 107 
paths 115 

with arrow keys 325, 333, 337, 341 
points 107 

naturalistic images 293 
neutral color pair 81 

0 
"Object" command 333 
objects . 99 
origin of light 70-73, 273-275 
outline See stroke 
"Outline" command 129 
ovaltool 74,88,90 

p 

page o rnaments 196 
examples of 198 
guidelines 197 

PageMaker 328 
paintbrush tool 239 

painting programs 15 
color 3 14,317,347 
for sketching 18, 38 
monochrome 334, 342 
tools 99 

Pantone Matching System 80 
screen emulation 326 

" Paste" command 116 
"Paste in back" command 325 
"Paste in front" command 325 
"Paste inside" command 330 
pasting 117 
paths 92 

blending 184-186 
cloning 117 
copying 116 
deleting 11 5 
flipping 119 
joined to type 132 
layering 115- 116 
moving 115 
scaling 118 
selecting 11 3 
spliting 216 
used as masks 146 

"Pattern" command 326 
patterns See dash pattern; fill patterns 
pen tool 325 
pencil tool 39, 99, 239 
percentage change 187 
perspective 60-63, 265 
photo-editing programs 314,317 
PICT format 328, 332, 336, 340, 344 
pigmentation 79 
" Plain" command 128 
plug-in tools 344 
Plus See Macintosh Plus 
PMS 80 
poin t size See type size 
pointer tool 103 
pointing device 86 
points 

adding 110 
deleting I l l 
movmg 107 
selecting 107 
unit of measure 129 

polygon tool 91, 93-95 
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PostScript language 186, 188, 338 
laser printers 326 

"Preferences" command 211, 247, 325 
presentation 26, 28-36 

guidelines 33-35 
"Preview" command 196 
primary colors 78 
printers 80 

laser 186 
PostScript 326 

printing 79-81 
commercial 80 
process color 80 
spot color 80 

process color printing 80 
proportion 26, 53-59 

exaggerated 56-58 
recording accurately 55-56 
similarizing 58-59 
uses for 55 

proximity 47 

R 
radial gradations 145 
"Radial"command 330 
raised type 176 
realistic graphic 263 

clip-art 292 
examples of 264 
guidelines 263 

rectangle tool 74, 88, 90 
red light 78 
reference lines 274 
reference points 60 
reflected light 76-77, 278 
"Reshape" command 104,34 1, 345 
reshape tool I 03 
reshaping 

free-form paths I 04- 105 
geometric paths I 05- 107 
paths 103-112 
rounded rectangles 106 

resolution 186 
reusing a graphic 17 
"Rotate" command 120, 34 1 
rotating 120 
rotation tool 120, 325, 329 

Index 

round cap 138 
"Round Corners" command 106 
round join 137 
rounded rectangle tool 88, 90 
rulers 87 

s 
savingadrawing 17-18 
scale 26, 45-53 

recording accurately 45--46 
uses for 45 

scale tool 118, 325, 329 
scal ing 118-119 

to indicate distance 47--49 
for drama 51-53 
to indicate importance 49-51 

scanners 308-309 
scans 307 

backgrounds 312-314 
examples of 309 
importing into FreeHand 330 
importing into Illustrator 326 
masking 315-3 16 
tile patterns 314-315 
transforming 310-312 

scissors tool 2 16 
adding point with 325 

screen frequency 186 
scroll bars 87 
SE 77 
segments 93 

adjusting curvature 108-109 
deleting 216 

selecting 
multiple paths 113 
multiple points 107 
paths 113 
points 107 
type 126 

"Send to back" command 115 
sensitivity options 247 
Separator 326 
shading 73-76 

color 82 
reflected light 76 
to demonstrate depth 68-69, 314 
to demonstrate volume 75 
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"Shadow" command 129 
shadows 70 

adding to type 174 
contour 275 
creating 165- 171 
drop 171-173 

sheet-fed scanners 308 
"Show coordinates" command 345 
"Show size" command 341 
silhouettes 232 

~:xamples of 234 
guidelines 233 

SIZe 127 
"Size" menu 341 
sketching 9, 14-15 

examples of 14 
from a model 38 
geometrically 74, 234-245 
guidelines 38-39 
in a painting program 18 
reference lines 60 
shading 75 
upside down 38 

"Skew" command 121 
skew tool 121, 325, 329 
skewing 121-124 
"Slant" command 121 
slanting 121- 124 
"Smooth" command 94 
smooth point 96 
"Spell check" commands 334 
"Spelling" commands 341 
"Split" command 216 
spot color printing SO 
square cap 138 
Startup Screen format 332, 344 
status bars 87 
steps 184 
stroke 135-139 

defined 134 
special effects 155-165 

applied to type 175-178 
stroke-on-stroke method 156-158 
style See artistic style; type style 
"Style" menu 341 

stylization 40 
subtractive primary model 79 
sunken type 176-177 
SuperPaint 344-347 

compared to FreeHand 347 
compared to Illustrator 347 
compared to MacDraw 340 
limitations of 324 
sketching in 235 

surface 76 
symmetry 73 
System file 128 

T 
tablet 86 
technique 20-22, 25 
text See type 
"Text" menu 345 
theory 20, 25 
third dimension 59 
30% rule 109 
TIFF format 246, 328, 332, 344 
tile 143 
"Tile" command 330 
Times Roman 128 
tint 82, 140 
tolerance level 211 
toolbox 20 
tools 8, 20 

drawing 87 
painting 15 
software 21 
traditional 20 

trace tool 99-103,310 
adjusting sensitivity 247 

trackball 86 
tracking option 247 
"Transform again" command 205, 325, 

329 
"Transform" menu 341 
transformation handles 104 

dragging 118 
transformation origin 119, 120, 121 
transformation tools 113 

Appendices 



"Turn slides on" command 342 
type 124 

attributes of 3 I 
condensing 254 
converting to paths 326, 329 
editing 125-126 
entering 124-125 
formatting 127-132 
heavy 178 
highlighting 126 
in motion 173 
light 178 
on a path 132- 134 
raised 176 
special effects 171- 183 
on a spiral 178- 182 
sunken 176-177 
used as a mask 147, 177 
with drop shadows 171- 173 

"Type" command 125 
type size 127, 129 
type style 127, 128 
type tool 123- 134 
typeface family 128 
typefaces 127 

loading into your System 128 

u 
UltraPaint 336 
"Underline " command 129 

Index 

"Undo" command 115, 237, 328 
"Ungroup" command 105 

v 
video card 77 
VIeW SIZeS 87 
viewer See audience 
visual theme 11 
volume 26, 70-77, 264 

relative to light 70-73 
shading 73-76 

voluminous object 73 

w 
white light 78 
white pigment 79 
wireframe mode 196 
worm's eye view 66 

y 

yellow pigment 79 

z 
Zapf Dingbats 128, 293 
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE BUSINESS ONE IRWIN DESKTOP PUBUSHING UBRARY ... 

PAINTING ON THE MACINTOSH 
A Non-Artist's Guide to SuperPaint®, PixeiPaint®, Painter®, and Many 
Others, Revised Edition 
Deke McClelland 

Now it's easy for you to master and apply painting techniques to all types of illustration 
software! McClelland examines current painting programs and trends, offering valuable 
advice for producing and embellishing newsletters, reports, letters, brochures, and more! 
You'll discover constructive, hands-on practice projects, lessons on the basics of 
illustration theory, and evaluations of popular software packages. 
ISBN: 1-55623-910-6 (350 pages, paper) 

THE PAGEMAXEfl® COMPANION 
Macintosh, Version 4.0 
Craig Danuloff and Deke McClelland 

Discover your desktop publishing possibilities! The PageMaker Companion will guide you, 
step-by-step, toward a clearer comprehension of how you can create sales flyers, 
advertisements, brochures, or any other page layout that requires a professional-looking 
presentation. You will appreciate the book's detailed coverage of PageMaker basics and 
new advanced features so you can stay current and fully benefit from this powerful 
program. 
ISBN: 1-55623-355-8 (600 pages, paper) 

DESKTOP PUBUSHING SUCCESS 
How to Start and Run a Desktop Publishing Business 
Felix Kramer and Maggie Lovaas 
Called "The Bible of the Desktop Publishing Biz" by the editor-in-chief of Publish magazine, 
Desktop Publishing Success is a complete, easy-to-follow road map for breaking into the 
business of desktop publishing, setting up a profitable corporate in-house electronic 
publishing department, or fine-tuning DTP skills. This valuable resource offers thought
provoking strategies and invaluable tips to ensure a smooth startup and continuous 
success! 
ISBN: 1-55623-424-4 (350 pages, paper) 

THE COMPLETE SCANNER HANDBOOK FOR DESKTOP PUBUSHING, 1991·1992 
Macintosh Edition 
David D. Busch 

This book is for anyone who wants to take advantage of scanners, but can't afford the time 
to wade through the technical jargon of the user's manual. Using clear, concise explana
tions, Busch provides an overview of current software and hardware trends and focuses on 
the ways to use scanners and desktop publishing programs for maximum effectiveness. 
Evaluations of scanner models will help you optimize their use and select the appropriate 
scanner for your desktop publishing needs. 
ISBN: 1-55623-576-3 (445 pages, paper) 

Available at fine bookstores and libraries. 
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